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THESIS OUTLINE

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
A general introduction into the fields of human CD8+ T cells and their role in controlling 
(mainly intracellular) pathology, and polyomavirus BK and its associations with pathology 
in kidney transplant recipients, respectively. 

PART I 
Chapter 1 
Blood and beyond: properties of circulating and tissue-resident human virus-specific  
αβ CD8+ T cells.

A review on the phenotypic and functional traits of human CD8+ T cells with 
an αβ T cell receptor targeting different viruses found in the circulation and in  
the specialized tissues. 

Chapter 2
Infection history determines the differentiation state of human CD8+ T cells.

Research manuscript on the associations between the expression levels of the type 
1 (cytotoxic) transcriptional regulators T-bet and eomesodermin, the subset-defining 
phenotype (expression patterns of CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 and CD27) and functional 
markers (e.g. expression of the IL-7 receptor α chain and serine proteases) during viral 
latency and the acute phase of primary infection.   

Chapter 3
Functional separation of IL7Rα/KLRG1-defined CD8+ T cell populations in humans

Research manuscript on the aspects of IL7Rα and KLRG1-defined CD8+ T cell subsets 
targeting human cytomegalovirus or Epstein-Barr virus epitopes during the acute phase 
and latency of primary infection.

Chapter 4
Label-free analysis of CD8+ T cell subset proteomes supports a progressive differentiation 
model of virus-specific T cells in humans. 

Research manuscript on the proteomic transitions between the seven largest 
CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined CD8+ T cell populations found in the circulation  
of healthy individuals.  

PART II
Chapter 5
BK virus infection in transplant recipients: clinical manifestations, treatment options and 
the immune response.

A review on the biological aspects of polyomavirus BK and its associations with 
pathology in transplant recipients.
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Chapter 6
Phenotypic and functional characterization of circulating polyomavirus BK VP1-specific 
CD8+ T cells in healthy adults.

Research manuscript where we describe the method of detection as well as the properties 
of circulatory BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells found in the circulation of healthy individuals.

Chapter 7
Severe Reactivation of polyomavirus BK (BKV) in Renal Transplant Recipients is associated 
with impaired differentiation of BKV VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells.

Research manuscript describing our studies into the differentiation of circulatory and 
tissue-resident BKV VP1 and large T antigen protein-specific CD8+ T cells from kidney 
transplant recipients suffering from various degrees of viral reactivation and/or BKV-
induced interstitial nephritis.

SUMMARY IN ENGLISH
Summary and discussion of the relevant findings presented in this thesis.

SAMENVATTING IN DE NEDERLANDSE TAAL
Samenvatting en bespreking van de relevante onderzoeksbevindingen gepresenteerd in 
deze dissertatie.

DANKWOORD

APPENDICES

SPONSORS

A part of the research published in this thesis was funded by grants from the Dutch Kidney 
Foundation (IP11.32, CP09.04, and 14OKG05).
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This thesis is divided in two parts: The first part, comprising chapters 1 to 4, concerns 
research into the traits and formation of human CD8+ T cells targeting different viruses, 
such as the human cytomegalovirus (hCMV), the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and the influenza 
(A) virus (influenza); the second part, comprising chapters 5 to 7, specifically concerns 
our research data on the differentiation and functional properties of human CD8+ T cells 
targeting polyomavirus BK. This is a virus that nearly all of us are infected with without 
being aware of it. However, it may cause significant disease in renal transplant recipients, 
who have a poorly functioning immune system due to the immunosuppressive medication 
that is necessary to prevent rejection of the transplanted kidney. 

Each part is prefaced by an introduction chapter, concerning the traits and functional 
properties of antiviral αβ CD8+ T cells in the human circulation and tissues for part I, 
and the predominantly clinical aspects of BKV-induced pathology in transplant recipients 
for part II. Both parts concern manuscripts that were mainly written for specialists in 
these fields and may therefore be difficult to understand for outsiders. In order to better 
comprehend and interpret the topics described in this thesis, I wrote a general, and 
a bit simplified introduction on these subjects here. For a more detailed description of 
the topics discussed in this thesis please see chapters 1 and 5.

PART I
To better understand the relevance of the research described in part I, one must understand 
eight things:
1. CD8+ T cells (or T lymphocytes) are part of the specialized immune system, also known 

as the leukocytes (or ‘white blood cells’).

2. CD8+ T cells have the unique capacity to scan for disease in the inside of all cells that 
make up the human body. In contrast, the majority of the other leukocytes are mainly 
focused on controlling threats located on the outside of the cells (e.g. the circulation, 
the lymphatics etc.).

3. CD8+ T cells are typically known for their ability to ‘kill’ diseased cells, and are also 
known as cytotoxic (meaning toxic to cells) leukocytes.

4. Viruses are extremely small entities that consist of little more than a capsid that is 
holding genetic material. 

5. Viruses are unable to replicate themselves without ‘hijacking’ the replicative machinery 
of the cells of a host to make offspring.

6. To hijack the replicative machinery of the host that a virus infects, viruses use various  
strategies to enter the interior milieu of their host’s cells, making them difficult to 
detect by the host’s immune system.

7. Finally, uncontrolled proliferation of viruses causes severe disease in humans, going 
beyond fever and malaise, sometimes even involving the emergence of cancer. 
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8. CD8+ T cells can form ‘memory’ cells that are able to ‘remember’ the virus they 

encountered cells and provide a highly effective and specialized defence when 

the body is attacked by the same virus in the future.

White blood cells are part of the specialized immune system, meaning that they are 

primarily dedicated to the defence of the body against pathology, like bacteria, fungi, 

parasites, viruses and cancer. All other cells in the body have also developed defensive 

mechanisms to protect themselves against threats. However, in contrast to the white 

blood cells, this is generally not their primary function. CD8+ T cells are uniquely capable 

of detecting and acting against threats found in the inside of cells through the use of  

the ‘T cell receptor’ (TCR). The CD8+ T cell TCR can be compared to a sophisticated 

scanning device that is able to interact with a special group of molecules. These are called 

the major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I) molecules, and they can be found 

on the outside of nearly every cell in the body. The MHC I molecule can be seen as 

a chalice holding a small random fragment deriving from the inside of the respective 

cell. Such fragments originate from a process where cells continuously recycle nearly 

every component found in their insides, including components that should not be there. 

During this process, the small fragments are incorporated in these chalices, which are 

then transported to the exterior of the cells for the purpose of displaying these possibly 

pathologic components to the CD8+ T cells.  As such, the CD8+ T cell does not probe 

directly into the inside of cells, it rather interacts with everything that is displayed on 

the outside of the cell in the MHC I molecules to see what is happening inside the cell. 

Because a single cell carries thousands of these MHC I molecules on its surface, each 

loaded with a fragment derived from the inside of the cell, the CD8+ T cell can get a fairly 

accurate image of what is going on in the interior of the cell after having carefully scanned 

the MHC I molecules (Figure 1). A small proportion of these fragments may also derive 

from the outside of the cells through a process called ‘cross-presentation’, which is 

a complicated topic that is beyond the scope of this general introduction.

Once a CD8+ T cell detect a potentially dangerous fragment from an MHC I molecule, 

it may be triggered to rather rigorously eliminate the entire cell (and not just the threat, 

e.g. the viruses, found in the inside of the cell). They do this by injecting the cell with 

substances (called serine proteases or granzymes) that initiate a self-destruct mechanism 

inside the cell, ultimately leading to an orderly process in which the cell carefully proceeds 

to dying, but without releasing its contents into the environment (e.g. viruses, which might 

then infect neighbouring cells). However, despite their moniker ‘cytotoxic T cell’, CD8+ T 

cells do more than killing to control infection. Amongst others, they are also capable of 

releasing substances (called cytokines and chemokines) into the environment that alarm 

neighbouring cells of the danger they found.

Viruses are a strange type of entity. First of all, it is not clear whether they are actually 

alive or whether they just ‘are’. They are incredibly small, some nearing only two-hundred 

times the size of a hydrogen atom, whereas being twenty times smaller than a bacterium, 

or around five-hundred times smaller than a human cell. To give one a better idea: if 

a human cell was a blue whale, then a virus would be a small goldfish (Figure 2). 
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Second, viruses are often nothing more than a simple container holding the virus’ 
genetic material. They do not have a cell wall or the normal organs (organelles) found in 
regular cells. Regardless, similar to all things ‘alive’ in this world they mysteriously strife 
to procreate, creating more copies of themselves. However, because they lack the means 
to copy their own genetic material, they have evolved methods to ‘borrow’ the replicative 

Figure 1. Cartoon depicting a CD8+ T cell that is ‘scanning’ the peptide-MHC class I molecule 
presented by the antigen-presenting cell (APC) to see whether the T cell receptors fits the peptide-
MHC class I molecular profile. If there is a match, then the T cell will attach to the APC after which these 
cells will communicate to initiate a T cell response if the circumstances are right (mainly meaning if there 
is danger). 

Figure 2. Cartoon of a blue whale and a gold fish to better illustrate the dimensions in which viruses 
and cells act.
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machinery of cells, for example those found in the human body. The viruses, however, do 
not ask nicely whether they can borrow a cell’s replicative machinery. They stealthily invade 
the cell, skilfully evading the cell’s defence mechanisms and just take what they want. 
Because viruses replicate themselves faster as more of the cell’s replicative machinery 
is active, they also utilize all kinds of devious tactics to artificially stimulate cellular 
replication. This in turn may be dangerous to the host organism (e.g. the human to which 
the cells belong) as uncontrolled stimulation of a cell’s replicative machinery and in turn 
uncontrolled cellular division may progress into the formation of cancer. As such, viral 
infection can be extremely dangerous if not controlled properly by the immune system.

CD8+ T cells are capable of detecting a viral presence in the inside of cells because 
the MHC I molecules also present fragments of the virus on the outside of the infected 
cell. Upon detection of danger, they will not only eliminate the danger, they also do 
something else called ‘memory cell formation’. During the acute phase of infection, where 
an individual also may have a fever and feels ill, large numbers of viruses are present in 
the body, infecting multiple cells, often located in a specific organ system. For example, 
the well-known influenza virus specifically targets cells in the airways and the lungs. 
Instead, the norovirus mainly infects intestinal cells, and either virus causes a different 
array of symptoms, depending on the organ system affected. 

This is where CD8+ T cells are activated to fight the respective virus, which starts of 
by the expansion of single activated CD8+ T cells into large numbers of daughter CD8+ T 
cells that are specifically armed to effectively combat the virus. Indeed, each virus triggers 
a specialized population (or subset) of CD8+ T cells that carries a distinct set of weapons  
(i.e. the afore-mentioned serine proteases or granzymes and cytokines and chemokines). 
This is not entirely unexpected given the different, and often also highly specialized 
strategies by which different viruses enter and hijack the body’s cells. The war between 
the CD8+ T cells (and the rest of the immune system) and the virus often takes several days 
in which the host may experience fever, pain, coughing, diarrhoea etc. Once the virus has 
been eliminated, the large expansion of CD8+ T cells are no longer necessary and may 
even be harmful to the host given their toxic weaponry and their metabolic demands. 
This is also where the CD8+ T cell number declines, only to leave a small population 
behind that may stay in the body for several years. These are special cells, experienced 
war veterans if you would, that have remembered how to best handle future infections 
with the same virus. Therefore they are called memory cells. In the case of a new infection 
with the same virus, these memory cells again expand to large numbers to fight the next 
round of combat, but they do this much more rapidly and effectively when compared to 
their parent’s actions during the first encounter. This, amongst others is one of the reasons 
why adults are less often sick than infants, and when they do, the illness usually takes up 
a much shorter period of time. One of the holy grails of science would be to understand 
this process of memory formation so that it can be used to enhance the current vaccination 
strategies.
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PART II
To better understand part II of this thesis, one needs to know eight things:
1. Polyomavirus BK (BKV) is a virus that infects nearly all of us without causing any 

symptoms in the presence of a well-functioning immune system.

2. Polyomavirus BK is never eliminated from the body entirely as it uses tactics to hide 
itself inside cells found in the kidneys and the bladder. 

3. Individuals with a severely impaired or non-existent kidney function need a replacement 
kidney to clear the body from harmful substances. Replacement kidneys can be 
provided in the form of renal dialysis or in the form of a kidney transplantation where 
someone receives a functional kidney from a living or deceased organ donor. 

4. Once an individual receives a kidney transplantation, the immune system recognizes 
the new kidney as ‘foreign’ and as potentially dangerous, and it will start to attack 
the donor kidney. Immunosuppressive medication must be given to these individuals 
to keep the immune system docile, thereby preventing immune-mediated damage to 
(or rejection of) the donor kidney.

5. These immunosuppressive agents unfortunately not only prevent immune-mediated 
damage to the donor kidney, they also suppress the immune system that is responsible 
for the defence against viruses, like BKV.

6. Owing to the immune-suppressed state of kidney transplant recipients, BKV 
frequently emerges from its hiding place, after which it is able to proliferate in a largely 
uncontrolled fashion.

7. This reactivation of BKV, mainly affecting the donor kidney can cause severe damage 
to the transplanted organ, sometimes even leading to loss of function of the affected 
kidney. This is of course very unwanted, since kidney transplant recipients generally 
must wait a couple of years for a suitable kidney-transplant.

8. There is currently no proven effective medication available that directly targets BKV 
and its actions. The only remedy is to reduce the amount of immunosuppressive 
medication so that the individual’s immune system can recuperate to subsequently 
regain control over BKV. This, however, also enhances the capacity of the immune 
system to attack to donor kidney.

BKV is thought to be transmitted by certain bodily fluids, amongst which urine, but 
possibly also saliva and is perhaps already transmitted in the womb. After entry, the human 
immune system quickly gains control over the virus, upon which BKV hides itself from 
the immune system inside certain cells of the body (mainly those found in the kidneys and 
urinary tract). This indeed means that it is never completely eliminated from the body after 
primary infection.

Kidney transplant recipients, i.e. individuals who have received a ‘new’ kidney 
from a living  or a deceased donor, need to be treated with medication that 
suppresses the immune system to prevent the recipient’s immune cells from attacking 
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the ‘foreign’ donor kidney. This leads to the so called rejection of the transplanted organ.  
Unfortunately, these agents also severe hinder the immune system in its ability to control 
viral infection, including those viruses that were already ‘hiding’ in the cells of the body 
prior to transplantation, like BKV. As such, this creates a favourable environment for BKV 
 to proliferate and to emerge from its hiding place. The large numbers of BKV virus  
particles, the so-called ‘virions’, then start infecting other neighbouring cells in the kidney. 
Because the viral growth is largely uncontrolled, the cells eventually burst open due to 
the large numbers of viruses that have accumulated inside the cell, after which these 
new virus particles indeed infect new neighbouring cells. This establishes a situation 
that threatens the entire kidney, and may cause a condition called BKV-associated  
(or induced) interstitial nephritis (BKVN) in up to 10% of the kidney transplant recipients. 
The foremost sign of this condition is a progressively deteriorating kidney function, 
accompanied by high levels of BKV virions found in the circulation. Ultimately, BKVN is 
diagnosed with a needle biopsy, during which tissue from the donor kidney is obtained  
for further microscopic examination by a pathologist. 

Unfortunately, reactivation of BKV cannot be countered by specific antiviral agents. 
The only approach of proven value is to reduce the amounts of immunosuppressive 
medication so that the individual’s own immune system can recuperate after which it can 
regain control over the viral proliferation. This is, however, a double-edged sword as it 
not only allows the immune system to better fight the virus, but also the foreign donor 
kidney, indeed leading to an increased chance on rejection. Therefore, there is a dire 
need for better treatment options. One interesting possibility involves the ‘use’ of an 
individual’s own T cells. As stated above, CD8+ T cells interact with BKV-infected cells 
through their T cell receptor and a MHC I molecule presenting a BKV fragment that is 
deriving from the inside of the cell. If we would be able to extract populations of CD8+ T 
cells that are activated only by BKV fragments, and not by any other fragments presented 
in the MHC I molecules prior to transplantation, then we could give such populations back 
to the individual after transplantation if BKV reactivates. These BKV-specific CD8+ T cells 
are unable to harm the uninfected part of the transplanted kidney (because they cannot 
interact with cells not presenting BKV peptides on their surfaces in the MHC I molecules) 
and they will specifically target only those cells infected with BKV. Moreover, these cells 
would thereafter, theoretically, form memory populations that could provide protection 
against BKV for a longer period of time. Such a mode of therapy would indeed be highly 
specific, and would not increase the chance of rejection of the donor kidney. 

Nevertheless, various questions can be raised on this theory, all of them deserve 
intensive research before this can be tested in patients. First of all, when we started our 
studies, it was not known what type of CD8+ T cell (or subset) normally confers protection 
against BKV, and therewith automatically also the armamentarium that they employ. 
Second, we did not know what is happening to the (pre-existent) CD8+ T cell populations 
in patients that develop severe BKV reactivation and/or BKVN, and why they lose control 
over the virus (covered in this thesis). By the way, it is besides the truth to state that BKV 
is controlled by CD8+ T cells only, as other cells of the immune system are like to also 
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play an important role. However, CD8+ T cells are very proficient at detecting and fighting 
intracellular pathology and have therefore been the focus of this thesis. Third, which is 
not covered in this thesis, it is unknown whether such infused (or adoptively transferred) 
BKV-specific CD8+ T cell populations will also be affected by the immunosuppressive 
medication, and whether they will able to help regain control over BKV. Finally, if they 
will appear effective, then it would seem logical that the effectiveness of such BKV-
specific CD8+ T cell infusions increases with the size of the T cell population given to 
the patient. Would we be able to isolate large amounts of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells prior 
to transplantation (without impairing the BKV-specific immune response already prior to 
transplantation), or could we artificially expand smaller populations of BKV-specific CD8+ 
T cells (in a petri dish) without influencing the differentiation state and the ‘weaponry’ of 
the T cells prior to giving them back to an individual?

To conclude, this should largely cover the basics of the topics touched upon in  
the two parts that make up this thesis. As stated previously, each part will be headed by 
an Introduction chapter written on the level of experts in the respective field of research, 
which should now be better accessible to readers who are less experienced in these fields.

SCOPE OF THIS THESIS
For obvious reasons, the current understanding of CD8+ T cell responses targeting viral 
infections largely derive from experimental mouse models. However, these models may 
not translate directly to the human situation, for one because mice do not normally get 
to become eighty years of age. The aim of this thesis is to investigate human CD8+ T cell 
populations during health and disease in response to various viral infections. Of specific 
interest is the CD8+ T cell response targeting polyomavirus BK. Whereas this is a virus that 
establishes a mode of latent infection in nearly all of us, we know very little about how this 
virus is normally controlled by the immune system, or how immunological control is lost in 
some immunocompromised individuals. 
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CHAPTER ONE

Adapted from: van Aalderen M.C. et al. Blood and Beyond: properties 
of circulating and tissue-resident human virus-specific αβ CD8+ T cells. 

European Journal of Immunology 2014 Apr;44(4):934-44. 

BLOOD AND BEYOND:  
PROPERTIES OF CIRCULATING AND TISSUE-RESIDENT 

HUMAN VIRUS-SPECIFIC αβ CD8+ T CELLS

Michiel C. van Aalderen 1,2, Ester B.M. Remmerswaal1,2,  
Ineke J.M. ten Berge1,2 and René A.W. van Lier3

1 Department of Experimental Immunology, Academic Medical Center,    
  Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 

2 Renal Transplant Unit, Department of Nephrology, Division of Internal  
  Medicine, Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

3 Sanquin Research and Landsteiner Laboratory,  
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ABSTRACT
CD8+ αβ T cell responses form an essential line of defence against viral infections. An 
important part of the mechanisms that control the generation and maintenance of these 
responses have been elucidated in experimental mouse models. In recent years it has 
become clear that CD8+ T cell responses in humans not only show similarities, but also 
display differences to those occurring in mice. Furthermore, while several viral infections 
occur primarily in specialised organ systems, for obvious reasons, most human CD8+ T 
cell investigations were performed on cells deriving from the circulation. Indeed, several 
lines of evidence now point to essential functional differences between virus-specific 
CD8+ memory T cells found in the circulation and those providing protection in organ 
systems, such as the lungs. In this review, we will focus on summarising recent insights into 
human CD8+ T cell differentiation in response to several viruses and emphasise that for 
a complete understanding of anti-viral immunity, it is pivotal to scrutinise such responses 
in both blood and tissue.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent work has defined the details of anti-viral responses in mice, identifying key 
transcription factors regulating these responses 1. However, direct translation to the human 
setting is difficult because the human immune system has coevolved with species-specific 
pathogens. For instance, mouse and human CMV (hCMV) are genetically distinct, which 
may well reflect the adaptation of the viruses to the specific hosts 2. Also, the murine 
and human immune system use different receptor families on NK cells that counteract 
the action of hCMV’s immune evading genes 3. Additionally, the life expectancy of mice 
and humans is entirely different. As a consequence, immunological memory in targeting 
human viral infections, or in the case of persistent infections maintenance of latency, has 
to be sustained for decades rather than months (as it is in mice). This would be expected 
to impose specific constraints on the homeostatic mechanisms of immune cells. Indeed 
mouse and man use different ways to maintain pools of naïve T cells 4. Furthermore, 
while most of the research on virus-specific CD8+ T cells in humans has focused on those 
found in the circulation, it has become clear that circulating CD8+ T cells targeting typical 
respiratory viruses, such as influenza, differ entirely with regard to phenotype and function 
from their counterparts found in the lungs, where the antigenic and inflammatory pressure 
is likely much higher than in the circulation. Also, because each organ system is targeted 
by distinct sets of viruses, it seems logical that each site requires its own specialised CD8+ 
T cell memory populations. Below, we review the literature pertaining to the CD8+ αβ T 
cell response in humans, highlighting the differences in differentiation processes between 
circulating and tissue-retained resident T cell populations.

SPECIFIC ATTRIBUTES OF CIRCULATING, ACUTE-PHASE HUMAN VIRUS-SPECIFIC αβ 
EFFECTOR CD8+ T CELLS
When virus-specific CD8+ T cells are activated during primary infection, they undergo 
pronounced changes in metabolism, phenotype and function. Naïve T cells are able to 
persist in an antigen- and inflammation-independent fashion via homeostatic proliferation, 
involving intermittent stimulation with self-antigen and cytokines, such as IL-7; however, 
human CD8+ T cells in the acute phase of infection lose this dependence 5,6. In these acute 
phase activated cells, CD127 (the IL-7Rα chain) undergoes a rapid down-regulation 6,7. Both 
IL-7 and TCR/anti-CD28 stimulation can induce IL-7Rα down-regulation in vitro. However, 
whereas TCR/anti-CD28 induces prolonged or permanent down-regulation, IL-7 alone 
induces a reversible decrease in IL-7Rα expression 7. Transcriptome analyses of acutely 
in vivo primed, hCMV-specific human CD8+ T cells have confirmed this down-regulation 
of IL-7Rα at the level of mRNA transcripts, and revealed that this coincides with an up-
regulation of transcripts coding for components of other common gamma chain cytokine 
receptors, such as IL-2 and IL-15 8. Concomitantly, a marked increase in enzyme transcripts 
involved in maintaining the supply of structural components for DNA synthesis and repair, 
in histone deacetylation, and in regulating cell cycle progression was noted, reflecting 
vigorous proliferation of the primed cells 8. Murine models have revealed that naïve T cells 
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utilise a catabolic metabolism that relies strongly on lipid oxidation and autophagy for their 
maintenance, whereas activated T cells undergo a significant metabolic reprogramming 
towards an anabolic metabolism that involves macromolecular synthesis, glutaminolysis, 
Warburg metabolism, and the pentose phosphate pathway 9. Finally, activated murine T 
cells strongly up-regulate the expression of amino acid transporters, glucose transporters 
and transferrin transporters to promote the supply of essential components 9. Interestingly, 
the switch back to a catabolic metabolism, artificially induced with rapamycin or metformin, 
significantly enhanced memory cell formation in mice and macaques 10,11.

The receptor-type protein tyrosine phosphatase CD45 isoforms are among the most 
frequently used surface markers for distinguishing human CD8+ T cell subsets. Although 
they are involved in regulating the phosphorylation state of activating and inhibitory 
tyrosine residues on essential signalling molecules, little is understood of their specific role 
in regulating human CD8+ T cell activation and differentiation 12,13. The switch from CD45RA 
to CD45R0 expression is one of the first observable changes after T cell priming 14-19. Early in 
the acute phase of infection, human antiviral CD8+ T cells with different specificities (hCMV, 
EBV, HCV and HIV) are remarkably similar, displaying a CD45RAˉCCR7ˉIL-7RαˉCD28+CD27+ 
(where CCR is C-C motif chemokine receptor) phenotype. This is suggestive of a common 
activation pathway of CD8+ T cells regardless of the type of infection 14. The co-stimulatory 
receptors CD28 and CD27 are essential for the generation of primary and secondary 
antiviral T cell responses, and for the build-up of a diverse repertoire of virus-specific 
T cells 20-22. Not only are the signalling cascades initiated by these receptors crucial to 
the afore mentioned metabolic switch, they also ensure the survival of activated clones 
via autocrine IL-2 production and the induction of anti-apoptotic members of the B-cell 
lymphoma 2 family, such as B-cell lymphoma extra large and myeloid leukaemia 1 23-25. 
Furthermore, recently activated virus-specific human CD8+ T cells undergo a change in 
homing potential that is demarcated by the loss of the lymphoid tissue-homing molecules 
CCR7, CXCR4 (where CXCR is C-X-C motif chemokine receptor) and CD62L, and an 
increase in various chemokine receptors, such as CCR1, CCR5, CXCR3, CXCR6 and 
CX3CR1, that mediate T cell trafficking to and past cellular barriers, such as epithelial and 
endothelial linings, towards sites of inflammation 8,16-18,26. In a similar fashion, murine T cells 
have also been described to lose the expression of CCR7 and CD62L upon activation 27. 
Also, it was recently shown that CXCR3 is highly expressed on murine influenza-specific T 
cells, seemingly recruited early during the primary response 28. 

Acute phase human T cells possess various effector functions and highly express 
cytotoxic effector molecules, such as perforin and granzyme B, which translates into 
cytotoxic potential. In addition, these cells also produce ample amounts of IFN-γ, 
the capacity of which seems to increase after control of the virus in the memory or latency 
stage 8,16,17,19. In fact, polyfunctionality, or the capacity to produce combinations of IL-2, 
IFN-γ, TNF-α, MIP-1β and CD107a, was found to increase significantly for circulating HCV-
specific T cells that had progressed to the memory or chronic phase of infection when 
compared to those circulating during the acute phase of infection 16.

During convalescence, when the viral loads start to decline and inflammation wanes, 
the circulating CD8+ T cell population reaches a peak with regard to numbers. Such large 
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populations of cells with high cytotoxic capacity are not only potentially harmful to tissue 
integrity and the health of the organism, ongoing proliferation would also constitute 
a tremendous metabolic demand. Several levels of control that govern population 
growth and T cell contraction following infection have been identified. Among these is 
the up-regulation of various co-inhibitory molecules, such as CTLA-4, which is recruited 
into the immunological synapse upon T cell activation, where it competes with CD28 
for the shared ligands CD80, CD86 and CD275 expressed on APCs, to diminish CD28-
mediated signalling 8,29,30. Furthermore, CTLA-4 is able to trigger the release of the potent 
T cell inhibitor IDO from dendritic cells (DCs), thus acting as an independent mechanism 
to control T cell activation and proliferation 31. Other inhibitory molecules expressed 
by activated virus-specific CD8+ T cells are programmed cell death 1, killer cell lectin-
like receptor G1, T cell Ig and mucin protein 3 and lymphocyte-activation gene 3 8,16,32. 
Together with secondary co-stimulatory receptors, such as inducible T cell costimulator, 
their combined interactions are thought to be important regulators of T cell activity.

A second level of control is exerted by apoptosis, a process that is especially relevant 
during the contraction phase when T cell numbers decline. The intrinsic apoptosis pathway 
revolves around the balance between pro- and anti-apoptotic molecules from the B-cell 
lymphoma 2 family. As an example, cells deficient for the pro-apoptotic Noxa or B-cell 
lymphoma 2 interacting mediator of cell death (BIM) display a survival benefit over cells 
with a high or wild-type expression of these molecules during nutrient deprivation 33,34. As 
mentioned above, IL-2 is known to be important for the sustenance of activated human 
CD8+ T cells by maintaining the expression of anti-apoptotic myeloid cell leukaemia-1, and 
indeed, IL-2 deprivation resulted in BIM-dependent cell death 35. Furthermore, circulating 
hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells during the acute phase of primary infection highly up-regulate 
expression of CD95, CD95 ligand, and TRAIL, another death receptor ligand, indicating 
a role for the extrinsic pathway in regulating T cell pool size as well 8.

PHENOTYPE AND FUNCTION OF CIRCULATING HUMAN VIRUS-SPECIFIC αβ CD8+ T 
CELLS AFTER THE ACUTE PHASE
A number of different cell surface molecules can be used to separate functionally 
distinct human CD8+ T cell subsets 36,37. Although acute phase antiviral CD8+ T cell 
phenotypes are strikingly similar, regardless of their specificity, memory (or latent) 
populations show differences with respect to phenotype and function according to 
the virus they target. A rough segregation between antigen-primed CD8+ T cell subsets 
can be made based on CD28 and CD27 expression 14. While CD28+CD27+ primed cells 
express low levels of CD95 ligand, perforin and granzyme B, this is markedly increased 
in CD28ˉCD27ˉ cells, which translates into superior cytotoxic capacity 38,39. CD28 and 
CD27 expression appears to be lost in an orderly fashion by virus-primed CD8+ T cells 
in vivo (Figure 1). Given the presumed temporal context of these changes, where  
the expression of CD28 is generally lost before that of CD27, Appay et al. defined 
CD28+CD27+ as ‘early’ differentiated CD8+ T cells, while CD28ˉCD27+ T cells exist in an 
‘intermediate’ state and CD28ˉCD27ˉ T cells represent a ‘late’ differentiation state [18]. 
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Further segregation within the late differentiated population can be made based on 

the (re)expression of CD45RA by CD27ˉ non-cycling cytolytic CD8+ T cells (Figure 1) 38,39. 

Because of this cytotoxic capacity, and the entire functional profile of these cells, we define 

CD28ˉCD27ˉ cells as ‘effector-type’ cells 38,40. In addition to this established hierarchy of 

CD28 and CD27 expression, a minute CD95+LFA-1+CXCR3+ population (where LFA-1 is 

lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1) among CD45RA+CD28+CD27+CCR7+ cells 

(normally considered to be naïve) has been identified as putative long-lived memory stem 

cells 41,42. Furthermore, Romero et al. more recently defined a CD28+CD27ˉ memory CD8+ 

T cell subset with similar attributes to CD28+CD27+ early cells, for example concerning 

high proportions of mRNA transcripts coding for IL-7Rα, while granzyme B transcripts were 

absent in both populations. This suggests an additional differentiation pathway affecting 

a minor population of CD8+ T cells that lose CD27 prior to CD28 39.

Circulating virus-specific CD8+ T cells are found to preferentially exist in one of these 

states. For example, influenza-, RSV- and BKV-specific (where BKV is polyomavirus BK) 

memory T cells, exist mainly in the CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ early memory subset, and 

express no, or negligible, amounts of perforin and granzyme B 43-46. CD8+ T cells specific for 

epitopes of latent EBV proteins also exist primarily in the early subset, but cells targeting 

epitopes of lytic EBV proteins mostly display a further differentiated phenotype 18,47. 

Circulating hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells often exist in the CD45RA+/ˉCD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-

type subsets (Figure 1) 14,48. It must be noted that these correlations between virus  

specificity and CD8+ T cell properties are generalisations and may occasionally vary 

between donors 17.

Although the early memory populations resemble effector T cells in the acute phase 

of infection with regard to their expression of CD45RA, CD28 and CD27, they are distinct 

with regard to other phenotypic and functional aspects. First, in contrast to the acute 

phase T cells, the vast majority of the CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ early cells express IL-7Rα, 

which also extends to early differentiated virus-specific CD8+ memory T cells, with its 

expression declining among the further differentiated populations 6,39,46. While most 

CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ acute phase CD8+ T cells carry perforin and granzyme B, and have 

potent cytotoxic capability, this is not the case for CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ early differentiated 

memory cells 38,39. As mentioned above, among the memory subsets, cytotoxic capacity is 

particularly pronounced in the CD45RA+/ˉCD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-type subsets. Thus, there 

seems to be an inverse correlation between IL-7Rα expression and cytotoxic potential.

Other differences between the early and late memory subsets involve expression 

of granzyme A, K and M, serine proteases that have also been implicated in mediating 

cell death 49,50. Additional functions comprise non-cytotoxic control of viral replication 

and reactivation via direct cleavage of host and viral proteins necessary for the viral life 

cycle 51,52. Human granzyme A and murine granzyme K may also trigger cytokine release 

from neighbouring immune cells 53,54. While granzyme A is expressed by all non-naïve  

(virus-specific) CD8+ T cell subsets, granzyme M is also expressed by a significant 

proportion of naïve CD8+ T cells. The expression of both molecules increases as T cells 

advance through the differentiation states, reaching a peak frequency of expression among 
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CD45RA+CD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-type cells 14,55-57. In contrast, the expression of granzyme 
K is restricted to the early and intermediately differentiated subsets, and decreases as 
differentiation progresses being nearly absent among the late differentiated populations 
8,55. As such, latent EBV protein-specific cells frequently express granzyme K, and little 
granzyme B, while late hCMV-specific cells frequently express granzyme B and far less 
often granzyme K 8,46,58.

Human CD8+ memory T cell subsets also differ with regard to their cytokine production 
profiles. While early cells frequently produce IL-2 upon in vitro stimulation, this function 
diminishes as they enter more advanced differentiation states, until it is nearly absent in 
the CD45RA+CD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-type subset 38. In line with this, substantial numbers of 

Figure 1. Human CD8+ (memory) αβ T-cell differentiation states. A. Upon activation, naive CD8+ T cells 
give rise to virus-specific CD8+ effector T cells that universally express CD28 and CD27, regardless of 
the type of viral infection. B. Early differentiated ‘central-memory’ cells approximate naïve T cells with 
regard to phenotype, but not to function, especially concerning cytokine production capacity: central 
memory cells produce much more IL-2, but also IFN-γ and TNF-α. CCR7 expression would enable 
homing to secondary lymphoid tissues. C. Early differentiated CCR7ˉ memory cells that are otherwise 
functionally approximating the central-memory population. D. An alternative early CD28+CD27ˉ 
population described by Romero et al. appears more similar in function to CD28+CD27+ (C) cells than 
to other CD27ˉ cells that generally carry granzyme B. E. Intermediately differentiated memory cells (only 
HIV-specific cells have been reported in this class to date). F. CD45RAˉ late differentiated effector-type 
cells. G. CD45RA+ late differentiated effector-type cells. Signs indicate a degree of heterogeneity with 
regard to the expression of the respective molecule.
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circulating influenza, BKV- and latent EBV protein epitope-specific CD8+ T cells produce 

IL-2, whereas this is less frequently observed for hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells 46,58. In 

contrast, IFN-γ and TNF-α are produced by the majority of total non-naïve, as well as 

influenza-, BKV-, EBV- and hCMV-specific cells, apparently regardless of their differentiation 

state 38,46,58,59. Finally, when compared with hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells, influenza- and 

BKV-specific cells infrequently produce the chemokine MIP-1β, or express the marker of 

degranulation, CD107a upon stimulation 46,58,59.

Other functional differences between the circulating human T cell populations concern 

migratory potential. Although CCR7 and CD62L expression is lost early after T cell priming, 

CD8+ T cells can re-express these molecules upon antigenic recall in the presence of IL-2, 

IL-15 or IL-21, thereby restoring their ability to migrate to lymphoid tissues 60,61. Yet, when 

examining the circulating memory CD8+ T cell pool, only a subset of antigen-experienced 

CD8+ T cells are CCR7+, virtually all being CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ early cells that have 

been denominated as ‘central-memory’ T cells 36,39,46,62. It is not clear if these cells differ 

functionally from CCR7ˉCD28+CD27+ cells, apart from being able to migrate to lymphoid 

tissues. Also for virus-specific cells, CCR7 is expressed only by a minor proportion of mainly 

early differentiated populations, such as RSV-, BKV- and influenza-specific cells, and rarely 

by further differentiated EBV lytic protein- and hCMV-specific cells 43,46. Another lymphoid 

tissue-homing receptor, CXCR4, which is involved in T cell migration to bone marrow, is 

also frequently expressed by naïve cells, and its expression is progressively lost as cells 

advance in their differentiation state 63. Furthermore, we have shown that influenza- and 

BKV-specific cells display a particularly high expression of CXCR3, which was less often 

observed for lytic EBV protein epitope-specific cells, and rarely for hCMV-specific cells 46. 

This suggests that the CXCR3hi expression state is a trait of early differentiated memory 

cells 46. In mice, CXCR3 also mediates T cell migration towards reactive LNs as well as sites 

of inflammation in a general sense. At the reactive LN, the migrating T cells were found to 

control further T cell expansion by eliminating locally active APCs 64. In contrast to the early 

memory T cells, late effector-type human memory cells far more often display a high 

expression of CXCR1, mediating homing to the potent inflammatory chemokine IL-8 63,65. 

CX3CR1 is also mainly expressed by late total- and hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells and binds 

to fractalkine expressed on inflamed endothelium. Interestingly, CX3CR1+ hCMV-specific 

cells may mediate endothelial cell damage and have been implicated in the process of 

plaque formation and atherosclerosis 26. Altogether, the CD45RA+/ˉCD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-

type cells are very capable of homing to sites of active inflammation, while the naïve and 

CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ early subsets more often express markers involved in homing to 

lymphoid tissues.

GENERATION OF DISTINCT VIRUS-SPECIFIC CD8+ MEMORY T CELL SUBSETS
In contrast to the vast majority of acute phase effector cells, memory cells have an 

extended life span. Studies with in vivo labelling of cells with deuterated glucose have 

shown that hCMV-specific (CD45RA+CD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-type) CD8+ memory T cells have 
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a much slower uptake of glucose than the general population of CD8+ T cells, suggesting 

a low turnover rate that is supported by only very few cells expressing HLA-DR, CD38 

and Ki-67, indicating that they are not activated or proliferating 66. Furthermore, hCMV-

specific clonotype populations may remain stable for periods spanning more than 5 years 
67,68. CD45RA+CD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-type cells seem to have undergone a further selection 

process, as suggested by the finding that these cells are highly restricted in their TCR Vβ 

repertoire, which was found to narrow down with age (or as time elapsed since primary 

infection) 66,67,69,70. An important determinant of this process seems to involve the avidity 

of T cells for their peptide-MHC counterparts, because the CD45RA+CD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-

type T cells circulating in elderly individuals display a skewing towards decreased-avidity 

antigen binding 67.

As stated above, circulating hCMV-specific CD8+ memory T cells far more often 

undergo the differentiation process toward the late CD45RA+/ˉCD28ˉCD27ˉ states than 

most of the CD8+ T cells targeting other viruses. An explanation for this phenomenon may 

be found in the fact that hCMV uniquely uses the endothelial and smooth muscle cells of 

the blood vessels as a primary target of latent infection, a niche from which it frequently 

reactivates even in healthy individuals 71. Further evidence comes from hCMV reactivations 

in kidney transplant recipients with a predominantly CD28+CD27+ early hCMV-specific 

CD8+ T cell phenotype prior to transplantation, where hCMV reactivation resulted in 

the accumulation of CD28ˉCD27ˉ T cells, as well as in dropping numbers of CD28+CD27+ 

cells 72. In fact, hCMV infection has such a great impact that seropositive individuals have 

significantly more total CD8+ T cells, as well as CD45RA+/ˉCD28ˉCD27ˉ effector-type cells, 

than uninfected individuals 58,72,73. Similarly, EBV-specific CD8+ T cell populations targeting 

lytic protein epitopes are larger in size and, as mentioned before, exist more frequently in 

a CD27ˉ state than populations specific for EBV latent protein epitopes, further supporting 

a role for greater antigenic exposure, and likely also a more intense inflammatory milieu 

for the generation of these subsets 18,47. Indeed, specific environmental cues that are able 

to induce the loss of CD27 expression have been identified. For example, the binding to 

its ligand CD70, which is expressed by APCs and activated T cells, results in the removal 

of this co-stimulatory molecule from the membrane 74. Furthermore, prolonged antigenic 

stimulation alone, or in the presence of IFN-α, induces the loss of expression of 

both CD28 and CD27 in vitro 75. Other environmental cues, such as IL-15, have been 

identified to trigger the conversion from a CD45RA⁻CD27⁻ late to a CD45RA+CD27ˉ  

differentiation state 67.

HCV- and HIV-specific CD8+ memory T cells predominantly display a CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ 

(early) and, respectively, CD45RAˉCD28ˉCD27+ (intermediate) phenotype 14. Both viruses 

are known to replicate at such a high rate that they rapidly generate mutant offspring that 

are not (yet) recognised by the prevailing CD8+ T cell population. Thus, T cells that do 

recognise viral epitopes will control only non-escaped viruses, but will never be able to 

efficiently control viral infection its entirety. Furthermore, both viruses utilise strategies to 

disrupt CD4+ T cell and APC-CD8+ T cell interactions at various levels, ultimately resulting 

in diminished or impaired CD8+ T cell responses that may be reflected in these less-
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advanced differentiation states and their absence among the late differentiated memory 
subsets, which would require ongoing T cell stimulation of previously recruited cells 76,77. 
Yellow fever and smallpox vaccinations using a live attenuated strain 17D (yellow fever 
live attenuated strain 17D) and Dryvax, respectively, induce memory cells with rather 
unexpected phenotypes, whereas the acute phase cells resemble the other virus-specific 
cells, the memory stage cells adopted a CD45RA+CD28+/ˉ, not truly CD27-negative but 
rather ‘dim’ state, while strikingly carrying granzyme B and being CCR7ˉ 78-81. Also, these 
cells are highly polyfunctional with regard to cytokine production 81. Possibly, vaccination-
induced CD8+ T cell phenotypes may progress along a specific differentiation pathway. 
It should be stressed here, however, that it is unresolved if the putative progression from 
the early to the late differentiation state is a truly ordered linear differentiation program or 
that, alternatively, depending on the environmental cues (e.g. a combination of antigenic 
load, co-stimulatory receptor ligands [CD70], cytokines, and in the case of yellow fever live 
attenuated strain 17D and Dryvax, likely also vaccination adjuvants), specific phenotypic 
and functional changes may be induced 40. In this regard, the clear relation between 
phenotypic markers and function found in circulating primed CD8+ T cells is lost when 
analysing virus-specific T cells in tissues, which will be discussed in the next section.

TISSUE-RESIDENT αβ CD8+ T CELLS: PHENOTYPICALLY AND FUNCTIONALLY 
DIFFERENT FROM CIRCULATING T CELLS
In comparison to the circulating pool, human LNs contain substantially more CD27+ 
early T cells-, as well as CCR7-expressing memory T cells, while they hardly contain any 
CD27ˉgranzyme B+ late memory cells 58. Furthermore, in the LN hCMV-specific T cell 
numbers are significantly lower than in the circulation, and also when compared with 
EBV-specific cell numbers (targeting both latent and lytic protein epitopes). This may 
be attributed to the fact that the majority of the hCMV-, but less so EBV-specific cells 
in the circulation, exist in the late differentiation states, and express homing receptors 
that mainly target non-lymphoid tissues, such as the aforementioned CX3CR1, but not 
CCR7 or CD62L. Interestingly, those relatively few hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells in the LNs 
express CCR7 and CD27 significantly more often when compared with their circulating 
counterparts (Figure 2) 58. The LNs also contain higher frequencies of polyfunctional, multi-
cytokine-producing cells than the peripheral blood 58. Both lytic and latent epitope-specific 
CD8+ T cell frequencies during the acute phase of infection in patients suffering from 
acute infectious mononucleosis are generally lower in the tonsils when compared with that 
in the circulation, and also more often comprise CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ cells. However, 
during latency, cell frequencies are higher in the tonsils and these cells are significantly 
more often activated as judged by their expression of CD38 82,83. A possible explanation 
is that during latency, EBV reactivates from the oropharynx of otherwise healthy carriers, 
as such contributing to the accumulation of EBV-specific memory cells in the tonsils over 
time. Lastly, although there is some controversy with regard to CCR7 expression, hCMV-
specific CD8+ T cells in human bone marrow were reported to be quite similar to their 
circulating counter parts 84,85.
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CD8+ T cells found in non-lymphoid tissues differ substantially from circulating virus-

specific CD8+ T cells. For example, CD8+ T cells residing at the healthy human dermal–

epidermal junction often exist in a CD45RA+CCR7ˉ differentiation state, as such resembling 

the late effector-type subset found in the circulation, but remarkably do not express perforin. 

Nevertheless, the bulk of these cells produce IL-2, IFN-γ and TNF-α upon stimulation 86,87. 

Furthermore, these skin T cells are expressing specific homing receptors, such as CLA, 

CCR8, CCR4, CXCR6 and CCR6 86-88. Similar CD8+ T cell phenotypes have been observed 

in the perivascular spaces in the human brain, and specifically in the corpus callosum 89. 

While these cells also predominantly display CD45RA+/ˉCD27ˉCCR7ˉ late phenotypes, 

they too express neither perforin nor granzyme B. Moreover, the majority of these brain 

CD8+ T cells express IL-7Rα, suggesting an IL-7 dependence, which sharply contrasts with 

late differentiated circulating T cells 89. High frequencies of late differentiated cells have 

also been observed in healthy human livers, however, while these cells express CXCR4, 

data on effector molecule- or IL-7Rα expression are lacking 90. In line with the circulation 

phenotypes, CD8+ T cells isolated from human lung specimens predominantly exist in 

a CD45RAˉCD28ˉCD27ˉCCR7ˉ late differentiation state, and also carry granzyme B. 

Nevertheless, the lung-derived cells were found to contain this cytotoxic effector molecule 

significantly less often than their counterparts in the circulation 91. Human lung CD8+ T 

cells were also found to frequently express CCR5, CXCR3, and similar to the liver cells, 

also CXCR4 92. Less extensive phenotypic analyses are available on human intestinal CD8+ 

T cells found in the jejunum, ileum and colon tissue samples, which were described to 

predominantly display a CD45R0+CCR7ˉ phenotype, regardless of whether they derived 

from small bowel or colon 93,94. Furthermore, the small bowel cells express CCR9 and 

the α4β7 integrin 93. With regard to the latter, it must be noted that this may not be 

intestine-specific since it is expressed by all the circulating non-naïve CD8+ T cell subsets, 

while it is also involved in mediating T cell migration into various other tissues, among 

which the CNS 95. Taken together, these data suggest that in tissue, the hierarchy of CD8+ 

T cell differentiation appears to differ from that observed in the circulation.

While the specific tissue T cell phenotypes argue against contamination from non-tissue-

resident circulating cells present in the microcirculation of these organs, the distinction 

between true tissue-resident T cells, that is those cells that reside in the organ or tissue 

for a prolonged, if not indefinite period of time, and cells that are simply passing through, 

is important. Therefore, specification of T cell localisation by immunohistochemistry, as 

well as characterisation of the expression of specific T cell adhesion and retention markers 

is required. In this regard, lung and intestinal CD8+ T cells are frequently located intra-

epithelially and express CD103, the αE chain of the integrin αEβ7 complex known to 

mediate T cell tethering to E-cadherin expressed on epithelial cells 94,96.

The unexpected phenotypic and functional differences also extend to virus-specific 

CD8+ T cells residing in the tissues. In line with a more intense antigenic exposure of 

lung T cells to typical respiratory viruses, CD8+ T cells specific for influenza and RSV 

were found in significantly increased frequencies in this site when compared with their 

frequencies in the circulation that are generally low 91. While the influenza- and RSV-
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specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation predominantly exist in a CD45RAˉCD28+CD27+ 
early differentiation state, their epitope-specific counterparts in the lung display a more 
advanced CD45RAˉCD28ˉCD27+/ˉ phenotype (Figure 2). In contrast, EBV- and hCMV-
specific cells in the lungs have a phenotype similar to their circulating counterparts 91. 
Although a proportion of the overall late CD8+ T cell subsets in the lungs carry granzyme 
B, this is not the case for the influenza and RSV-specific memory cells. However, for 
influenza-specific cells, the expression of granzyme B is rapidly induced upon stimulation 
with their cognate peptide, inducing a potent cytotoxic capacity 91,96. A similar mechanism 
of controlled cytotoxic potential may also affect T cells residing in the skin and brain, which 
also rarely carry cytotoxic effector molecules despite their seemingly late phenotypes. 
Indeed, the tight regulation of cytotoxicity may serve to prevent T cell-mediated damage 
that would disrupt tissue integrity.

Figure 2. Differences between human virus-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation and tissues. 
Influenza-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation are virtually all displaying an early differentiated 
phenotype. In contrast, their counterparts in the lung, which reside intra-epithelially and are CD103+, 
exist in a seemingly more advanced phenotype. Yet, they were not readily carrying granzyme B. 
However, this is rapidly up-regulated upon stimulation (top). In contrast to the circulation, LNs barely 
contained late differentiated, granzyme B-expressing memory cells. Also, in contrast to what is seen in 
the circulation, only small populations of hCMV-specific cells are found in this compartment. Interestingly, 
these cells were far more often displaying an early phenotype in comparison to what is seen in  
the circulation (bottom).
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TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS: CONTROLLING HUMAN CD8+ αβ T CELL DIFFERENTIATION
The search for transcription factors involved in CD4+ TH1-cell differentiation, similar to 
the TH2 fate-determining transcription factor GATA3, led to the discovery of the T-box 
transcription factor expressed in T cells (T-bet) in mouse and human 97. The expression of 
T-bet in both species is restricted to CD4+ TH1 cells, NK cells and CD8+ T cells, in which 
it induces the expression of IFN-γ by directly binding to the Ifng promoter through its 
T-box DNA-binding domain 97,98. In contrast to what is observed in murine CD4+ T cells, 
IFN-γ production is not completely abrogated in T-bet-deficient murine CD8+ T cells, 
a finding that preceded the discovery of another T-box family member, eomesodermin 
(Eomes), which is highly homologous to T-bet and is also involved in regulating type 1 T 
cell responses 98,99. T-bet and Eomes show a high degree of functional redundancy with 
regard to the induction of type 1 responses. However, while T-bet seems to be particularly 
important for the generation of effector cells during the acute phase of infection, Eomes 
is important for the formation of memory cells and secondary responses in mice 100,101. 
Human circulating CD8+ T cell memory subsets display different T-bet/Eomes expression 
patterns, whereas few naïve T cells express these transcription factors, T-bet is abundantly 
expressed by the CD45RA+ effector-type cells. These latter cells also highly express Eomes; 
however, the less differentiated memory subsets express proportionally more Eomes  
than T-bet 102.

Human virus-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation of healthy people have distinct 
patterns of T-bet/Eomes expression, with hCMV-specific memory CD8+ T cells 
predominantly displaying a T-bethiEomeshi/lo phenotype. EBV lytic protein-specific cells also 
often expressed a T-bethiEomeshi phenotype, however, at lower frequencies than hCMV 
cells and predominantly displayed a T-betintEomeshi phenotype. Furthermore, influenza- 
and BKV-specific CD8+ T cells, virtually all existing in an early memory cell differentiation 
state, were found to uniformly display a T-betlo/intEomeslo phenotype, suggesting that 
while Eomes is needed for memory cell generation and expansion in mice, it may not be 
required for the persistence of these human cells in this compartment after viral control  
(Figure 3) 46. Furthermore, T-bet MFI correlates positively with multimer (fluorescent HLA 
class I complexes carrying specific viral peptides) frequency, supporting a role for repetitive 
stimulation in generating memory cells with a type 1 functional profile 103. Taken together, 
the different memory subsets each display highly specific T-bet/Eomes expression patterns, 
which are likely involved in sustaining their specialised functional profiles.

Studies on murine T-bet and Eomes have revealed that they are integrated into an 
intricate network of other transcription factors where the balance of their combined (inter)
actions ultimately determines CD8+ T cell lineage differentiation decisions, as well as 
the CD8+ T cell memory- or effector-type memory differentiation state 1. Transcriptome 
analysis of hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells progressing from acute effector cells during 
primary infection to effector-type cells after control of the virus confirmed that both 
T-bet and Eomes were strongly up-regulated during the acute phase. T-bet and Eomes 
expression continued to remain high after convalescence 8. Also, these cells up-regulated 
the expression of B lymphocyte-induced maturation protein 1 (BLIMP-1), a transcription 
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factor that is induced by IL-2 stimulation in mouse CD8+ T cells. Because BLIMP-1 in turn 
inhibits IL-2 production by the respective cells in a feed backward manner, it may be 
important for terminating T cell responses 8,104. Interestingly, hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells 
were noted to also strongly up-regulate mRNA transcripts coding for a previously unknown 
homolog of BLIMP-1, Znf683, or homolog of BLIMP-1 in T cells (Hobit), during the acute 
phase of infection and after convalescence, particularly within effector-type memory CD8+ 
T cell populations 8. However, while the functions of human Hobit in CD8+ T cells are 
currently being elucidated, the expression of this transcription factor in mice was found to 
be restricted to NKTs. Here, it seems to have an inhibitory effect on IFN-γ production, and 
functions to induce granzyme B expression upon antigen-independent stimulation of these 
cells 105. Curiously, Hobit is not found in conventional murine CD8+ T cells, thereby nicely 
illustrating how specific evolutionarily conserved transcription factors may differentially 
affect the T cell response between mouse and human species 105.

IN SUMMARY
Studies comparing different virus-specific CD8+ T cells have provided important clues as 
to the distinct alterations that human T cells undergo in response to exposure to various 
viruses. Although initial studies have suggested a linear type of differentiation model in 
which phenotypic and functional changes are co-regulated in a seemingly linear, controlled 
fashion, analysis of tissue-resident T cells show that the linear differentiation model may be 
a simplification. Adaption to particular tissues may not only lead to specific mechanisms 
for homeostatic maintenance, but also to transcriptional and/or translational repression 
of effector molecules, thereby preventing immunopathology but warranting immediate 
responses in case of re-infection. Finally, certain transcription factor expression patterns 

Figure 3. Distinct expression patterns of T-bet and Eomes per virus-specific memory population. 
Simplification of the positions of the different virus-specific populations (coloured spots) in a dot plot 
displaying T-bet fluorescence intensity plotted on the X-axis against Eomes fluorescence intensity on 
the Y-axis. In line with the substantial functional differences between influenza MP1/NP- and BKV-
specific CD8+ T cells (mainly early differentiated) depicted in green, EBV lytic protein-specific CD8+ T 
cells (more differentiated) depicted in blue, and hCMV pp65/IE-specific CD8+ T cells (predominantly 
late differentiated) CD8+ T cells depicted in red, these cells also display distinct T-bet/Eomes  
expression patterns.
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uniquely vary between mouse and human species, implicating that the human immune 
system has indeed developed its particular means to provide immunity and maintain 
latency to human-specific pathogens.
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ABSTRACT
After resolution of the acute phase of infection, otherwise quiescent antigen-experienced 
CD8+ T-cells confer rapid protection upon re-infection with viral pathogens, or in case of 
persistent viruses, help to maintain control of the infection. Depending on the type of 
virus, antigen-specific CD8+ T-cells have distinct traits, ranging from typical memory cell 
properties in the case of rapidly cleared viruses, to immediate effector functions for persistent 
viruses.  We here show that both the differentiation stage defined by the expression of cell 
surface markers, such as CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 and CD27 and distinct expression levels 
of T-bet and eomesodermin (Eomes)  predict the functional profile of antigen-experienced  
CD8+ T cells. Furthermore, virus-specific CD8+ T cells targeting different respiratory 
syncytial virus-, influenza A virus-, Epstein-Barr virus-, human cytomegalovirus- and HIV-
1-specific epitopes, adopt distinct T-bet and Eomes expression patterns that appear to 
be installed early during the primary response. Importantly, the associations between 
surface phenotype, T-bet/Eomes expression levels and expression of markers that predict 
CD8+ T-cell function, change according to viral infection history, particularly against 
the background of human immunodeficiency virus-1, and to lesser extent, also of human 
cytomegalovirus and/or Epstein-Barr virus infection. Thus, functionality of human antigen-
experienced CD8+ T cells follows at least two dimensions, one outlined by the surface 
phenotype and another by the T-bet/Eomes expression level, which is determined by 
previous or persistent viral challenges.  
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IMPORTANCE
Functional human CD8+ T-cell subsets have been defined using surface markers like 
CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 and CD27. However, the induction of function-defining traits, 
like granzyme B expression, is controlled by transcription factors like T-bet and Eomes. 
Here we describe how T-bet and Eomes levels distinctly relate to the expression of 
molecules predictive for CD8+ T-cell function in a surface phenotype-independent manner. 
Importantly, we found that central-memory- and effector-memory CD8+ T-cell subsets  
differentially express T-bet and Eomes and molecules predictive for function according 
to viral infection history, particularly  so in the context of HIV-1 infection and to lesser 
extent also of latent EBV and/or hCMV –infected, otherwise healthy adults. Finally, we 
show that the distinct phenotypes and T-bet/Eomes levels of different virus-specific CD8+ 
T-cell populations are imprinted early during the acute phase of primary infection in vivo. 
These findings broaden our understanding of CD8+ T-cell differentiation.

INTRODUCTION
The process of viral and host co-evolvement has selected for antiviral CD8+ T-cell 
responses that are successful in ensuring survival of the host. As an apparent consequence, 
human circulating virus-specific CD8+ T-cells display distinct phenotypic and functional 
properties according to the virus or viral proteins they target1-3. Acute viruses, such as 
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), influenza A virus (influenza), but also some persisting 
viruses, such as polyomavirus BK,  induce CD8+ T-cells that predominantly display 
a CD45RA¯CCR7+CD28+CD27+ (central-memory) or CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28+CD27+  
(early-differentiated) phenotype1,4-10. These, and the CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28+CD27¯  
(early-like) subset highly express CD127 (IL-7Rα), proliferate vigorously upon stimulation 
with cognate antigen and produce several cytokines, among which IL-211-13. In contrast, 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) can induce CD8+ T-cells with 
a CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27+ (intermediately-differentiated), CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27¯ 
(RA¯ effector-type) or CD45RA+CCR7¯CD28¯CD27¯ (RA+ effector-type) phenotype1,3,5,14.  
These subsets less often express IL-7Rα, have stringent proliferation requirements, 
frequently express granzyme B and execute immediate cytotoxicity11,13,15. 

In contrast to naïve cells, antigen-primed T-cells rapidly mount protective responses 
owing to their superior ability to produce molecules that are crucial for the immunological 
defense. Although the associations between the expression of CD45RA, CCR7, CD27, CD28 
and function are well established1,4,11,12, the actual expression of genes and the proteins 
that ultimately determine T-cell functionality is regulated by transcription factors (TFs). 
For example, RORγt, FOXP3 and GATA3 drive the generation of type 17, regulatory and 
type 2 T-cells, respectively, whereas T-bet and eomesodermin (Eomes) are responsible for 
governing a type 1 cytotoxic differentiation program16-19. Despite the substantial overlap in 
DNA-binding sequences and similarity in functions of T-bet and Eomes, such as inducing 
the expression of IFN-γ, granzyme B and IL-2Rβ, the acute phase CD8+ effector T-cell 
response in mice is impaired particularly in the absence of T-bet16-18,20-23, whereas Eomes is 
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important for the formation of memory cells and secondary responses in the setting of re-

infection24. Thus, T-bet and Eomes control distinct differentiation programs and different 

protective functions in CD8+ T-cells.

This raises the question whether T-bet and Eomes expression can be used to distinguish 

human virus-specific CD8+ T-cells with distinct functional programs. We, and others have 

recently shown that T-bet and Eomes expression varies in human CD8+ T-cell subsets and 

virus-specific populations6,25-28. Furthermore, their expression levels were also shown to 

distinctly correspond to the expression of IL-7Rα, granzymes and various co-inhibitory 

receptors expressed by exhausted CD8+ T-cells26,27,29. Here, we show that the T-bet and 

Eomes expression state of an individual CD8+ T-cell corresponds to specific functional traits 

in a manner that is irrespective of the differentiation status defined by the CD45RA/CCR7/

CD28/CD27 subdivision. Importantly, the associations between surface phenotype, T-bet/

Eomes expression levels and the expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, Killer cell Lectin-like 

Receptor G1 (KLRG1) and granzyme B were found to vary strongly according to infection 

history, particularly against the background of HIV-1 infection, and to lesser extent of EBV 

and/or hCMV infection. Therefore, the level of T-bet/Eomes expression forms an essential 

second dimension in comprehending the specific differentiation state of individual  

human CD8+ T-cells. 

RESULTS
T-bet and Eomes expression levels vary independently during CD8+ T-cell differentiation
First we determined the distribution of the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotypes among 

CD8+ T-cells circulating in the peripheral blood compartment of healthy donors. Here 

the putatively naïve-, early-differentiated and RA+ effector-type form the most substantial 

subsets (Figure 1A). As expected, HIV-1-infection strongly influences the characteristics of 

the CD8+ T-cell compartment30, in that the naïve population was smaller in size, whereas 

the intermediately-differentiated and the RA¯/+ effector-type populations were much larger 

(Figure 1A). This was also true when comparing absolute numbers of putatively naïve CD8+ 

T-cells from healthy- and HIV-1-infected individuals. Whereas the absolute overall numbers 

of CD8+ T-cells were increased in the untreated HIV-1-infected individuals, their absolute 

numbers of CD45RA+/CCR7+/CD28+/CD27+ CD8+ T-cells were significantly reduced when 

compared to those of healthy adults (Figure 1E). Concordant with data of McLane et al.25, 

T-bet was expressed in a range stretching from negative-to-low (lo), low-to-intermediate 

(int) and intermediate-to-high (hi), whereas Eomes was expressed either in a negative-to-low 

or intermediate-to-high fashion, ultimately yielding six distinct populations when plotted 

against each other (Figure S1A). The majority of cells in the healthy individuals displayed 

a T-betloEomeslo expression state, with smaller representations of the other expression 

states (Figure 1B). In the HIV-1-infected individuals, most cells showed a T-bethiEomeslo 

expression pattern with only modest proportions of cells in the T-betloEomeslo or other 

states (Figure 1B).
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We then investigated how T-bet and Eomes are expressed by the CD45RA/CCR7/
CD28/CD27-defined subsets. As expected, in both healthy and HIV-1-infected subjects, 
each surface marker-defined subset was found to contain multiple T-bet/Eomes expression 
states 25, however to varying extent and in healthy individuals seemingly in a restricted 
range. The putatively naïve- and central-memory populations mainly contained 
T-betloEomeslo cells, with only minor or small representations of the other expression 
states. The heterogeneity increased among the early-differentiated, the early-like and 
the intermediately-differentiated subsets, whereas the distribution became skewed 
towards T-betint-hiEomeslo-hi states among the RA¯/+ effector-type subsets (Figure 1C/S1C). 
Remarkably, in the HIV-1-infected individuals the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined 
subsets expressed T-bet and/or Eomes at higher frequencies, nearly irrespective of 
the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype (Figure 1C/S1C). Reciprocally, each of the six 
T-bet/Eomes populations in the total CD8+ T-cell pool comprised its own restricted range 
of surface marker-defined T-cell subsets, a distribution that was again different when 
comparing HIV-1-infected to healthy individuals (Figure 1D/S1D). 

In conclusion, the different CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined CD8+ T-cell subsets 
are each associated with a specific range of T-bet/Eomes expression patterns in healthy 
individuals. However, HIV-1-infection changes these relations profoundly.

Virus-specific memory populations display distinct T-bet/Eomes expression levels
Similar analyses were done for circulating virus-specific CD8+ memory T-cell populations. 
As expected, RSV nuclear protein (NP)-, influenza matrix protein 1 (MP1)- and EBV 
nuclear protein 3a (EBNA-3a, a latent cycle protein)-specific cells were phenotypically 
mainly central-memory, early-differentiated and early-like  cells (Figure 2A/S2)5,7-10. 
However, the T-bet/Eomes expression states differed considerably: Influenza-
specific cells held a substantial proportion of T-bethiEomeslo cells and EBV EBNA-
3a-specific cells comprised unique T-betloEomeshi and T-betintEomeshi populations  
(Figure 2B/S2). Instead, EBV BamHI-M leftward reading frame 1 (BMLF-1, a lytic cycle 
protein)-, human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) phosphoprotein 65 (pp65)- and HIV-1 group 
antigens (gag)- and negative factor (nef)-specific cells displayed more advanced surface 
phenotypes and hCMV-specific cells comprised a sizeable RA+ effector-type population  
(Figure 2A/S2), which is in line with previous publications1,5,14,31. However, the differences 
between the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotypes of hCMV- and HIV-1-specific cells 
were not necessarily reflected by the T-bet/Eomes expression states. These were quite 
similar, all comprising large populations of T-betint-hiEomeslo-hi cells (Figure 2B/S2). Previously 
it was reported that hCMV pp65-specific CD8+ T-cells in HIV-1-infected individuals more 
often displayed a further-differentiated surface phenotype30. Although we were unable to 
confirm the latter on a statistical level, we did find that the hCMV pp65-specific cells in 
HIV-1-infected individuals were displaying a different range of T-bet/Eomes expression 
levels than their counterparts in healthy subjects, particularly concerning an increased 
number of cells in a T-bethiEomeslo expression state (Figure 2C/S2).
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Figure 1. Shifting associations between the surface phenotype and the T-bet/Eomes expression levels. 
A. The distribution of all possible CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotypes among the total CD8+ T-cell 
pools of 20 healthy (upper panel) or 13 HIV-1-infected individuals (lower panel) B. and in the same 
groups, the distribution of the T-bet/Eomes expression states over the total CD8+ T-cell pools, mean/
SD shown C. T-bet/Eomes expression states per surface marker-defined subset D. and, reciprocally, 
of the surface marker-defined subsets per T-bet/Eomes population, where ‘T’ (denoting T-bet) and ‘E’ 
(denoting Eomes) are followed by either lo, int or hi, indicating a low, intermediate or high level of 
expression of the TFs, respectively (mean percentages shown, see Figure S1b-c for statistical dispersion). 
(e) Absolute numbers of overall (left panel) and naïve (right panel) CD8+ T-cells in healthy and HIV-1-
infected individuals. Ns= not significant, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, **** p<0.0001.
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In conclusion, virus-specific populations display distinct T-bet/Eomes expression 
patterns (Figure 2D). However, even when being similar in surface phenotype, virus-
specific CD8+ T-cell populations can differ substantially with regard to their T-bet and 
Eomes expression, and vice versa.
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T-bet and Eomes expression levels are indicators of the functional potential of CD8+ T-cells
Surface marker-defined differentiation states are linked to specific functional properties 

of CD8+ T-cells. Nevertheless, a substantial degree of functional heterogeneity has been 

observed within these subsets11,12. Therefore, we wanted to know whether T-bet/Eomes 

expression levels can be used to more accurately define T-cell functionality. The process of 

intranuclear staining for T-bet and Eomes, and the kinetics of these TFs after stimulation in 

vitro25, hampers cell sorting and stimulation assays. Therefore, we defined the functional 

profiles of the surface marker- or TF-defined subsets by determining the expression of 

a number of key molecules predictive for functional potential, being IL-7Rα (memory 

marker, mediator of homeostatic proliferation13,32), granzyme K (effector-memory marker, 

mediator of apoptosis, triggers cytokine release and functions through non-cytotoxic 

inhibition of viral replication33-35), KLRG1 (co-inhibitory receptor, negative regulator of fully 

differentiated T-cells36,37) and granzyme B (effector marker, mediator of apoptosis 33,34). 

First, we determined the associations between the expression of these molecules and 

the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype in both healthy individuals and untreated 

HIV-1-infected individuals. In contrast to their healthy counterparts, early-differentiated, 

early-like, intermediately-differentiated and RA¯ effector-type cells in HIV-1-infected 

subjects showed a lower expression of IL-7Rα (Figure 3A). On the other hand, granzyme 

B was expressed in the HIV-1-infected subjects earlier than the surface phenotype initially 

suggested, and was already found in substantial amounts in early-differentiated and  

early-like cells (Figure 3A). 

We next identified associations between the expression of these functional 

markers and that of T-bet and/or Eomes. IL-7Rα was expressed most often by cells in 

a T-betloEomeslo state, and declined progressively as the expression of T-bet and/or Eomes 

increases. Interestingly, for cells in HIV-1-infected individuals, the IL-7Rα-expression 

rates dropped faster (Figure 3B). Also, granzyme K was expressed particularly by cells in  

the T-betlo/intEomeshi expression states, and infrequently by cells not expressing Eomes, 

or by cells highly expressing T-bet (Figure 3B). Furthermore, KLRG1 and granzyme B, 

were found to be expressed in higher amounts by T-betlo-intEomeslo-hi cells in HIV-1-infected 

individuals than in healthy subjects (Figure 3B). 

When examining virus-specific populations, the RSV- and influenza-specific CD8+ 

T-cells displayed the highest expression of IL-7Rα. This was lower for EBV- and hCMV-

specific cells, until it was nearly absent from the HIV-1-specific cells (Figure 3C). Granzyme 

K was expressed most often by both EBV-specific populations and much less frequently 

by the other virus-specific populations (Figure 3C). KLRG1 and granzyme B were mainly 

expressed by EBV BMLF-1-, and in particular by hCMV- and HIV-1-specific populations 

(Figure 3C). Interestingly, hCMV pp65-specific cells circulating in HIV-1-infected individuals 

expressed significantly less IL-7Rα and granzyme K, while more often expressing granzyme 

B than the same population in healthy subjects (Figure 3C).

In conclusion, the expression levels of T-bet and Eomes predict for differences in 

the functional potential of CD8+ T-cell populations. Markedly, the associations between 

the T-bet/Eomes levels, the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD28 phenotypes and the expressions 
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Figure 3. T-bet and Eomes expression levels are indicators of the functional potential of CD8+ T-cells. A. 
Expression frequencies of IL-7Rα (first row), granzyme K (second row), KLRG1 (third row) and granzyme B 
(fourth row) per surface marker-defined subset in 20 healthy- (left column) or 13 HIV-1-infected individuals 
(right column, n=8 for the expression of granzyme K by CD8+ T-cells in HIV-1-infected individuals), mean/
SD shown B. and per T-bet/Eomes population, mean/SD shown  C. and per virus-specific memory/
latency population: RSV NP-specific cells (light blue, n=5), influenza MP1-specific cells (dark blue, n=5), 
EBV EBNA-3a-specific cells (light green, n=8), EBV BMLF-1-specific cells (dark green, n=5), HIV-1 gAg-
specific cells (yellow, n=12), HIV-1 nef-specific cells (light brown, n=11), hCMV pp65-specific cells (red, 
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HIV-1-infected patients not co-infected with hCMV are shown in red. Ns= not significant, * p<0.05, ** 
p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and granzyme B differ strongly between healthy and HIV-
1-infected individuals.

Combining the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 dimension and the T-bet/Eomes dimension more accurately 
predicts CD8+ T-cell functional potential 
We then merged the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 dimension with the T-bet/Eomes 
dimension to study their combined relations to the expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, 
KLRG1 and granzyme B. This analysis further emphasized that cells with an identical 
surface phenotype can differ substantially regarding their T-bet/Eomes expression level 
and their expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and/or granzyme B (Figure S3 and S4). 
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For example, the few putatively naïve cells that were in a T-betlo-intEomeshi state differed 

substantially from the naïve cells in a T-betloEomeslo state with regard to their expression 

of granzyme K and KLRG1 (Figure 4/S4). Interestingly, the associations between the T-bet/

Eomes expression levels and IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and granzyme B expression 

varied per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subset. Thus, naïve T-betloEomeslo cells 

expressed IL-7Rα at a much higher rate than that it was expressed by the RA+ effector-type 

cells in a T-betloEomeslo state (Figure 4/S4). In HIV-1-infected subjects these associations 

were entirely different, particularly concerning a generally lower expression of IL-7Rα and 

a higher expression of granzyme B (Figure 4/S4). 

Therefore, the combined analysis of the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype- and 

the TF-dimension reveal a more accurate image of the functional potential of an individual 

CD8+ T-cell. Importantly, all these associations, and thus the make-up of the total CD8+ 

T-cell pool change significantly against the background of untreated HIV-1 infection, in 

particular when it concerns the overall expression of IL-7Rα and granzyme B.

Infection history influences the associations between surface phenotype, T-bet/Eomes expression levels and 
the functional potential
These findings urged us to determine whether EBV and/or hCMV infection also influenced 

the associations between surface phenotype, T-bet/Eomes expression and the expression 

of molecules predictive for T-cell function. However, we first examined cord blood samples, 

which mainly comprised naïve CD8+ T-cells and a modest amount of central-memory cells. 

Remarkably, these samples also comprised intermediately-differentiated and RA+ effector-

type cells, although in very low numbers. The early-like and RAˉ effector-type subsets were 

not detected (Figure 5A/S5A). Furthermore, the associations between surface phenotype, 

T-bet/Eomes expression levels and expression of molecules predictive for function were 

completely different from those in adult CD8+ T-cells. In contrast, whereas healthy adults with 

Table I. Healthy subjects virus-specific analyses

Sex Age Tetramer status

1 Male 36 RSV NP, Influenza MP1, EBV EBNA3a (RLR), EBV BMLF-1
2 Male 40 RSV NP, Influenza MP1, EBV EBNA3a (RPP), EBV BMLF-1
3 Female 37 Influenza MP1, EBV BMLF-1, hCMV pp65 (NLV)
4 Female 24 Influenza MP1, EBV BMFL-1 (HPV), EBV BMLF-1
5 Male 49 RSV NP, Influenza MP1, EBV EBNA-3a (RPP) EBV BMLF-1 , hCMV pp65 

(NLV & TPR)
6 Unknown UnknownA hCMV pp65 (NLV)
7 Unknown UnknownA hCMV pp65 (NLV)
8 Unknown UnknownA RSV NP, EBV EBNA-3a (RLR & RPP)
9 Female 37 RSV NP, EBV EBNA-3a (RPP & FLR)
10 Male 24 hCMV pp65 (NLV)
11 Female 37 hCMV pp65 (NLV)

A In between 18-64 years of age
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Figure 4. Combining the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 dimension and the T-bet/Eomes dimension more 
accurately predicts CD8+ T-cell functional potential. Heat maps depicting the degree of expression of 
IL-7Rα (first row), granzyme K (second row), KLRG1 (third row) and granzyme B (last row)  per combined 
surface marker- and T-bet/Eomes-defined CD8+ T-cell subset plotted on the X- and Y-axes, respectively, 
circulating in 20 healthy- (left column) or 13 HIV-1-infected individuals (right column). The degree of 
expression intensity is indicated by increments in color intensity from green to red and by the mean 
percentage of positive cells denoted in the boxes (See Figure S4 for statistical dispersion). Ns= not 
significant, *** p<0.001.

different EBV/hCMV infection histories were displaying significantly altered distributions 
of the surface marker-defined- and T-bet/Eomes expression level-defined CD8+ T-cell 
subsets (Figure 5A/5B/S5), the T-bet/Eomes expression level-defined populations all 
comprised a similar distribution of the surface marker-defined subsets and vice versa  
(Figure 5C/S6). Also, when examining the associations between either the CD45RA/
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CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype, or the T-bet/Eomes expression level, and the expression 
of molecules predictive for function, EBV/hCMV infection history did not appear to alter 
these. However, if we look at the three dimensions combined, we did find that the overall 
make-up of the CD8+ T-cell pool, as well as the differentiation state of individual CD8+ 
T-cells, was different between healthy individuals with different EBV/HCMV infection 
histories. These differences mainly concerned the expression of granzyme K and KLRG1 by 
the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27/T-bet/Eomes-defined CD8+ T-cell populations. Granzyme 
K was more often expressed by EBV single- and EBV/HCMV dual-infected individuals 
and KLRG1 levels were generally higher on the three dimensionally-defined CD8+ T-cell 
populations from EBV/hCMV dual-infected individuals (Figure S9).

It must be noted that the hCMV/EBV double-negative individuals were younger 
than the hCMV/EBV double- and HIV-1 seropositive individuals and that the more 
pronounced differences noted specifically between these groups may also be due to age 
and pathogen exposure (Table II), all factors that are known to influence the CD8+ T-cell  
differentiation state2,3,14.

In conclusion, although not as dramatic as HIV-1 infection, EBV and/or hCMV infection 
also influences the associations between the surface phenotype, the T-bet/Eomes 
expression level and the expression of molecules predictive for T-cell function in otherwise 
healthy adults.

Table II. Age comparison study groups

Group Age (yr; median [IQR])

Cord blood (n=5) -
hCMV-neg/EBV-neg (n=6) 28.7 [23.3-32.4]A

hCMV-pos/EBV-neg (n=3) 31.1 [-]
hCMV-neg/EBV-pos (n=5) 35.7 [30-38.5]
hCMV-pos/EBV-pos (n=6) 43.2 [43.2-56.6]
HIV-infected 38 [33.5-42]

A Younger than hCMV/EBV double- and HIV-infected individuals (p=0.04 and p<0.01, respectively)

T-bet and Eomes expression states of virus-specific memory populations are imprinted early during primary 
infection in vivo
We then wanted to investigate how T-bet and Eomes are expressed by different virus-
specific memory populations over the course of primary infection. Therefore, we 
determined the expression of the TFs by developing hCMV pp65-, EBV EBNA and EBV 
BZLF-1-specific CD8+ T-cell populations in longitudinally obtained samples deriving 
from two kidney transplant recipients who each nearly concomitantly experienced both 
a primary hCMV- and EBV infection. 

Similar to the memory populations, acute phase hCMV-specific cells highly expressed 
T-bet and much less so Eomes, whereas the reverse was true for the EBV-specific 
populations (Figure 6A). Furthermore, acute phase EBV-specific cells highly expressed 
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Figure 5. Infection history influences the associations between surface phenotype, T-bet/Eomes 
expression levels and the functional potential. A. The distribution of CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 
subsets and B. of T-bet/Eomes populations in cord blood (n=5), individuals that are EBV/hCMV 
seronegative (n=6), EBV mono-infected (n=5), hCMV mono-infected (n=3), EBV/hCMV double-infected 
(n=6), and in HIV-1-infected individuals (n=13), median percentages shown (see also Figure S5a and 
S5b) C. The surface marker-defined subsets per T-bet/Eomes population (mean percentages shown, 
see also Figure S6) D. Heat maps showing the associations between T-bet/Eomes expression state 
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granzyme K and only little granzyme B, where again the opposite went for hCMV-specific 
cells (Figure 6A). These trends continued until viral loads were undetectable and infections 
had entered the latency stage (Figure 6A).

Because these patients progressed from an EBV/hCMV seronegative status to a dually 
infected status, with a long-term follow-up period during viral latency, this provided us 
with the unique opportunity to see whether EBV/hCMV infection history indeed changes 
the associations between  surface marker phenotype, T-bet/Eomes expression levels and 
expression of molecules predictive for function, also over time. In all surface marker-
defined subsets, an increase in expression of T-bet, Eomes and granzyme B was evident  
(Figure 6B). Interestingly, the expression of IL-7Rα initially declined, only to slightly increase 
again long after the acute phase of infection (Figure 6B). The changes were less apparent 
for granzyme K and KLRG1 (Figure 6B).

Thus, the differential expression of T-bet, Eomes, granzyme K and granzyme B 
by these virus-specific CD8+ memory T-cell populations appears to be imprinted early 
during the acute phase of primary infection. Furthermore, also long after resolution of 
the primary infection, changes in the associations between different dimensions that 
define the differentiation state of CD8+ T-cells appear to occur.

DISCUSSION
In the current study we show that specific T-bet and Eomes expression states relate to 
distinct expression patterns of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and granzyme B expression, 
proteins that are predictive for the functional profile of CD8+ T-cells11,13,37,38. We show that, 
by combining the surface phenotype- with the TF expression pattern dimension, a more 
accurate image of the differentiation state of an individual CD8+ cell may be obtained. 
The variable associations between CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype, the T-bet/
Eomes expression levels and the expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and granzyme 
B when comparing healthy with untreated HIV-1-infected individuals, emphasize how at 
a given time point, for example, a central-memory T-cell circulating in one individual, is 
not necessarily the same functional entity as a central-memory T-cell circulating in another. 
Infection history shapes the make-up of the circulatory CD8+ T-cell pool, in some cases also 
affecting other virus-specific cells as illustrated by hCMV pp65-specific cells circulating in 
HIV-1-infected individuals. 

The reasons for this are unknown but may involve an effect of a more inflammatory 
microenvironment, which may be reinforced by an increase in hCMV reactivations in these 
patients. The latter is supported by the finding of Papagno et al. who showed that in HIV-1-
infected individuals, unlike hCMV-and EBV-specific CD8+ T-cells, influenza A-specific CD8+ 
T-cells displayed a similar differentiation state as their circulating counterparts in healthy 
individuals30. With regard to HIV-1 infection itself, it must be noted that all patients included 
in the current study were viraemic. Jagannathan et al. demonstrated that the presence- or 
absence of HIV-1 viraemia indeed also impacts the differentiation state of HIV-1-specific 
CD8+ T-cells39. Furthermore, Hersperger et al. recently described how HIV-1-specific CD8+ 
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Figure 6. Early imprinting of T-bet/Eomes expression levels and shifts in the dimensions of CD8+ 
T cells over the course of primary persistent infections. Characteristics of EBV EBNA- and BZLF-1-
specific (light-green and dark-green lines, respectively) and hCMV pp65-specific CD8+ T cells (blue line) 
circulating in two kidney transplant recipients (left and right columns) who were both EBV and hCMV 
seronegative prior to receiving kidney allografts from EBV- and hCMV-seropositive donors, followed 
over the course of a primary EBV and hCMV infection (EBV and hCMV viral loads as determined by qPCR 
indicated by the light-green and light-blue filled areas, respectively): absolute numbers of tetramer+ 
events (first row), Ki-67+ tetramer+ events (second row), T-bet GMFI (third row), Eomes GMFI (fourth 
row), granzyme B+ tetramer+ events (fifth row), and granzyme K+ tetramer+ events (last row). Graphs 
showing the expression of T-bet (first plot), Eomes (second plot), IL-7Rα (third plot), granzyme K (fourth 
plot), KLRG1 (fifth plot), and granzyme B (last plot) per CD45RA/CD27-defined subset (lines) over 
the course of transplantation and EBV/hCMV seroconversion. 

T-cells from elite controllers generally display a higher expression of T-bet and cytotoxic 
effector molecules like perforin and granzyme B when compared to chronically infected 
progressors and highly active antiretroviral therapy-suppressed individuals, arguing also 
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for a strong effect of an individual’s immunological make-up on the phenotype of virus-
specific CD8+ T-cells40. 

Because the frequency of virus-specific CD8+ T-cells targeting a single virus in the total 
CD8+ T-cell pool is low, we expect that the changing associations between T-cell function, 
surface marker expression and T-bet/Eomes expression levels, according to infection 
history, may  be regulated on several levels other than simply the presence of virus-
specific populations. For example, human CMV, EBV and HIV-1 have been shown to utilize 
strategies aimed at disrupting T-cell activation on various levels that are like to impact 
the overall make-up of the CD8+ T-cell pool as well41-44. Finally, in the context of viral co-
infection, heterologous immunity, the process by which a T-cell originally raised against 
for example EBV is also able to react to presented hCMV epitopes, although probably 
with a different affinity/avidity, could also impact our findings. However, it is very difficult 
to hypothesize on the frequencies by which such events would occur. Nevertheless, if 
indeed certain CD8+ T-cell subsets are displaying different traits against the background of 
HIV-1 infection or EBV/hCMV dual infection, then it would be interesting to see how EBV/
hCMV latency (or the absence of these infections) influences T-cell-inducing vaccination 
responses, for example those induced with yellow fever-17D vaccination. 

It is important to note that T-bet and Eomes are part of a vast and intricately interwoven 
network of a multitude of other TFs, the complexity of which we are only just beginning 
to comprehend. As such, looking at T-bet and Eomes, although important, provides us 
with a rather narrow scope. Indeed, in the current study we show that the T-bet/Eomes 
expression levels alone cannot fully account for the infection history-dependent variations 
in the functional potential of CD8+ T-cell subsets. Kurachi et al. recently showed how 
the absence of basic leucine zipper TF (BATF) from murine T-cells perturbed the overall 
balance of other TFs affected by BATF, and therewith also the translation of their many 
direct and indirect targets that ultimately produce the T-cell phenotype and functional 
profile45. T-bet and Eomes are also known to interact with other TFs, such as Runt-
related (Runx) TF 1 and Runx3, and are thereby in their own ways part of this system 
of TFs acting in T-cells46,47. Such interactions may, either directly or indirectly, underlie 
the different associations between T-bet, Eomes and the expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme 
K, KLRG1 and granzyme B noted per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subset. In this 
regard, the network of TFs acting in central-memory cells may very well be different from 
the network acting in the RA+ effector-type cells. Given the many functions of TFs, such 
as chromatin remodeling, gene accessibility may indeed vary per individual CD8+ T-cell, 
depending on the (re)activation history16,17. 

We also provide evidence that the distinct T-bet/Eomes expression states found in 
the memory phase appears to be the result of early imprinting during the acute phase, which 
is in line with what we found previously on the mRNA level in acute phase hCMV-specific 
CD8+ T-cells48. Indeed, each virus has developed its own specialized mode of infection 
and survival tactics that in turn requires a specialized CD8+ T-cell response. The latter is 
therefore the product of distinct signals provided by the virus and/or the immunological 
environment trigger by the infection. Indeed, IL-12 was shown to differentially regulate 
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CD8+ T-cell differentiation in mice by inducing the expression of T-bet, while repressing 

the expression of Eomes23. EBV infection may therefore induce specific signals that 

promote the expression of Eomes over that of T-bet. 

For the future, identifying the roles of other specific environmental cues in regulating 

the balance in TF expression could prove to be essential for the successful development 

of specific T-cell-inducing vaccination strategies.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects
PBMCs were obtained from buffy coats of 29 healthy blood donors aged in between 

18 and 64 years (Table I and II). PBMC samples from 13 HIV-1-infected participants of 

the Amsterdam Cohort studies on the natural history of HIV-1 infection were selected 

on being HLA-B8 positive (Table III). These patients were positive for HIV-1 antibodies at 

entry into the cohort between October 1984 and April 1985. In previous epidemiological 

studies, the time since seroconversion of these prevalent cases has been estimated based 

on the incidence of HIV-1 infection amongst homosexual participants of the Amsterdam 

Cohort and was on average 1.5 years before entry into the cohort studies49. None of these 

patients had received antiretroviral therapy at analysis (Table III). Cord blood samples were 

collected as rest material. PBMCs from two initially hCMV- and EBV seronegative kidney 

transplant recipients were longitudinally obtained (Table IV).

Ethics statement
Inclusion of patients has been conducted in accordance with the ethical principles set out 

in the declaration of Helsinki. Both patient inclusion and blood sample collection were 

done with approval of the Amsterdam Medical Center Medical Ethical Committee. Written 

informed consent was obtained prior to data collection.
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Isolation of PBMCs
PBMCs were isolated using standard density gradient centrifugation after which they were 
cryopreserved until the day of analysis.

Tetrameric complexes
All tetrameric complexes were obtained from Sanquin, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. See 
Table V for a list of all tetrameric complexes used. 

Tetramer staining and phenotyping of CD8+ T-cells
PBMCs were incubated with the APC-labelled tetrameric complex (see Table V) for 30 
minutes at 4°C in the dark, after which the surface staining was done under the same 
conditions. Live/Dead fixable red cell stain kit (Life Technologies Europe BV, Bleiswijk, 
Netherlands) was used to exclude dead cells. For the detection of intracellular molecules, 
cells were fixed and permeabilized using the Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining 
Set (eBioscience Inc, San Diego, CA, USA). PBMCs were subsequently stained with 
fluorescently-labeled monoclonal antibodies specific for intracellular markers. Monoclonal 
antibodies used include: anti-CD3 V500, anti-CD28 phycoerythrin (PE), anti-CCR7 PE-Cy7, 
anti-granzyme B Alexa Fluor 700, anti-CD27 APC eFluor 780, anti-Eomes PerCP-eFluor 
710 (eBioscience Inc), anti-KLRG1 Alexa Fluor 488 50, anti-KLRG1 Alexa Fluor 647 50, anti-
granzyme K PE (Immunotools, Friesoythe, Germany), anti-CD8 Brilliant Violet (BV) 711, 
anti-CD127 (IL-7Rα) BV711, anti-CD45RA BV650, anti-CD8 BV785, anti-Ki-67 BV711, anti-
T-bet BV421 (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA), anti-CD28 FITC (Sanquin, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands)). Flowcytometry measurements were performed on an LSRFortessa flow 
cytometer (BD, Biosciences) that was calibrated on a daily basis. Analyses were done using 
FlowJo Version 9.7.5 (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA). 

Gating strategy
Lymphocytes were gated using forward/sideward scatter properties (Figure S1b). Duplets 
were excluded using forward scatter width/height- and sideward scatter (SSC) width/
height characteristics (Figure S1b). Dead cells were excluded using Live/Dead fixable red 
cell fluorescence intensity (FI) (Figure S1b). CD3+CD8+(tetramer+) events were gated as 

Table IV. Kidney transplant recipients

Sex Age Immunosuppressive treatment after Tx 

1 Male 25 prednisolone
cyclosporin
mycophenolate mofetil

2 Male 25 prednisolone
cyclosporin
mycophenolate mofetil

Tx = transplantation
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shown in Figure S1b. CD8+ T-cell subsets were gated first as CD45RA+CD27+, CD45RA-

CD27+, CD45RA-CD27- and CD45RA+CD27¯  populations (Figure S1b). CCR7-, CD27- and 
CD28-positive and negative events where then gated and dragged into the CD45RA/
CD27 populations, ultimately yielding 16 different gates that held events with a distinct 
CD45RA, CD27, CCR7, CD28 expression profile (Figure 1a). T-bet and Eomes populations 
were gated as shown in Figure S1a using the SSC plotted against T-bet, the SSC 
plotted against Eomes and T-bet plotted against Eomes to determine the final gating.  
IL-7Rα-, granzyme K-, KLRG1- and/or granzyme B gates, identifying positive or negative 
events, were then inserted in the CD45RA/CD27/CCR7/CD28 gates and/or in the T-bet/
Eomes gates. 

Virological analyses
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction measurements to determine viral loads and 
serological assays to determine the presence of antiviral antibodies were done as 
described previously51,52. 

Statistical analyses
Differences in age between study groups were calculated using the Mann-Whitney test in 
IBM SPSS statistics v22. For the statistical comparison of CD8+ T-cell properties from healthy 
and HIV-1-infected individuals we used repeated measurements ANOVA testing. This was 
only possible for the two-dimensional analyses (Figure 1a-d,2,3a,b and 5), as data points 
for the three-dimensional analyses (Figure 4/S4 and S9) were sometimes unavailable due 
to too few or no events in certain CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27/T-bet/Eomes gates in CD8+ 
T-cell populations from some individuals. Therefore, for the three-dimensional analyses 
we used a mixed linear model test. Furthermore, owing to the small population sizes of 
the EBV/hCMV serotyped adults (Figure 5/S5), we were unable to compare individual 

Table V. Tetrameric complexes used

hCMV-pp65 HLA-A*0101 hCMV pp65 YSEHPTFTSQY 363-373
HLA-A*0201 hCMV pp66 NLVPMVATV 495-504
HLA-B*0702 hCMV pp65 TPRVTGGGAM 417-426
HLA-B*3501 hCMV pp65 IPSINVHHY 123-131

EBV-BZLF1 HLA-B*3501 EBV BZLF-1 EPLPQGQLTAY 64-65
EBV-BMLF1 HLA-A*0201 EBV BMLF-1 GLCTLVAML 259-267
EBV-EBNA1 HLA-B*3501 EBV EBNA-1 HPVGEADYFEY 407-417
EBV-EBNA3a HLA-B*0702 EBV EBNA-3a RPPIFIRRL 247-255

HLA-B*0802 EBV EBNA-3a FLRGRAYGL 193-201
HLA-A*0301 EBV EBNA-3a RLRAEAQVK 603-611

FLU-MP HLA-A*0201 Influenza A virus Matrix Protein-1 GILGFVFTL 58-66
RSV-NP HLA-B*0702 RSV Nucleoprotein NPKASLLSL 306-314
HIV-gag HLA-B*0802 HIV Gag (p24) EIYKRWII 260-267
HIV-nef HLA-B*0802 HIV nef FLKEKGGL 90-97
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groups to one another. Here we analyzed all four groups at once in order find out whether 
they were similar or not. Statistical differences between the absolute numbers of overall- 
and naïve CD8+ T-cells (Figure 1e), and the expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and 
granzyme B by hCMV pp65-specific CD8+ T-cells in healthy and HIV-1-infected individuals 
(Figure 3c), were assessed with unpaired student’s t tests. Statistical differences between 
the expression of IL-7Rα, granzyme K, KLRG1 and granzyme B by the surface marker-
defined-, or T-bet/Eomes expression level-defined subsets from groups of healthy adults 
with different EBV/hCMV infection histories were determined using one-way ANOVA tests 
(Figure 5D, S7 and S8). Results were considered statistically significant when p values were 
lower than 0.05.
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Figure S1. Shifting associations between the surface phenotype and the T-bet/Eomes expression 
levels. A. Representative dot plots showing the gating strategy used fpr defining the T-bet/Eomes 
gating populations, and B. the gating strategy used for the other markers. Upper row from left to right: 
the lymphocyte gate (nb. after fixation and permeabilization), the sideward scatter width/height duplet 
exclusion, the forward scatter width/height duplet exclusion, the gating of alive cells, the gating of CD3+ 
tetramer+ events, the gating of CD3+CD8+(tetramer+) events. Lower row from left to right: the gating of 
the CD45RA/CD27 CD8+ T-cell populations, the gating of the CCR7-positive and negative CD8+ T-cell 
populations, the gating of the CD28-positive and negative CD8+ T-cell populations, and the expression 
frequencies of KLRG1, IL-7Rα, granzyme K and granzyme B (lower row) C. The distribution of the T-bet/
Eomes expression states per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subset in 20 healthy- (left column) 
and 13 HIV-1-infected subjects (right column), mean/SD shown and D. reciprocally, the distribution of 
the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subsets over the T-bet/Eomes populations in 20 healthy- (left 
column) and 13 HIV-1-infected subjects (right column), mean/SD shown. The two HIV-1-infected patients 
not co-infected with hCMV are shown in red. See Figure 1 for statistical analyses.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
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Figure S2. Virus-specific CD8+ T-cells display distinct CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 and T-bet/Eomes 
expression levels. Representative dot plots of the different virus-specific CD8+ T-cell populations as 
stained with tetramers (left column), where CD8 fluorescence intensity (FI) is plotted on the X-axis and 
tetramer FI on the Y-axis, as well as their CD45RA (Y-axis)/CD27 (X-axis) and T-bet (X-axis)/Eomes (Y-axis) 
phenotypes presented as an overlay of the respective tetramer+ population in black on the total CD8+ 
T-cell population in gray. (Second column) The range of CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotypes found 
among RSV NP- (n=5), influenza (Flu) MP1- (n=5), EBV EBNA-3a- (n=8), EBV BMLF-1- (n=5), HIV-1 gag- 
(n=12), HIV-1 nef- (n=11) and hCMV pp65-specific CD8+ T-cells in healthy individuals (n=7) and in HIV-
1-infected persons (n=4). (Middle column) The T-bet/Eomes expression states found among the same 
virus-specific populations, median and IQR shown. (Fourth and fifth columns) the surface marker- and 
T-bet/Eomes-defined subset distribution of hCMV pp65-specific cells circulating in healthy individuals 
(n=7) compared to the same populations in HIV-1-infected individuals (n=4), mean/SD shown. See 
Figure 2 for statistical analyses.
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Figure S3. An individual CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subset comprises cells in different 
T-bet/Eomes expression states that are linked to functional differences. Representative zebra plots 
of CD45RA¯CCR7+CD28+CD27+ central-memory cells (upper panel) and CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27¯ 
effector-type cells (lower panel) plotting granzyme K fluorescence intensity on the X-axis and granzyme 
B fluorescence intensity on the Y-axis, and the shifts in the expression of these effector molecules per 
T-bet/Eomes expression state found in these CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subsets. 
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Figure S4. Combining the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 dimension and the T-bet/Eomes dimension more 
accurately predicts CD8+ T-cell functional potential. Scatter plots displaying the expression of IL-7Rα 
(first row), granzyme K (second row), granzyme B (third row) and KLRG1 (last row) per T-betloEomeslo (first 
column), T-betintEomeslo (second column), T-betloEomeshi (third column), T-betintEomeshi (fourth column), 
T-bethiEomeshi (fifth column), T-bethiEomeslo (last column), and per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined 
subset plotted on the X-axis in 20 healthy individuals (upper panel) and in 13 HIV-1-infected individuals 
(lower panel), mean/SD shown. The two HIV-1-infected patients not co-infected with hCMV are shown in 
red.  See Figure 4 for statistical analyses. 
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Figure S5. Infection history influences the surface marker- and T-bet/Eomes-defined subset distribution. 
A. The CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subset distribution (left column) and B. the T-bet/Eomes 
expression state distribution (right column) over CD8+ T-cells in cord blood  samples (first row, n=5), 
EBV/hCMV seronegative individuals (second row, n=6), EBV seropositive individuals (third row, n=5), 
hCMV seropositive individuals (fourth row, n=3), EBV/hCMV double-infected individuals (fifth row, n=6) 
and HIV-1-infected individuals (last row, n=13), mean/SD shown. The two HIV-1-infected patients not 
co-infected with hCMV are shown in red. See Figure 5 for statistical analyses.
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Figure S6. Infection history influences the associations between T-bet/Eomes expression levels and 
surface phenotype. Scatter plots displaying the relative distribution of the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 
phenotypes (plotted on the X-axis of each graph) over the different T-bet/Eomes expression states (rows) 
per study group: cord blood samples (first column, n=5), EBV/hCMV seronegative individuals (second 
column, n=6), EBV seropositive individuals (third column, n=5), hCMV seropositive individuals (fourth 
column, n=3), EBV/hCMV double-infected individuals (fifth column, n=6), and HIV-1-infected individuals 
(last column, n=13), mean/SD shown. The two HIV-1-infected patients not co-infected with hCMV are 
shown in red.
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Figure S7. Viral infection history impacts on the associations between the T-bet/Eomes expression 
levels and the functional potential. Expression frequencies of IL-7Rα (first row), granzyme K (second 
row), KLRG1 (third row) and granzyme B (last row) per T-betloEomeslo (first column), T-betintEomeslo 
(second column), T-betloEomeshi (third column), T-betintEomeshi (fourth column), T-bethiEomeshi (fifth 
column) and T-bethiEomeslo cells (last column) and per study group: cord blood samples, n=5; EBV/hCMV 
seronegative individuals, n=6; EBV seropositive individuals, n=5, hCMV seropositive individuals, n=3, 
EBV/hCMV double-infected individuals, n=6, and HIV-1-infected infected individuals (n=13)  plotted on 
the X-axis of each graph, median and IQR shown. Note that not all cord blood samples comprised all 
T-bet/Eomes expression states. The two HIV-1-infected patients not co-infected with hCMV are shown 
in red.
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Figure S8. Viral infection history impacts on the associations between CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 
phenotype and the functional potential. Expression frequencies of IL-7Rα (first row), granzyme K 
(second row), KLRG1 (third row) and granzyme B (last row) per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined 
subset (columns) and per study group: cord blood samples, n=5; EBV/hCMV seronegative individuals, 
n=6; EBV seropositive individuals, n=5, hCMV seropositive individuals, n=3, EBV/hCMV double-infected 
individuals, n=6 and HIV-1-infected individuals (n=13) plotted on the X-axis of each graph, mean/SD 
shown. Note that early-like and RA¯ effector-type populations were absent from cord blood, and that 
only two cord blood samples comprised sufficient RA+ effector-type cells (>20 events) to be included in 
these analyses. The two HIV-1-infected patients not co-infected with hCMV are shown in red.   
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Figure S9. Infection history influences the associations between surface phenotype, T-bet/Eomes 
expression levels and the functional potential. Heat maps indicating the degree of expression of IL-7Rα 
(first column), granzyme K (second column), KLRG1 (third column) and granzyme B (last column)  per 
combined surface marker- and T-bet/Eomes-defined CD8+ T-cell subset plotted on the X- and Y-axes, 
respectively, in cord blood samples (n=5, first row), EBV/hCMV seronegative individuals (n=6, second 
row), EBV mono-infected individuals (n=5, third row), hCMV mono-infected individuals (n=3, fourth 
row), EBV/hCMV double-infected individuals (n=6, fifth row) and HIV-1-infected individuals (n=13, last 
row). The degree of expression intensity is indicated by increments in color intensity and by the mean 
percentage of positive cells denoted in the boxes. Ns = not significant, * p<0.05, *** P<0.001.
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ABSTRACT
During the acute phase of anti-viral CD8+ T cell responses in experimentally infected 
mice, short-lived effector cells (SLEC) have an IL-7RαloKLRG1hi phenotype, whereas IL-
7RαhiKLRG1lo, memory precursor effector cells (MPEC), are assumed to seed the memory 
compartment. It is unresolved if a subset division based on IL-7Rα and KLRG1 would be 
useful to define functionally distinct cells within human virus-specific CD8+ T cell populations 
as they develop in the course of herpes virus infections. We found that in healthy humans 
without any clinical signs of active viral infection not only MPEC and SLEC, but also CD8+ 
T cells with an IL-7RαhiKLRG1hi phenotype (also referred to as double positive effector 
cells, DPEC) can readily be found in the circulation. In addition, a small population of early 
effector cells (EEC, IL-7RαloKLRG1lo) is present, which is the only population containing 
Ki-67 expressing cells. Notably, KLRG1-expressing cells are largely excluded from lymph 
nodes. The four populations defined by IL-7Rα and KLRG1 differ markedly in transcription 
factor, granzyme and chemokine receptor expression. HCMV-specific populations contain 
low percentages of IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo CD8+ T cells and are enriched for KLRG1-expressing 
T-bethi granzyme-Bhi cells. In contrast, EBV-specific T cells generally express more IL-7Rα. 
EBV-specific cells that have low IL-7Rα expression contain relatively low levels of T-bet and 
granzyme-B. Importantly, by studying primary infections we found that these differences 
between HCMV and EBV-specific responses were already installed early in the response.

Thus, combined analyses of IL-7Rα and KLRG1 expression on human virus-specific 
CD8+ T cells can be used to separate functionally distinct subsets. As a non-cycling IL-
7RαloKLRG1hi population is abundant in healthy humans, we conclude that this combination 
of markers expression not only defines short lived effector cells during the acute 
response but also stable effector cells that are formed and remain present during latent  
herpes infections.|
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AUTHOR SUMMARY
During acute infections in mice, IL-7Rα and KLRG1 together are used to distinguish 
the short-lived effector cells (SLEC; IL-7RαloKLRGhi) from the precursors of the long term 
memory cells (MPEC; IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo). I here show that these markers can be used to find 
similar subsets in man in circulation and lymph nodes in ‘steady state’, in healthy donors 
and in renal transplant recipients (RTRs) prior to transplantation. In contrast to the T cells 
in the circulation, T cells derived from lymph nodes hardly contain any KLRG1-expressing 
cells. The four populations defined by IL-7Rα and KLRG1 differ markedly in transcription 
factor, granzyme and chemokine receptor expression. I also found, when studying RTRs 
experiencing a primary hCMV and EBV that from the beginning of the primary infection 
SLEC can be found in the peripheral blood and that these cells, in spite of their name, are 
not short-lived, but instead remain present during latent herpes infections. 

INTRODUCTION
Following viral challenge, CD8+ T cells with different phenotypes and functions can be 
found in experimentally infected mice. Acute phase IL7-RαloKLRG1hi CD8+ T cells were 
found to die-off by apoptosis during the contraction phase, and were thus termed short-
lived effector cells (SLECs) [1-3]. In contrast IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo cells were shown to have an 
increased propensity to persist in the memory phase, and were thus named memory-
precursor effector cells (MPECs). Further, early during the acute phase, recently primed 
T cells displayed an IL7-RαloKLRG1lo early effector cell (EEC) phenotype from which both 
MPECs and SLECs were shown to be formed [4]. This latter observation accords well with 
complementary data from different groups that substantiated the notion that effector and 
memory cells may be generated from a single antigen-activated precursor [5-7]. The fate 
of virus-specific murine CD8+ T cells was shown to be determined by transcriptional 
regulation. Transcription factors, like T-bet and eomesodermin (Eomes), appeared to be 
important regulators of effector and memory formation [8]. Despite the fact that T-bet and 
Eomes display a high degree of structural homology, as well as functional redundancy, 
murine T-bet was found to be more relevant to the generation of effector cells during 
the acute phase of infection, whereas Eomes was important to the persistence of memory 
cells and the generation of secondary responses [9, 10]. 

Importantly, mice and man differ substantially with regard to both life span and 
the range of pathogens with which they have co-evolved. These factors possibly also affect 
T cell memory formation and memory homeostasis, especially when it concerns responses 
to persistent viruses such as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and cytomegalovirus (hCMV) that 
establish lifelong latent infection after the acute phase. Moreover, given the long time span 
in which these viruses have co-evolved with humans and the distinct modes of infection 
exhibited by each virus, the antiviral T cell responses may have adapted in order to provide 
defence tailored to specific viruses. Supporting evidence for this notion is, among others, 
found by our observation that HOBIT, a BLIMP-1 homologue regulating effector functions 
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in murine NKT cells [11], is specifically expressed in cytolytic CD8+CD45RA+CD27ˉ T cells, 

a population selectively induced in hCMV infected people [12]. 

Combinations of different cell surface markers have been used to define total and 

virus-specific human CD8+ T cell subsets (for a review see [13]). We routinely employ 

CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 and CD27 to define naïve (CD45RA+CCR7+CD28+CD27+), central 

memory (CD45RAˉCCR7+CD28+CD27+), effector memory (CD45RAˉCCR7ˉCD28+CD27+), 

and effector-type cells (CD45RA+CCR7ˉCD28ˉCD27ˉ, also referred to as TEMRA), but 

as this marker combination cannot be used for the definition of murine T cells subsets 
a comparison of subset development between experimentally infected mice and naturally 
infected humans is cumbersome.  For this reason, we here determined IL-7Rα/KLRG1 
phenotypes of human CD8+ T cells targeting different persisting viruses in both latently 
infected healthy individuals and primary infected kidney allograft recipients. In addition, 
we determined if different IL-7Rα/KLRG1 expression patterns associate with different 
functional profiles of cells. 

Our data show that in all study cohorts high numbers of non-cycling IL-7RαloKLRG1hi 
CD8+ T cells can be found that develop early in the anti-viral response, express T-bet 
and molecules involved in cytolytic effector function. Importantly, these cells that are 
enriched in the hCMV-specific population, are largely excluded from the secondary 
lymph nodes. Thus, in humans, a stable pool of quiescent CD8+ “vigilant” effector-type 
cells, phenotypically corresponding to murine short lived effector cells, is abundant in 
the circulating compartment.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
KLRG1-expressing CD8+ T cells are abundant in the circulation but not lymph nodes
We first enumerated the four IL-7Rα/KLRG1-defined subsets within the total CD8+ T cell 
pool in the circulation of nine EBV and hCMV-seropositive healthy adults (Figure 1A). 
Based on data obtained in murine studies, in these individuals that had no clinical signs of 
acute viral infection, a predominance of IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo MPEC might be expected, but in 
contrast, KLRG1-expressing cells, being either IL-7Rαhi DPEC or IL-7Rαlo SLEC, comprised 
the majority of the circulating non-naïve pool in all individuals (Figure 1A). In addition, in 
most individuals a small but clearly identifiable IL-7RαloKLRG1lo population was detected 
(Figure 1A). 

Additionally, we obtained paired blood and peri-aortal lymph nodes (LN) samples 
during the transplantation procedure from eight renal transplant recipients (RTRs, [14]) 

and analysed possible differences between antigen-experienced T cell populations 
between these two anatomical compartments. The composition of the circulating pool of 

these patients was highly comparable to that of the healthy individuals (Figure 2A, closed 
symbols), but remarkably, as has also been shown in T cells derived from tumour infiltrated 

lymph nodes [15], KLRG1hi cells were largely absent from LNs (Figure 2A, open symbols). 
Thus in humans KLRG1-expressing cells contribute substantially to the circulating, but 

not the LN dwelling pool.
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The IL-7Rα/KLRG1 division defines functionally distinct subsets of antigen-experienced CD8+ T cells
We next examined whether the subsets, characterized by differential IL-7Rα/KLRG1 
expression, differed with respect to the expression of transcription factors, effector 
molecules, chemokine receptors and markers of cellular division. In both healthy individuals 
(Figure 1) and RTRs (Figure 2), high T-bet expression was found in the IL-7RαloKLRG1hi and 
the IL-7RαloKLRG1lo fractions and to a lesser extent in the IL-7RαhiKLRG1hi pool (Figures 1B 
and 2B). Eomes expression showed a similar expression pattern between these subsets 
(Figures 1C and 2C). T-bet and Eomes levels were low in IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo cells (Figures 
1B/C and 2B/C).  Granzyme B essentially followed the expression pattern of T-Bet (Figures 
1D and 2D), whereas granzyme K peaked in the IL-7RαhiKLRG1hi fraction (Figures 1E 
and 2E). CCR7, the receptor for CCL19/21 that directs T cells to lymph nodes, was most 
abundant in IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo cells while being virtually absent from KLRG1-expressing ones  
(Figures 1F and 2F). Interestingly, the IL-7RαloKLRG1lo population, that may contain CD8+ T 
cells at a very early stage of activation [2, 3], was the only faction that had a sizeable number 
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Figure 1. Distribution and phenotype of KLRG1/IL-7Rα-defined subsets in antigen experienced CD8+ T 
cells in healthy individuals.  A. Percentages, B. fold-changes of transcription factors T-bet and C. Eomes 
, D. granzyme B- and E. granzyme K-expression , (F) LN homing receptor CCR7-expression  and (G) 
ki-67-expression as a marker of proliferation of KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets within PB-derived 
non-naive CD8+ T cells of healthy donors (all n=9, except for granzyme K: n=7). Blue lines represent 
significant differences (p<0.05).
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of cells expressing the cell cycle-associated protein Ki-67. As these cells additionally 
expressed both T-bet and granzyme B, this may suggest that, also in humans, this fraction 
contains recently primed CD8+ T cells (Figures 1 and 2).

The availability of the paired blood / lymph node samples allowed us to investigate 
whether the IL-7Rα/KLRG1 based division also defines functionally distinct populations 
in lymphoid tissue and if the functional characteristics between these subsets are 
comparable between these compartments. Also in lymph nodes, IL-7Rα/KLRG1 analyses 
separated functional sets of cells (Figure 2, open symbols), and differences between blood 
and lymph nodes were readily detected. The expression of T-bet was low in all subsets 
retrieved from the lymph nodes, which was paralleled by a low expression of granzyme B  
(Figures 2B and 2D). In contrast, Eomes was somewhat higher in the lymph node samples, 
most prominently in the IL-7RαloKLRG1hi and IL-7RαloKLRG1lo fractions (Figure 2C). 
Granzyme K expression was significantly elevated in lymph node cells, most prominently 
in the IL-7RαloKLRG1hi and IL-7RαloKLRG1lo fractions (Figure 2E). 

Thus, analyses of IL-7Rα/KLRG1 expression allows a clear separation of functionally 
different human CD8+ T cell subsets, IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells having, based on the presence 
of both T-Bet and granzyme B, the most prominent effector cell properties. 

The IL-7Rα/KLRG1 division defines functionally distinct pools of herpes-virus specific CD8+ T cells
The finding that healthy individuals have high numbers of circulating CD8+ T cells with 
a SLEC phenotype could mean that they have encountered viruses to which an immune 
response was recently mounted or rather that also CD8+ T cells that have been formed as 
a consequence of persistent infections, such as with herpes viruses, induce the appearance 
of IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells. To address these distinct options we used the IL-7Rα/KLRG1 
division to analyse hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ T cells (Figure 3 (RTRs) and Figure 
S1 (healthy individuals)). In RTR’s and healthy individuals we found that both circulatory 
hCMV- and EBV BLZF1/BMLF-specific cells predominantly displayed an IL-7RαhiKLRG1hi 

or IL-7RαloKLRG1hi phenotype (Figure 3A, closed symbols and Figure S1A). On the other 
hand, the EBV EBNA-specific population was strongly enriched for cells expressing both 
IL-7Rα and KLRG1 (Figure 3A and S1A). For all three epitopes, a low percentage of IL-
7RαhiKLRG1lo, MPEC phenotype cells was found. In stark contrast, analysis of influenza-
specific CD8+ T cells, as an example of CD8+ T cells directed against viruses which are 
effectively cleared by the immune system, revealed that all expressed IL-7Rα of which 
approximately half had an MPEC phenotype in PB and 80% in LN (Figures 3A and S1A, 
right panels). 

When comparing the functional properties of herpes virus-specific CD8+ T cells, it 
was confirmed [16] that PB hCMV-cells show differentiation towards a resting effector-
type cell, with high T-bet and granzyme B and low granzyme K expression (Figure 
3B/D/E and S1B/D/E, closed symbols, left panels). This differentiation pattern was most 
prominent in the KLRG1-expressing cells. Further, the PB hCMV-specific pool was found 
to contain a very low percentage of Ki-67 expressing cells in the IL-7RαloKLRG1lo fraction  
(Figure 3G and S1G, left panel). When comparing circulating and lymph node-residing 
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Figure 2. Distribution and phenotype of KLRG1/IL-7Rα-defined subsets in PB and LN derived antigen-
experienced CD8+ T cells in RTRs. A. Percentages, B. fold-changes of transcription factors T-bet and C. 
Eomes, D. granzyme B- and E. granzyme K-expression, F. LN homing receptor CCR7-expression and G. 
ki-67-expression as a marker of proliferation of KLRG1- and IL-7Rα-defined subsets within PB- (closed 
circles) and LN- (open circles) derived non-naive CD8+ T cells of patients before transplantation (n=8). 
Blue lines represent significant differences (p<0.05).
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hCMV specific cells, it was observed that the effector traits (T-bet and granzyme B 

expression) were relatively suppressed in the lymph nodes, whereas Eomes and granzyme 

K expression was higher than in the blood derived subsets (Figure 3B/C/D/E). 

Both T-bet- and granzyme B-expression was low in the EBV-specific T cell fraction. 

However, when present it was predominantly found in the IL-7RαloKLRG1hi fraction 

(Figure 3B/D and S1B/D, both middle panels). The reverse was found for granzyme 

K- and Eomes-expression, which were  strong in EBV- compared to hCMV-reactive 

cells, relatively, independent from IL-7Rα/KLRG1 phenotype or anatomical location  

(Figure 3C/E and S1C/E).  Interestingly, for all herpes virus epitopes tested, CD8+ 

T cells with an IL-7RαloKLRG1lo (EEC) phenotype were found (Figure 3A and S1A) and 

these cells corresponded strongly to the differentiation patterns found in other subsets, 

i.e a predominance of granzyme B expressing cells in the circulating hCMV pool 

versus a high prevalence of granzyme K expressing cells within the EBV-specific pools  

(Figure 3D/E and S1D/E). 

Thus, the IL-7Rα/KLRG1-based subset division allows a functional separation of CD8+ 

T cells within herpes virus-specific populations. Importantly, since both in hCMV and EBV-

specific populations large proportions of quiescent IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells are readily found, 

it is implied that this phenotype not only identifies SLECs during acute infections but also 

resting effector-type cells during viral latency.

Signatures of hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ T cells arise during primary infection
The different traits of hCMV and EBV-specific CD8+ T cells, as well as the functional properties 

of the cells with an EEC phenotype found during viral latency, urged us to analyse if virus-

specific T cells found early in the primary antiviral response also differ with respect to 

their IL-7Rα/KLRG1 expression pattern and functional traits. To this end we followed three 

RTRs experiencing primary hCMV and EBV infections in the first year of transplantation  

(Figure 4, S2 and S3). These patients were included during the pre-prophylaxis treatment 

era and hCMV viral loads were therefore detected early after transplantation. Since these 

patients developed no significant hCMV disease, no antiviral treatment was administered 

during follow-up. Immunological control, as defined by the absence of detectable viral 

loads, was achieved for hCMV within the first year after transplantation and for EBV about 

six months later. Consistent with an early effector function, IL-7RαloKLRG1lo cells, regardless 

of specificity, were present initially in the response but generally became a minor fraction 

after longer follow-up (Figure 4E-G, S2E-G and S3E-F). The hCMV-specific response was 

characterized from early on by the abundance of IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells. This was markedly 

different from the EBV-specific populations that contained more IL-7Rα-expressing cells 

not always co-expressing KLRG1 (Figure 4E-G, S2E-G and S3E-F).

When looking at the functional traits of the IL-7Rα/KLRG1 defined subsets within 

the herpes virus-specific pools, it became evident that the functional separation found 

during latency appears to be installed very early in the response. Specifically, early hCMV 

responses were dominated by CD8+ T cells with a IL-7RαloKLRG1hi phenotype abundantly 
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Figure 3. Distribution and phenotype of KLRG1/IL-7Rα-defined subsets in PB and LN derived virus-
specific CD8+ T cells in RTRs. A. Percentages, B. fold-changes of transcription factors T-bet and C. 
Eomes, D. granzyme B- and E. granzyme K-expression, F. LN homing receptor CCR7-expression and 
G. ki-67-expression as a marker of proliferation of KLRG1 and IL-7Rα-defined subsets within PB- (closed 
circles) and LN- (open circles) derived hCMV-specific (left column, n=19), EBV BZLF/BMLF-specific 
(second column, n=7), EBV EBNA-specific (third column, n=5) and influenza-specific (last column, n=9) 
CD8+ T cells. Blue lines represent significant differences (p<0.05).

expressing T-bet and granzyme B (Figure 5A/C left panels), whereas EBV-specific pools 
hardly contained high T-bet and granzyme B expressing cells (Figure 5A/C middle and 
right panels). In marked contrast, granzyme K in these pools was highly expressed already 
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at the earliest time point (Figure 5D). Notably, when during the course of infection EBV-
specific CD8+ T cells expressed granzyme K this was primarily in the IL-7RαloKLRG1hi  
population (Figure 5D). 

Thus functionally distinct IL-7Rα/KLRG1-defined CD8+ T cell subsets are already formed 
early during a primary response and vary depending on the specificity of the response. 

Figure 4. Dynamics and phenotype of hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ T cells following primary hCMV and 
EBV in patient 1. A. Absolute numbers, B. percentage of KLRG1-expressing, C. IL-7Rα-expressing and 
D. Ki-67-expressing virus-specific CD8+ T cells. E-G. percentages of KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets 
within the E. hCMV-, F. EBV-BZLF-and G. EBV-EBNA-specific CD8+ T cells. H-K. absolute numbers of H. 
IL-7Rα+KLRG1-, I. IL-7RαˉKLRG1ˉ, J. IL-7Rα+KLRG1+, K. IL-7RαˉKLRG1+ hCMV-, EBV-BZLF- and EBV-EBNA-
specific CD8+ T cells.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary we found that a subset definition based on IL-7Rα/KLRG1 expression can be 

used to separate functional sets of herpes virus-specific CD8+ T cells in humans. From 

a functional point of view, the definition derived from the mouse data appears to be in 

accord with the findings in humans. IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo resemble cells with memory functions  

having high levels of CCR7 and low expression of T-bet and granzyme B. The expression 

of Eomes, a factor strongly implicated in memory cell generation is also relatively low in 

these cells, but this does not rule out that also in humans early in the response and/or at 

sites that are not readily available for analyses, Eomes plays a decisive role in governing 

memory cell fate. IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells do strongly resemble effector-type cells, abundantly 

expressing both T-bet and granzyme B. 
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It is however unlikely that human IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells are short-lived as initially has 
been described for their murine counterparts. First, none of the latently-infected subjects 
analysed had clinical or laboratory signs of viral replication. Further, in accordance 
with the absence of antigen driving proliferative T cell responses, no Ki-67 expression 
was found in the IL-7RαloKLRG1hi pool. Finally, studies analysing the turn-over of T cell 
subsets in humans have shown that the population of cells with constitutive effector 
functions actually has a long life span [17, 18]. Therefore, we argue that to coin the term 
SLEC to human CD8+ T cells with an IL-7RαloKLRG1hi phenotype would be a misnomer. 
Rather, the expression of KLRG1 on human CD8+ T cells appears to be associated with 
the acquisition of immediate effector cells during acute and latent viral infection. In fact 
also in the mouse antigen-specific CD127loKLRG1hi CD8+ T cells can be detected long-time 
after infection [19, 20].

The analysis we performed here reveals a number of additional specific features of 
herpes virus-specific cells. First, depending on the anatomical location and on the anti-
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Figure 5. Phenotype of the KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets within hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ 
T cells following primary hCMV and EBV in patient 1. A. Fold change of T-bet-expression of each 
subset and B. fold change of eomes-expression of each subset over the T-bet- and eomes-expression 
respectively of the T-bet and eomes-negative  naive (CD27+CD45RA+) CD8+ T cells, C. percentage of 
granzyme B-expressing cells, D. percentage of granzyme K-expressing cells within the KLRG1 and IL-7Rα 
defined subsets in hCMV-, EBV-BZLF- and EBV-EBNA-specific CD8+ T cells.
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viral specificity, the distribution of the IL-7Rα/KLRG1-defined subsets differs markedly. 

Indeed, KLRG1-expressing cells are largely excluded from lymph nodes and therefore may 

function primarily at extra-lymphoid compartments. Further, the minute population of IL-

7RαloKLRG1lo CD8+ T cells warrants special attention as within this pool an enrichment for 

actively cycling cells is present. As our studies in the primary infection showed that, already 

early in the response, distinct viruses elicit differential responses, analyses of T cells during 

acute infection might provide early qualitative information on the T cell response.

MATERIALS & METHODS
Subjects 
In order to study the dynamics and phenotype of acute phase hCMV- and EBV-specific 

CD8+ T cells compared to those present during the latency phase, hCMV-specific CD8+ 

T cells from 2 hCMV- and EBV-seronegative recipients of a hCMV- and EBV-seropositive 

kidney transplant were analyzed longitudinally (Table I, patient 1-2). To eliminate 

the influence of a primary EBV infection on the hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells we also 

studied the hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells from one kidney transplant recipient who was 

hCMV-seronegative prior to transplantation and received a hCMV-seropositive kidney  

(Table I, patient 3). The treatment of each patient as well as other relevant information can 

be found in table I. Latent phase peripheral blood (PB) and lymph node (LN) hCMV-, EBV-, 

and influenza-specific CD8+ T cells were analyzed in hCMV- and EBV-seropositive renal 

transplant recipients (n=8; Table II). 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated prior to transplantation 

and lymph node mononuclear cells (LNMC) were isolated during kidney transplantation. 

All patients were treated with quadruple immunosuppression, consisting of CD25mAb 

induction therapy, Prednisolone, calcineurin-inhibitor and mycophenolic acid. Except for 

CD25mAb, immunosuppressive treatment was started after transplantation. At the time 

the lymph node was gathered the first dose of CD25mAb was already administered. 

However, we have demonstrated that CD25mAb (basiliximab, Novartis Pharma, Basel, 

Switzerland) was not detectable in LNMC and that ex vivo CD25 expression on LNMC 

could be blocked with CD25mAb [14]. HCMV-, EBV-, and influenza-specific CD8+ T cells 

were also analyzed in healthy donors (n=21; Table III). 

Ethics Statement
The medical ethics committee of the Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, approved 

the study and all subjects gave written informed consent.

Isolation of mononuclear cells from peripheral blood and lymph nodes
PBMCs were isolated using standard density gradient centrifugation. Lymph nodes were 

collected from kidney transplant recipients during living donor kidney transplantation. 

Briefly, LNMCs were isolated from surgical residual material of the recipient, gathered 

during the implantation of the transplanted kidney. Before anastomising the arteria and 
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Table I. patient characteristics primary infections

patient age HLA-I typing Primary infection

tetramers used

immunosuppressive 
regimen*

hCMV EBV

pp65 IE BZLF EBNA

1 24 A1/A3 B7/B35 hCMV/EBV TPR   EPL RPP CsA/P/MMF
2 25 A3 

B35
hCMV/EBV IPS   EPL HPV CsA/P/MMF

3 58 A2/A3 B7/B35 hCMV TPR VLE     FK/P/MMF/CD25 mAb

*: CsA=cyclosporine A; P=Prednisolon; MMF=mycophenolate mofetil, CD25mAb=Basilixumab induction 
therapy; FK=Tacrolimus

Table II. Kidney transplant recipients (PB and LN): tetramers analysed

patient hCMV EBV BMLF/BZLF EBV EBNA FLU

1 ELK/ELR/NLV/QIK/YSE GLC/RAK FLR CTE/GIL
2 NLV GLC   GIL
3 NLV GLC   GIL
4 NLV/TPR/VLE GLC   GIL
5 NLV GLC   GIL
6 TPR/YSE   RPP CTE
7 ELK/ELR/TPR/YSE RAK FLR/RPP CTE
8 NLV/VLE   HPV GIL

vena renalis, the iliac artery and vein are dissected free. The residual tissue removed 
in this procedure, to obtain adequate vascular exposure, often contains lymph nodes. 
Directly after extraction, the gathered lymph nodes were chopped in small pieces. A cell 
suspension was obtained by grinding the material through a flow-through chamber. PBMCs 
and LNMCs were subsequently cryopreserved until the day of analysis. 

Virological analysis
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for hCMV was performed in EDTA 
(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) whole blood samples, as described (2). To determine 
CMV serostatus, anti-CMV immunoglobulin G (IgG) was measured in serum using 
the AxSYM microparticle enzyme immunoassay (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, 
USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Measurements were calibrated relative 
to a standard serum. EBV serostatus was determined by qualitative measurement of 
specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) against the viral capsid antigen (VCA) and against nuclear 
antigen of EBV using respectively the anti-EBV VCA IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay and the anti-EBV nuclear antigen of EBV IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(Biotest, Dreieich, Germany). All tests were performed following the instructions of 
the manufacturers. 
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Table III. Healthy donors: tetramers analysed

HD hCMV EBV BMLF/BZLF EBV EBNA FLU

1 TPR      
2 NLV      
3   GLC RLR GIL
4   GLC RPP GIL
5 NLV GLC   GIL
6   GLC HPV GIL
7 TPR   RPP  
8 TPR      
9 NLV      
10 NLV      
11     FLR/RPP  
12     RLR/RPP  
13 NLV/VLE/ELR/QIK/ELK RAK FLR  
14 ELK RAK FLR  
15   RAK/GLC FLR  
16 YSE/ELR/ELK RAK FLR  
17 NLV/VLE/TPR GLC RPP  
18 NLV/TPR GLC  RPP  
19 TPR   RPP  
20 NLV/VLE GLC     
21 NLV/VLE GLC     

Immunofluorescence staining, flowcytometry 
Mononuclear cells were washed in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.01% (wt/vol) 
NaN3 and 0.5% (wt/vol) bovine serum albumin. Two million PBMCs were incubated with 
APC-labeled tetrameric-complexes for either hCMV-pp65, hCMV-IE-1, EBV-BZLF1, EBV-
BMLF-1, EBV-EBNA-1, EBV-EBNA-3a, Influenza A virus-matrix protein 1 and nucleoprotein 
and RSV nucleoprotein (Table IV), followed by incubation with a combination of 
the following antibodies: IL-7Rα PE-Cy7, CD27 APC-eFluor780 (eBioscience Inc, San 
Diego, CA, USA), CD8 Brilliant Violet 785 (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA), CD3 V500 
(BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA, USA), CD45RA Brilliant Violet 650, CCR7 Brilliant Ultra 
Violet 395 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), KLRG1 Alexa Fluor 488 (11). Dead cells 
were excluded from the analysis by using Live/Dead fixable staining (Life Technologies 
Europe BV, Bleiswijk, Netherlands).

The FOX-p3 staining kit (eBioscience) was used for intracellular stainings with 
the following antibodies: granzyme B Alexa Fluor 700, Eomesodermin PE, Eomesodermin 
PerCP-eFluor710, granzyme K PerCP-eFluor710 (eBioscience), and T-Bet Brilliant Violet 421 
(Biolegend), Ki-67 Brilliant Violet 711 (BD Biosciences) and granzyme K PE (Immunotools, 
Friesoythe, Germany). Measurements were done on a LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (BD) 
and analysis was performed with FlowJo software (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA). 
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Statistical analysis
The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test was used for analysis of differences between 
paired samples. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Table IV. tetrameric complexes used

Name HLA Virus Protein Peptide

YSE HLA-A*0101 hCMV pp65 YSEHPTFTSQY
NLV HLA-A*0201 hCMV pp66 NLVPMVATV
TPR HLA-B*0702 hCMV pp65 TPRVTGGGAM
IPS HLA-B*3501 hCMV pp65 IPSINVHHY
VLE HLA-A*0201 hCMV IE-1 VLEETSVML
QIK HLA-B*0801 hCMV IE-1 QIKVRVKMV
ELK HLA-B*0801 hCMV IE-1 ELKRKMIYM
ELR HLA-B*0801 hCMV IE-1 ELRRKMMYM
EPL HLA-B*3501 EBV BZLF-1 EPLPQGQLTAY
GLC HLA-A*0201 EBV BMLF-1 GLCTLVAML
HPV HLA-B*3501 EBV EBNA-1 HPVGEADYFEY
RLR HLA-A*0301 EBV EBNA-3a RLREAQVK
RPP HLA-B*0702 EBV EBNA-3a RPPIFIRRL
FLR HLA-B*0801 EBV EBNA-3a FLRGRAYGL
CTE HLA-A*0101 Influenza A virus Nucleoprotein CTELKLSDY
GIL HLA-A*0201 Influenza A virus Matrix Protein-1 GILGFVFTL
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Fig S1. Distribution and phenotype of KLRG1/IL-7Rα-defined subsets in virus-specific CD8
+
 T cells 

in healthy individuals. (A) Percentages, (B) fold-changes of transcription factors T-bet and (C) Eomes , 
(D) granzyme B- and (E) granzyme K-expression , (F) LN homing receptor CCR7-expression  and (G) 
ki-67-expression as a marker of proliferation of KLRG1 and IL-7Rα-defined subsets within PB-derived 
hCMV-specific (left column, n=16), EBV BZLF/BMLF-specific (second column, n=9), EBV EBNA-specific 
(third column, n=5) and influenza-specific (last column, n=4) CD8

+
 T cells. Blue lines represent significant 

differences (p<0.05).

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
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Fig S2. Dynamics and phenotype of hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8
+
 T cells following primary hCMV and 

EBV in patient 2. (A) Absolute numbers, ) percentage of KLRG1-expressing, (C) IL-7Rα-expressing and 
(D) Ki-67-expressing virus-specific CD8

+
 T cells. (E-G) percentages of KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets 

within the E) hCMV-, F) EBV-BZLF-and G) EBV-EBNA-specific CD8
+
 T cells. H-K) absolute numbers of h) 

IL-7Rα
+
KLRG1ˉ, i) IL-7RαˉKLRG1ˉ, j) IL-7Rα

+
KLRG1

+
,
 
k) IL-7RαˉKLRG1

+
 hCMV-, EBV-BZLF- and EBV-EBNA-

specific CD8
+
 T cells.

Fig S3. Dynamics and phenotype of hCMV-pp65- and IE-specific CD8
+
 T cells following primary hCMV in 

patient 3. (A) absolute numbers, (B) percentage of KLRG1-expressing, (C) IL-7Rα-expressing and (D) Ki-
67-expressing virus-specific CD8

+
 T cells. (E-F) percentages of KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets within 

the (E) hCMV-pp65-, (F) hCMV -E-specific CD8
+
 T cells. (G-J) absolute numbers of (G) IL-7Rα

+
KLRG1ˉ, 

(H) IL-7RαˉKLRG1ˉ, (I) IL-7Rα
+
KLRG1

+
,
 
(J) IL-7RαˉKLRG1

+
 hCMV-pp65- and hCMV-IE-specific CD8

+
 T cells. 
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Fig S4. Phenotype of the KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets within hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8
+
 

T cells following primary hCMV and EBV in patient 2. (A) fold change of T-bet-expression of each 
subset and (B) fold change of eomes-expression of each subset over the T-bet- and eomes-expression 
respectively of the T-bet and eomes-negative  naive (CD27

+
CD45RA

+
) CD8

+
 T cells, (C) percentage 

of granzyme B-expressing cells, (D) percentage of granzyme K-expressing cells within the KLRG1 and 
IL-7Rα defined subsets in hCMV-, EBV-BZLF- and EBV-EBNA-specific CD8

+
 T cells.
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Fig S5. Phenotype of the KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets within hCMV-specific CD8
+
 T cells following 

primary hCMV in patient 3. (A) fold change of T-bet-expression of each subset and (B) fold change of 
eomes-expression of each subset over the T-bet- and eomes-expression respectively of the T-bet and 
eomes-negative CD27

+
CD45RA

+
 naive CD8

+
 T cells, (C) percentage of granzyme B-expressing cells, (D) 

percentage of granzyme K-expressing cells within the KLRG1 and IL-7Rα defined subsets in hCMV-pp65-, 
 and hCMV-IE-specific CD8

+
 T cells.
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ABSTRACT 
Different pathogens trigger naïve T cells to express distinct sets of effector proteins. To 
better understand the molecular mechanisms that drive this functional specification, we 
used high resolution mass spectrometry and label-free protein quantification to measure 
proteomic differences between the seven largest circulating human CD8+ T cell subsets. 
Hierarchical clustering of the proteomes placed naïve and CD45RA-expressing effector-
type T cells at the extremes of the spectrum with central-memory and other effector-
memory stages located in between. Prominent differences between the subsets included 
expression of various granzymes, signalling proteins and molecules involved in metabolic 
regulation and cell adhesion. Remarkably, whereas most of the proteomic changes 
between the subsets were gradual, a small proportion of proteins were regulated only 
in discrete subsets. The data obtained from this proteome analysis correspond best to 
a progressive differentiation model in which specific stable traits are gradually acquired 
during pathogen-specific development.
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INTRODUCTION
Functionally distinct CD8+ memory T cell subsets have been implicated in immunological 
control of different viruses in humans (reviewed in 1). Differences concern the expression 
of transcription factors, cytokine- and chemokine receptors, co-stimulatory receptors, 
proteases, and the production of cytokines (reviewed in 1-4). For example, whereas Epstein-
Barr virus (EBV)-specific cells highly express the transcription factor eomesodermin 
(Eomes) and the serine protease granzyme K, human cytomegalovirus (hCMV)-specific 
cells predominantly express the transcription factors T-bet and Hobit, and granzyme B 5,6. 
Importantly, the distinct functional properties of different types of antigen-specific CD8+ 
T cells have been implicated not only in the immunological control of viruses, but also 
in the immune defence against tumours and in tumour treatment outcomes 7-9. These 
notions corroborate the importance of specific differentiation pathways, where different 
types of CD8+ memory T cell responses have adapted to optimally combat different types 
of pathogens. 

It is unsettled if distinct CD8+ memory T cell subsets develop as a consequence 
of progressive and linear differentiation, where the persistence of viral proteins drives 
the acquisition of specific traits, or rather, if distinctive adaptations of CD8+ T cells 
occurs in response to unique pathogens (i.e. branched differentiation 1). One approach 
to differentiate between these two, non-mutually exclusive, paradigms is the unbiased 
analyses of genes and proteins that are expressed by CD8+ T cells that belong to well-
demarcated subpopulations. Transcriptome analyses revealed that both memory-type 
and effector-type CD8+ memory T cells differ from naïve cells in the expression of many 
genes while at the same time also emphasizing major differences between antigen-primed 
subsets 10.  Notably however, these analyses fall short in providing insight in linear versus 
branched differentiation models since only two sets of phenotypically distinct primed 
subsets were analysed 11. 

Next to the aforementioned need for unbiased analyses of intermediate T cell 
subsets it is important to consider that the fast action of memory/effector CD8+ T cells 
to reinfection or viral reactivation is likely to be dictated primarily by expressed proteins 
rather than by the transcriptome. Therefore, to enhance our understanding of CD8+ T cell 
differentiation in humans, we utilized high resolution mass spectrometry (MS) combined 
with label-free protein quantification (LFQ) to determine the proteomes of the seven 
largest circulating human CD8+ T cell populations defined by distinctions in CD45RA, 
CCR7, CD28 and CD27 expression 5,11. We detected a total of 6114 proteins and quantified 
the expression of 4816, but interestingly, only 286 proteins were differentially expressed 
between the subsets. Within the set of proteins with differential expression, various serine 
proteases (granzymes), signalling molecules, proteins involved in metabolic regulation, 
and proteins involved in (regulation of) cell-cell adhesion were present. Unsupervised 
hierarchical clustering ordered the CD8+ T cell subsets along a line where the expression of 
the majority of the proteins gradually changed from the naïve (TN), to the central-memory 
(TCM), effector-memory (TEM) and RA+ TEM (effector-type, TEMRA) differentiation states in 
a seemingly linear fashion. Importantly, a small proportion of the proteome displayed non-
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linear expression profiles, peaking or dipping in early-differentiated and effector-memory 

subsets, respectively. We infer that the apparently linear acquisition and loss of expression 

of particular proteins by circulating CD8+ T cell subsets would fit best with a progressive 

differentiation model. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quantitative proteomics reveals a hierarchical order in CD8+ T cell proteome transitions
Flowcytometry studies identified seven functionally distinct CD8+ T cell subsets in 

the circulation of healthy adults, as defined by a differential expression of CD45RA, CCR7, 

CD28 and CD27 5,11-14. These subsets comprise the CD45RA+CCR7+CD28+CD27+ naïve 

population (TN), the CD45RA¯CCR7+CD28+CD27+ TCM, the CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28+CD27+ 

early-differentiated effector-memory population (TEM1), CD45RA ¯CCR7 ¯CD28+CD27¯  

early-like (TEM2), the CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27+ intermediately-differentiated (TEM3), 

the CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27¯RA¯ effector-type (TEM4), and the CD45RA+CCR7¯CD28¯CD27¯ 

TEMRA populations (see reference 4 for a review on the nomenclature). 

We first isolated these populations through cell sorting (Supplemental Figure 1). To 

define the protein expression profiles of these subsets, proteomic analysis of the purified 

subset isolates was performed (Figure 1A). High resolution MS data were analyzed using 

the MaxQuant computational platform, by which we identified a total of 6114 proteins 

(Supplemental Table I). Of these, 4816 were quantified in at least 2 samples in one of 

the subsets (Supplemental Table II). The proteomic ruler methodology (Wisniewski et al 

MCP 2014) was applied to derive absolute copy number values for each of the quantified 

proteins (Supplemental Table III). For each of the subsets, proteins showed a wide range 

of expression (Supplemental Figure 2A) and a similar cumulative protein abundance 

(Supplemental Figure 2B). When comparing our data on human CD8+ T cells to that reported 

for murine CD8+ T cells by Hukelmann et al. 15, we find about equal expression of proteins 

like profilin-1, cofilin-1 and vimentin (Supplemental Table III). To assess the biological 

variation between and within CD8+ subsets, Pearson correlation testing was performed on 

filtered MaxLFQ intensities omitting missing values (NaN). This showed a high correlation 

between all CD8+ T cell subsets (r > 0.8, Figure 1B). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering 

revealed a similar ordering of the subsets as was found previously 5. TN formed a cluster of 

its own, being entirely different from all the antigen-experienced subsets. TCM and TEM1 

cells together formed another separate cluster, after which the spectrum continued with 

the TEM2, the TEM3, the TEM4 and the TEMRA subsets, as third cluster. This third cluster could 

then be further subdivided into a TEM2, TEM3 and TEM4 cluster, and a separate fourth cluster 

containing only the TEMRA (effector-type) subset (Figure 1B). 

To identify the proteins with the most prominent differences in expression profiles 

within the different CD8+ T cell subsets, we performed imputation of missing values with 

a normal distribution (width = 0.3; shift = 1.8) and used the built-in analysis-of-variance 

functions in PERSEUS using an FDR of 5% and S0 of 0.4 (the S0 parameter sets a threshold 

for minimum fold change). This identified a total of 286 differentially expressed proteins 
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Figure 1. Subset analyses using MS: associations between the populations. A. PBMCs were enriched for 
CD8+ T cells using negative selection with magnetic beads. Thereafter, TN, TCM, TEM1-4 and TEMRA cells 
were isolated from the enriched cell fraction using multichannel flowcytometry (see also Supplemental 
Figure 1). The isolated subsets were lysed into peptides and were then analysed using high resolution 
mass spectrometry. B. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis and Pearson correlation testing 
was performed on filtered MaxLFQ intensities omitting missing values (NaN) to determine the subset 
ordering and the Pearson correlation coefficients between the CD8+ T cell subsets. C. Principle 
component analysis was done to further assess how the subset proteomes correspond to each other. 
Symbol and colour corresponds to the respective subsets.

(supplemental Table II). Principle component analysis performed on these proteins further 
emphasized that differentiated CD8+ T cell subsets can be distinguished based on their 
protein expression profile (Figure 1C). Enrichment analysis of the differentially expressed 
proteins indicated that they are associated with various biological processes such as T 
cell activation (e.g. ‘lymphocyte activation’ and ‘signal transduction’), and cytotoxic T 
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cell differentiation (e.g. ‘cytolysis’, ‘lytic vacuole’ and ‘(cytoskeletal anchoring at) plasma 
membrane’)) (Figure 2 and Supplemental Table IV).     

As such, the proteomes of the TN and the TEMRA subsets differed the strongest from 
one another with the TCM, and the four types of TEM located in between. Furthermore, 
these differences relied only on a small proportion of the entire proteome expressed by 
the overall pool of CD8+ T cells circulating in healthy adults. These subset-specific proteins 
indeed fit previous observations that distinguish naïve  CD8+ T cells from cells with typical 
memory and effector traits 5,11-14. 

Figure 2.  Enrichment analysis of the differentially expressed proteins. Gene ontology enrichment 
analysis of the 286 significantly different genes. Enrichment analysis of the 286 differentially expressed 
proteins was  performed using the Cytoscape (version 3.2.1) plug-in BiNGO (version 3.0.3) with an FDR 
threshold of 0.05 done to determine how these associate to distinct biological processes. The color of 
the node represents the adjusted p-value. White nodes are not significantly over-represented, the other 
ones are, with a color scale ranging from yellow (adjusted p-value =  0.05) to dark orange (adjusted 
p-value = 6 orders of magnitude smaller than significance level, e.g. 10-6 * 0.05). The size of the node 
is proportional to the number of genes within the node. Node size and color correspond to the number 
and importance of the interactions with other biological processes.
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Proteome changes occur mostly gradually between the antigen-experienced CD8+ T cell subsets 
To gain more insight into the overall protein expression profiles within the different CD8+ 
T cells, as well as the relations between the proteomes of the subsets, we performed 
a hierarchical clustering, pre-processed with k-means, of the 286 differentially expressed 
proteins. This approach identified clusters of proteins of which the expression levels 
changed in a linear fashion, viz. clusters with an increasing expression (clusters 1-3) or 
a decreasing expression (cluster 4); and clusters in which the expression levels changed 
in a nonlinear fashion, viz. a cluster with an increasing expression profile only in the TCM, 
TEM1 and TEM2 subsets (cluster 5) and a cluster with a decreased expression profile only in 
the TEM2, TEM3 and TEM4 subsets (cluster 6) (Figure 3A). 

STRING analysis revealed a highly connected network of known physical and functional 
interactions between the differentially expressed proteins, which partly cluster together 
according to their expression profile (Figure 3B). The major characteristics of the distinct 
clusters will be summarized in separate paragraphs below.

The granzyme K cluster
All the proteins in the granzyme (GZM) K cluster, which comprises 42 proteins in total, 
were expressed in an increased manner by all the subsets when compared to the TN 
subset (Figure 3A). Enrichment analysis revealed the abundance of proteins related to 
cellular activation, including ‘calcium ion binding’ (supplemental Table V). The majority 
of the enriched biological process were linked to the annexins ANXA1 and ANXA2/
ANXA2P2 (Supplemental Table V). Notably, Wherry et al. previously observed a similar 
expression of ANXA1 and ANXA2 at the mRNA level by lymphocytic choriomeningitis 
virus-specific CD8+ T cells in mice, while our group also reported increased expression 
of ANXA4 and ANXA5 at the mRNA level by human hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells 10,16. 
These and other proteins, such as the transcription factor EOMES (eomesodermin or 
Eomes) and the Rab family member RAB27A in this same cluster (Supplemental Figure 
3), have been associated with biological processes like ’tissue development’, ‘system 
development’, ‘calcium ion binding’, ‘calcium-dependent phospholipid binding’, ‘lipid 
transport’, ‘regulation of vesicle fusion’ and ‘T cell activation in immune response’, all 
referring to a specific regulation of cellular activation and cytotoxic T cell development 
(Supplemental Table V). Interestingly, we recently identified a strong association in EBV-
specific CD8+ memory T cells between granzyme K and Eomes expression, which indeed 
cluster together in the present analysis 5. Finally, when matching the proteins contained in 
this cluster to the STRING database, ITGB1 (integrin β-1 or CD29), an integrin that both 
mediates cell-cell adhesion and serves as a co-stimulatory receptor for T cells 17,18, was 
found to be strongly integrated in the network of functional associations with various other 
proteins (Figure 3B). 

Taken together, this cluster contains molecules that function in all antigen-experienced 
CD8+ T cells and points at the development of several functional, but also metabolic traits 
that are not acting in naïve CD8+ T cells.
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The granzyme A/granzyme M cluster
The GZMA and GZMM cluster (cluster 2), contains 64 proteins that were expressed in 

a gradually increasing manner from the naïve to the TEMRA subset, suggestive of a progressive 

gain of functional specialization by the subsets (Figure 3A). Enrichment analysis revealed 

HEXB (hexosaminidase B), NAGA (N-acetylgalactosaminidase-α), GGH (Gamma-Glutamyl 

Hydrolase), GNS (glucosamine (N-Acetyl)-6-Sulfatase), GLB1 (galactosidase-β1), IDS 

(iduronate 2-Sulfatase), ACP2 (acid Phosphatase 2) and MAN2B1 (Mannosidase-α-2B1), 

proteins involved in processes such as ‘lysosome’and ‘lytic vacuole’ (Supplemental Table 

V, Supplemental Figure 4). These processes were also enriched in cluster 3, but were 

then linked to other molecules, hinting at a stepwise maturation of vesicles during CD8+ 

T cell development (Supplemental Table V). Concomitantly, the cells within this cluster 

also had expression of SERPINA1 (α-1 antitrypsin) and SERPINA3 (α-3 antitrypsin), which 

act as serine protease inhibitors and may thus function to counteract the effects of among 

others elastases and granzymes. This expression may be important for protecting T cells 

against hostile (inflammatory) environments and possibly also against their own acquired 

cytotoxic capability. Further enrichments entailed processes like ‘response to stimulus’, 

‘response to wounding’, ‘defence response’ and ‘inflammatory response’. This originated 

from the expression of specific proteins like PRF1 (perforin) and KLRG1 (killer cell lectin-

like receptor G1), known to function as a cytotoxic pore-forming effector molecule and an 

inhibitory receptor, respectively (Supplemental Table V) 19,20. Another protein in this cluster 

was ITGAL (CD11a), which together with CD18 forms the LFA-1 complex that mediates firm 

adhesion to antigen-presenting cells and the subsequent formation of an immunological 

synapse 21,22. This may be especially relevant when considering the co-expression of 

CD11a with perforin and EZR (ezrin), and TLN1 (talin 1) in this cluster, proteins that have 

been linked to ‘cytolysis’ and ‘cytoskeletal anchoring to plasma membrane’ processes, 

respectively (Supplemental Table V).  

As such, not only do these cells specialize towards the ability to form an immunological 

synapse with possible target cells, they also appear to guard themselves against possible 

hostile inflammatory environments.  

The granzyme B/granzyme H cluster
The degree of (cytotoxic) specialization intensifies in the GZMB and GZMH cluster, which 

comprises 44 other proteins that were expressed predominantly by the TEM4 and TEMRA 

subsets (Figure 3A). Not only do granzyme B and granzyme H cluster together, these two 

granzymes are also very similar to each other with respect to amino acid sequence 23. 

Whereas not much is known about the functions of granzyme H, granzyme B is considered 

to be the main apoptosis-inducing molecule employed by CD8+ T cells and NK cells to 

kill pathological cells. TBX21 (the transcription factor T-bet) is known to directly induce 

the expression of granzyme B in murine T cells, and likely also in human T cells, and was 

located within the same cluster (Supplemental Table II and Supplemental Figure 5) 5,24-26. 

T-bet protein expression accorded to the high T-bet mRNA levels found in hCMV-specific 

CD8+ T cells, which indeed also abundantly express granzyme B 10,27. 
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Enrichment analysis of the proteins in this cluster emphasized the cytotoxic effector 
nature of the TEM3 and TEM4 and the TEMRA cells, which was reflected by the association with 
several processes involved in ‘adhesion’, indicating an acquisition of functions with respect 
to better allowing for cell-cell interactions (Supplemental Table V). Important players in 
these processes comprised CX3CR1 (CX3CR1), ICAM3 (intercellular adhesion molecule 
3), and ITGAM (integrin-α-M), molecules that may mediate interaction with target cells 
through binding of fractalkine, LFA-1, or molecular patterns found on bacterial surface, 
respectively 28 (Supplemental Table V, Supplemental Figure 5). Interestingly, biological 
processes like ‘response to bacterium’ and ‘cellular defence response’ were also enriched 
and these were mainly related to the presence of GRNLY (granulysin) (Supplemental 
Table V, Supplemental Figure 5). Key players identified through STRING analysis, apart 
from GZMB, were the tyrosine kinase LYN and PLCG2 (an enzyme of the phospholipase 
C family), both key modulators of intracellular signalling cascades (Figure 3B,  
Supplemental Figure 5). 

In conclusion, the cells that are expressing this cytolytic set of proteins have developed 
into immediate killers, that despite being quiescent cells are capable not only of interacting 
with target cells but also have the ability to instantaneously secrete highly cytotoxic 
substances during this encounter. 

The protein kinase C cluster
The fourth cluster holds 70 proteins of which the expression decreased from the TN to 
the TEMRA differentiation state (Figure 3A). These proteins may therefore be important 
in regulating the cellular processes necessary to acquire the specific effector functions 
of the TEM and the TEMRA populations.  Recent findings have emphasized the importance 
of metabolic changes in CD8+ T cells to obtain specific effector or memory functions 
29-31. Interestingly, ADK (adenosine kinase), PAICS (phosphoribosylaminoimidazole 
carboxylase), CAD (carbamoyl-Phosphate synthetase 2, aspartate transcarbamylase, 
and dihydroorotase) and PFAS (phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthase), 
all proteins involved in nucleotide biosynthesis, were found within this cluster  
(Supplemental Figure 6). 

A central protein in this cluster was PRKCA (protein kinase C), a protein that is 
involved in various intracellular signalling cascades. Other processes were associated to 
the antioxidant enzymes GPX1 (glutathione peroxidase 1) and PRDX2 (peroxiredoxin-2) 
and EPHX2 (epoxide hydrolase 2), which are known to act as antioxidants, while also 
conferring protection against different harmful substances (Supplemental Table V, 
Supplemental Figure 6). This may be particularly interesting when considering that these 
proteins are mainly expressed by subsets that are known for their stem-cell-like traits, 
amongst which a greater resistance to cell death 32-34. STRING analysis showed that protein 
kinase C was pivotal in the known functional interactions within this cluster (Figure 3B). 
Other focal proteins in this cluster comprised ACTN1 (α-actinin-1), which is important for 
cell-cell interactions, and also ALDOC (fructose-bisphosphate aldolase) and LDHB (lactate 
dehydrogenase B) that are both implicated in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis (Figure 3B, 
Supplemental Figure 6).
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Taken together, protein kinase C is functionally associated with many proteins involved 
in nucleotide, xenobiotic and glucose metabolism, the expression levels of which decrease 
in a linear fashion from the TN to the TEMRA subsets. 

Non-linear transitions in protein expression
Interestingly, whereas clusters 1 to 4 show that a large proportion of the variation in protein 
expression by different CD8+ T cell subsets concerns gradual, rather than sudden changes, 
the proteins found in clusters 5 and 6 are expressed only by particular subsets (Figure 3A). 
Cluster 5 is the smallest cluster, comprising only 11 proteins that are expressed mainly 
by the TCM, TEM1 and TEM2 populations (Supplemental Figure 7). Cluster 6 (53 proteins) 
comprises proteins of which the expression levels markedly drop in the TEM2, TEM3 and TEM4 
subsets. None of the proteins in cluster 5 could be associated to discrete physiological 
processes based on enrichment analysis. Nevertheless, DPP4 (CD26) and SLAMF1 
(signalling lymphocytic activation molecule 1) are well known as co-stimulatory signalling 
molecules modulating T cell receptor (TCR)-mediated activation 35,36, the expression of 
which appears to be downregulated by all the CD28¯ subsets (Supplemental Figure 7). 

Notably, cluster 6 was enriched for the  ‘(mitochondrial) proton transporting complex’ 
and ‘purine nucleoside metabolic’ processes (Supplemental Table 4). Both processes 
revolve around the same proteins, being ATP5EP2/ATP5E and ATP5D. The ‘dipping’ 
expression also included proteins involved in processes such as ‘generation of precursor 
metabolites’ and ‘oxidative phosphorylation’, pointing at a significantly altered metabolic 
state of these three TEM populations (Supplemental Table V). The central proteins in 
this cluster, as revealed by STRING analysis, were the transcription factors HRNPD 
(heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D0) and NFKB1 (NF-κB1) (Figure 3B and  
Supplemental Figure 8).

In contrast to the other clusters, which all contain proteins of which the expression 
increases or decreases along the subset spectrum in a seemingly linear fashion, 
clusters 5 and 6 hold specific TCR-modulating proteins, as well as proteins involved in 
the mitochondrial electron transfer chain. Instead, the expression of these proteins is lost 
rather abruptly only from specific subsets in what appears to be a non-linear manner.  

Validation of label-free proteomic analysis
We first aimed to validate the MS results by using multichannel flowcytometry. Overall 
we found that the expression levels of the majority of the both cell surface as well as 
intracellular molecules determined by flowcytometry closely resemble those identified by 
MS (Figure 4A,B). For instance, a close resemblance was found for the expression levels 
of CD26, which displayed the rather abrupt drop in expression after the TEM2 state using 
both techniques (Figure 4B) and the distinct granzymes followed the patterns identified 
by MS (Figure 4B).

Still, it is important to note that not all the cell surface proteins can be quantified in 
a reliable manner by the MS approach. For instance, we were unable to retrace the levels 
of CCR7 in all the subsets (Supplemental Figure 9). The reason for this is not known. 
Possibly, the antibodies used to stain these molecules somehow hinder the peptide (and 
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Figure 3. Distinct CD8+ T cell protein expression patterns correspond to functional specialization. A. 
Heat map and hierarchical clustering (with k-means) of the 286 significantly different proteins revealed 
distinct expression patterns of the proteins from the TN to the TEMRA subsets. The 6 clusters discriminate 
between upregulated (clusters 1-3), downregulated (cluster 4) and non-linear regulated proteins (clusters 
5 and 6). Heat map colors are based on the Z-scored (log2) LFQ values. Heat map built using hierarchical 
clustering revealed six distinct expression patterns of the proteins from the TN to the TEMRA subsets. 
Green shades correspond to a decreased expression level and red shades to an increased expression 
level. B. To visualize the known physical and functional interactions between the differentially expressed 
proteins, interaction network analysis of the significantly different genes was performed using STRING 
(version 10). Active interaction sources Experiments, Databases, Neighborhood and minimum required 
interaction score: 0.400 were used. The identified network was uploaded into Cytoscape (version 
3.2.1). STRING analysis was done to visualize the known physical and functional interactions between 
the differentially expressed proteins. Node color corresponds to cluster in which these proteins were 
located while node size corresponds to the degree of edges. 

protein) identification process. Alternatively, the specific chemical properties of molecules 

may interfere with optimal recovery. Further, the dip in CD2 expression found by MS in 

the TEM2 and TEM3 subsets did not translate in differences in CD2 expression detected 

by flowcytometry (Figure 4B). The reason for this is unclear at the moment since we did 

not find any indication for a difference in the intracellular CD2 pool, or for alternative 

molecular forms of the molecules between the subsets (data not shown). An association 

with other membrane molecules (e.g. CD58) hindering recovery in the MS analysis cannot 

be excluded at this moment 37,38. 

As a second validation, we compared our data set with recently published data by 

Böttcher et al. 39. In this study, instead of using the expression of CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 

and CD27 to define and isolate functional CD8+ T cell subsets in humans, the expression 
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Figure 4. Validation by multichannel flowcytometry. Validation of the MS results (lower lanes) with 
multichannel flowcytometry (upper lanes). LFQ Log2 values and fold change to naïve values (using GMFI 
values), respectively, were plotted on the Y-axes and the different CD8+ T cell subsets on the X-axes.

of CD62L and CX3CR1, was employed. As CX3CR1 is mainly expressed on TEM and TEMRA 
cells 28, CX3CR1¯ cells would be closest to the TCM, and TEM1 and TEM2 subsets, whereas 
cells expressing CX3CR1 would approximate the other TEM and the TEMRA subsets. 
Because these data were analysed in a manner identical to our approach, we could test 
how these data would compare and whether the combined data set would support our 
initial conclusions.

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the combined data showed that the proteome 
of the CD62L+CX3CR1¯ populations was placed in between the TN and TCM and the TEM1 
populations, suggesting that this concerns a different and possibly even earlier stage in 
CD8+ T cell differentiation than was indicated by the TCM subset proteome (Figure 5A). 
CD62L¯CX3CR1¯ cells clustered together with the TCM, TEM1 and the TEM2 populations, 
whereas CD62L¯/+CX3CR1+ populations clustered together with the TEM4 and the TEMRA 
subsets (Figure 5A).  

Also when the combined data was abstracted into a principal component analysis, we 
found that the CD62L+CX3CR1¯ population was indeed entirely distinct from the other 
CD8+ T cell subsets defined in the current study (Figure 5B). Otherwise, the TN populations 
from either study clustered adequately together, which was also the case for the TEM1 and 
CD62L¯CX3CR1¯ TEM subsets (Figure 5B). Finally, the CD62L¯/+CX3CR1+ populations also 
clustered strongly with the TEMRA subset. 

When comparing the differentially expressed proteins identified in the current study 
with those found in the study by Böttcher et al., the transitions in the proteome were also 
largely gradual. However, also in that study, non-linear proteomic transitions were seen, 
particularly concerning the CD62L+CX3CR1¯ population and the TEM2, TEM3 and the TEM4 
subsets (Figure 5B). 
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Figure 5. Validation through integration with CD62L/CX3CR1-defined subset proteomes. A. Integration 
of the proteomes using the database of Böttcher et al.39 Heatmap and hierarchical clustering (with 
k-means) of 549 proteins that were identified in both datasets and significantly different in either of 
the datasets using the built-in analysis-of-variance function in PERSEUS (FDR of 5% and S0 of 0.4). Heat 
map colors are based on the combined Z-scored (log2) LFQ values. Validation of the proteome using 
the database of Böttcher et al.39  Heat map built using unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Green 
shades correspond to a decreased expression level and red shades to an increased expression level.  
B. Principle component analysis was done performed to further assess how the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/
CD27-defined subset proteomes in the current study correspond to the CD62L/CX3CR1-defined subset 
proteomes from Böttcher et al. 39. Symbol and colour corresponds to the respective subsets.
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Together, this combined analysis supports the notion that changes in the proteomes of 
CD8+ T cell populations belonging to distinct stages of differentiation occur in a stepwise, 
gradual manner.

Distinct metabolic regulation of the different CD8+ T cell subsets
As already mentioned above, metabolic changes have been identified as critical processes 
in the development of specific effector and memory functions of CD8+ T cells 29-31,40,41. For 
this reason, we explored how the proteins identified by MS, and known to be involved in 
regulation of metabolism, are expressed by different subsets. Unsupervised hierarchical 
clustering revealed three distinct clusters of proteins that were either expressed in 
a gradually increasing manner from the TN to the TEMRA state (metabolism (M) cluster 1), 
proteins that showed a sudden drop in expression in three TEM(2-4) subsets (cluster M2), or 
proteins that were expressed in a gradually decreasing manner from the TN to the TEMRA 
subsets (cluster M3) (Figure 6). 

Cluster M1 contains proteins such as ACLY (ATP citrate lyase) and ACAA2 (acetyl-CoA 
acyltransferase 2) that are involved in the cytosolic generation of acetyl-CoA, the biosynthesis 
of fatty acids and in fatty acid oxidation (FAO). It also holds various enzymes that are acting 
in lysosomes to degrade various types of molecules, like HEXB (β-hexosaminidase), GNS 
(glucosamine (N-acetyl)-6-sulfatase), NAGA (N-Acetylgalactosaminidase-α) and GLB1 
(β-galactosidase) (Figure 6). Remarkably, cluster M2 specifically contains proteins involved 
in the electron transport chain across the mitochondrial inner membrane like ATP5EP2/
ATP5E (ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex-ε), ATP5D (ATP synthase, 
H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex-δ) ENO1 (enolase 1), NDUFA7 and NDUFB10 
(NADH:ubiquinone reductase). Cluster M3 comprises many molecules already mentioned 
in the protein kinase C cluster. Proteins like ALDOC (aldolase C), FBP1 (Fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase 1) and LDHB (lactate dehydrogenase B) are involved in glycolysis and 
gluconeogenesis. Furthermore, this cluster also holds various molecules involved in 
nucleotide biosynthesis like AMPD3 (adenosine monophosphate deaminase 3), ADK 
(adenosine kinase), CAD (carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase 2, aspartate transcarbamylase, 
and dihydroorotase), PAICS (phosphoribosylaminoimidazole carboxylase) and PFAS 
(phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthase). 

DNA and RNA synthesis would indeed be essential to the vigorous proliferation of cells 
seen during the acute phase of the T cell response, a functional trait that is specifically 
displayed by TN cells during primary infection and TCM and TEM cells during antigenic 
recall 12,34. TEMRA cells have higher activation thresholds and also do not proliferate as 
vigorously once activated 42. These data also suggest that antigen-experienced cells rely 
less on glycolysis and instead move towards fatty acids as an energy source. Recently, 
Pearce et al. reported that murine CD8+ memory T cells indeed rely on FAO and oxidative 
phosphorylation as their energy source. They also showed that the substrates for FAO in 
memory cells appear to derive from cell-intrinsic lipolysis occurring via an, as of yet, poorly 
understood mechanism 41,43. 

In conclusion, these data show that CD8+ T cell subsets alter their metabolic programs 
in a largely gradual fashion. Interestingly, a selection of TEM subsets also displays a non-
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Figure 6. The CD8+ T cell metabolome. Heat map and built using unsupervised hierarchical clustering (with 
k-means) of revealed three distinct expression patterns of proteins involved in metabolism (metabolome 
based on RECON1 database supplemented with the genes involved in the main metabolism pathways 
(TCA cycle, Glycolysis, Lipid digestion, mobilization and transport, Penthose phosphate, Electron 
transport and Fatty acid biosynthesis) revealed three distinct expression patterns.). Heat map colors are 
based on the Z-scored (log2) LFQ values.  Green shades correspond to a decreased expression level and 
red shades to an increased expression level.
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linear drop in the way they appear to utilize mitochondrial respiratory burst capacity. 
Finally, we regard it highly likely that these metabolic changes are essential to the distinct 
functional profiles of CD8+ T cell subsets found in humans. 

Distinct expression patterns of adhesion-related proteins per human CD8+ T cell subset
Recently, Basu et al. demonstrated how mechanical force exerted locally at 
the immunological synapse significantly potentiates the cytotoxic capacity of the T cells 
through a coordinated tension-augmented pore forming mechanism by perforin 44. These 
findings corroborated an essential role for the cytoskeleton and cell adhesion molecules 
in CD8+ T cell killing of target cells, other than just the formation of an immunological 
synapse through which serine proteases are delivered into target cells. For this reason 
we here used the protein database to identify differences between CD8+ T cell subsets 
in the expression of proteins involved in cell-cell adhesion, also called the ‘adhesome’. 
As a reference we used the meta-adhesome database generated by Horton et al., which 
included a list of 2412 proteins identified in six different proteome studies on integrin 
adhesion complexes (IAC) formed by different human and murine cell types 45. In addition, 
we added several proteins that were previously described to have specific roles in CD8+ 
T cell adhesion but which were not identified in the meta-analysis from Horton et al., 
probably because their analyses did not contain immune cells.  

The CD8+ T cell adhesome comprised 117 proteins that were expressed at significantly 
different levels between different CD8+ T cell subsets. The adhesome clustered the subsets 
in the same manner as the complete proteome (not shown). The 117 proteins could be 
divided into fourteen categories, four of which were quite sizeable (actin regulators, 
adaptors, metabolism and RNA/DNA regulation) and ten much smaller categories (Figure 
7). When regarding proteins either as adhesome-intrinsic (structural) versus adhesome-
associated (regulatory), we find that among the structural proteins not only the previously 
discussed ITGB1 and ICAM3, but also LGALS1 and LGALS3 (Lectin, Galactoside-Binding, 
Soluble, 1 and 3, respectively) were present. Interestingly, LGALS1-mediated signalling 
was recently also shown to induce a regulatory T cell phenotype in a murine infection 
model whereas LGALS3 seems to do the opposite 46,47. Both are being expressed in an 
increasing manner from the TN to the TEMRA state, although LGALS3 is expressed earlier in 
this spectrum than LGALS1 (Figure 7).

The CD8+ T cell adhesome comprises a large group of proteins closely involved in 
regulating actin. Alpha actinins 1 and 4 are known to bind actin strands to the cellular 
membrane in non-muscle cells 48, and have also been implicated in the formation of 
the immunological synapse 49. ACTN1 (alpha actinin 1) was expressed in a decreasing 
manner from the TN to the TEMRA subset, whereas ACTN4 (alpha actinin 4) was expressed 
in an increasing manner along this subset spectrum, indicating that specific changes are 
made to the cytoskeleton during differentiation. Together with the before-mentioned 
TLN1, but also with VCL (vinculin), alpha-actinins interact with intracellular domains of 
integrins like ITGB, thus not only tethering the cytoskeleton to the membrane but also 
to sites of cell-cell adhesion. In turn, actin itself interacts with myosins to mediate cellular 
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morphogenesis and motility. In this regard, the CD8+ T cell adhesome comprised MYO1G 
and MYO1F (myosin 1G and 1F, respectively) (Figure 7). Recently, MYO1G was shown 
to mediate meandering or ‘strolling’ T cell movement in lymph nodes, thus increasing 
the chances for T cells to pick up their cognate antigen presented by local antigen-
presenting cells 50. In line with the findings of Basu et al., MYO1F instead was previously 
demonstrated to be involved in T cell-mediated killing 51. 

The cytoskeleton associates with the nucleus via a small group of proteins comprising 
LMNA (lamin A/C) and SUN2 (Sad1 And UNC84 Domain Containing 2, which is a part 
of the LINC complex), both of which are expressed in an increasing manner from the TN 
to the TEMRA subset (Figure 7). Laminins form the nuclear lamina scaffold adjacent to 
the inner nuclear membrane and were described to sense mechanostress through linkage 
to the cytoskeleton 52. Furthermore, laminins were recently also found to affect chromatin 
organization and therewith the accessibility of genes 53. It is therefore implied that CD8+ 
T cells differ in their ability to sense their environment through their cytoskeleton upon 
which these cells would be able to react by changing the accessibility of certain sets of 
genes for transcription.

A large part of the proteins in the CD8+ T cell adhesome are involved in regulating 
the many aspects of cell-cell adhesion rather than being part of the adhesion apparatus 
themselves. One major category concerns RNA/DNA regulation, comprising many 
proteins that are located in cluster 6 where the expression levels dip in TEM2, TEM3 and 
TEM4. Curiously, these are almost all involved in mRNA transport, mRNA turnover and 
pre-mRNA processing (Figure 7).  Another large category concerns proteins involved in 
cellular metabolism, most of which have been discussed already in the previous paragraph 
(Figure 7). The adaptor category holds proteins that mediate intracellular signalling, which 
mainly increase from the TN to the TEMRA state. In this category, AHNAK (Desmoyokin) was 
shown to be important to be specifically important to CD8+ T cell-mediated cytotoxicity 
by mediating intracellular calcium fluxes (Figure 7) 54. Finally, GTPAses and guanine 
exchange factors are essential components acting in the signalling cascades regulating 
actin dynamics. For most of these proteins the specific roles in CD8+ T cells remain to be 
elucidated as of yet.

Together, these data show how the adhesome is made up of various structural and 
associated proteins of which the expression is regulated in a seemingly ordered manner 
over the different CD8+ T cell subsets detected in the human circulation. 

Concluding Remarks
We here show that label-free MS approaches can be used to depict changes that occur 
in circulating CD8+ T cells as a consequence of activation and differentiation processes 
after encountering viruses. It is important to note that the cells that we have analysed 
are quiescent and therefore it is not surprising that the vast majority of the proteome 
is shared between all subsets, including the naïve cells. Our analyses reveal that most 
of the changes within these seven circulating CD8+ subsets seem to occur in a gradual 
fashion. This is in particular true when the major subsets are being considered:  TN, TCM, 
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Figure 7. The CD8+ T cell adhesome. Interaction network analysis Protein-protein interaction network of 
117 proteins involved in CD8+ T cell migration and adhesion (based on meta-adhesome supplemented 
with T cell specific adhesion molecules) using . STRING (version 10). Active interaction sources 
Textmining, Experiments, Databases, Co-expression, Neighborhood, Gene Fusion, Co-occurrence 
and minimum required interaction score 0.150 were used. The identified network was uploaded into 
Cytoscape (version 3.2.1). Node color corresponds to cluster in which these proteins were located. 

TEM1, and TEMRA (effector-type) populations. This gradual change would in our opinion be 
in support of a progressive differentiation model where persistent or repetitive stimulation 
induce a further acquisition of effector functions while at the same time limiting clonogenic 
potential 55. This paradigm has been derived from experimental studies in inbred mice 
using only a limited set of viruses. It is noteworthy that the unbiased proteomic approach 
in humans, being exposed for variable times to a plethora of viruses, supports this 
hypothesis. On the other hand, it is clear that when focusing on minor subsets, alterations 
in the proteome occur that are non-linear. These particular subsets and the protein 
they express certainly warrant further experimentation. However, because of their low 
frequency it is a challenge to obtain enough material for in depth analysis 5,11. Still, as 
the majority of their protein content follows the pattern of the large subsets we feel that 
also from these minor pools proteomes have been reliably generated.  Although resting, 
it is unclear if these low frequent populations contain transitional cells, i.e. cells migrating 
between tissues, or whether they use (like naïve, central memory and effector-type cells) 
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the circulation, and not specific tissues, as a major site of residency. Although we did not 
find enrichment for tissue residence markers (CD69, CD103) on these cells it cannot be 
excluded that these cells are passers-by. The technical innovation in acquiring reliable 
proteomes from subsets of immune cells opens the opportunity to further scrutinize 
the regulation of differentiation. A question that has not been answered in our study is 
the relation between transcriptomes and proteomes, which is a highly relevant issue when 
considering immediate versus induced functions of previously primed T cells. Further, it 
will be highly relevant to take this type of analyses beyond the blood to determine whether 
T cells in tissues fall within same gradual type of differentiation pattern, or rather if (long 
term) tissue residency impacts the expressed proteome in a specific manner.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects 
Buffycoats from 8 different healthy asymptomatic adults were obtained from the local 
bloodbank. PBMCs were separated using lymphoprep.

Immunofluorescence staining, sorting
CD8 T cells were enriched using the MagniSort™ Human CD8 T cell Enrichment Kit 
(negative selection, eBioscience) according to manufacturing conditions and stored frozen 
until the day of sorting. The enriched T cells were subsequently thawed and stained in 
RPMI 5% FCS with the following antibodies: CD3 BV510, CCR7 BV421, CD45RA FITC, 
CD27 APC-eFluor 780, CD8 APC, CD28 PE. From the CD3+CD8+lymphocyte gate 
the following subsets were sorted on a 6-way influx sorter (BD). The gating strategy as 
well as a representative example of the immunofluorescent staining can be found in 
supplemental figure 1. Some subsets could not be obtained from all donors owing to 
a natural variation in which these subsets are present in healthy adults 5: TN isolates were 
obtained from 5 different donors; TCM isolates were obtained from 6 different donors; 
TEM1 isolates were obtained from 4 different donors, 2 of which were pooled together to 
obtain sufficient cells shortly before protein isolation; TEM2 isolates were obtained from 6 
different donors, 4 of which were pooled together to obtain sufficient cells shortly before 
protein isolation; TEM3 isolates were obtained from 6 different  donors, 4 and 2 of which, 
respectively, were pooled together to obtain sufficient cells shortly before protein isolation; 
TEM4 isolates were  obtained from 6 different donors; 5 of which were pooled together to 
obtain sufficient cells shortly before protein isolation; TEMRA isolates were obtained from 
5 different donors, one of which was analysed in duplicate (Supplemental Table I). After 
sorting cells were washed 3 times with PBS after which cell pellets were frozen in liquid 
nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until sample processing.

Immunofluorescence staining, analysis
PBMCs were washed in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.01% (wt/vol) NaN3 and 
0.5% (wt/vol) bovine serum albumin. Two million PBMCs were incubated with a combination 
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of the following antibodies: CD3 BV510, CCR7 BV421 (Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA), 
CD45RA FITC (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), CD27 APC-eFluor 780, CD8 APC, 
CD28 PE or CD28 FITC supplemented with either CD2 PE, CD26 PE, CD150 PE, CD74 PE, 
CD11a FITC, KLRG1 FITC , GPR56 PE, CD58 PE. The FOX-p3 staining kit (eBioscience) was 
used for intracellular stainings with each of the following antibodies: PDK1 PE, FOXP1 PE 
(BD Biosciences), granzyme B PE, granzyme A PE, perforin PE (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, 
CA, USA),  Eomesodermin PerCP-eFluor 710, granzyme K PerCP-eFluor 710 (eBioscience 
Inc, San Diego, CA, USA), granulysin PE, T-Bet PE and CD74 PE (BioLegend). Measurements 
were done on a LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (BD) and analysis was performed with FlowJo 
software (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA)).  

Sample preparation for mass spectrometry analysis
Cell pellets (1-2 ×106) were lysed in 30 μl 4% SDS, 100 mM DTT, 100 mM Tris.HCl pH 7.5 
supplemented with HALT protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific) 
and processed into tryptic peptides using the Filter Aided Sample Preparation method 56. 
Peptides were desalted and concentrated using Empore-C18 StageTips 57 and eluted with 
0.5% (v/v) acetic acid, 80 % (v/v) acetonitrile. Sample volume was reduced by SpeedVac 
and supplemented with 2 % acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA to a final volume of 12 μl. For each 
sample, 3 technical replicates were analysed by injecting 3 μl of the sample. 

Mass spectrometry data acquisition
Tryptic peptides were separated by nanoscale C18 reverse chromatography coupled on line 
to an Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) via a nanoelectrospray 
ion source (Nanospray Flex Ion Source, Thermo Scientific). Peptides were loaded on a 20 
cm 75–360 µm inner-outer diameter fused silica emitter (New Objective) packed in-house 
with ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ, 1.9 μm resin (Dr Maisch GmbH). The column was installed 
on a Dionex Ultimate3000 RSLC nanoSystem (Thermo Scientific) using a MicroTee union 
formatted for 360 μm outer diameter columns (IDEX) and a liquid junction. The spray 
voltage was set to 2.15 kV. Buffer A was composed of 0.5 % acetic acid and buffer B of 
0.5 % acetic acid, 80% acetonitrile. Peptides were loaded for 17 min at 300 nl/min at 5% 
buffer B, equilibrated for 5 minutes at 5%  buffer B (17-22 min) and eluted by increasing 
buffer B from 5-15% (22-87 min) and 15-38% (87-147 min), followed by a 10 minute wash 
to 90 % and a 5 min regeneration to 5%. Survey scans of peptide precursors from 400 
to 1500 m/z were performed at 120K resolution (at 200 m/z) with a 1.5 × 105 ion count 
target. Tandem mass spectrometry was performed by isolation with the quadrupole with 
isolation window 1.6, HCD fragmentation with normalized collision energy of 30, and rapid 
scan mass spectrometry analysis in the ion trap. The MS2 ion count target was set to 104 
and the max injection time was 35 ms. Only those precursors with charge state 2–7 were 
sampled for MS2. The dynamic exclusion duration was set to 60 s with a 10 ppm tolerance 
around the selected precursor and its isotopes. Monoisotopic precursor selection was 
turned on. The instrument was run in top speed mode with 3 s cycles. All data were 
acquired with Xcalibur software.
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Mass spectrometry data analysis
The RAW mass spectrometry files were processed with the MaxQuant computational 
platform, 1.5.2.8. Proteins and peptides were identified using the Andromeda search 
engine by querying the human Uniprot database (downloaded February 2015). Standard 
settings with the additional options match between runs, Label Free Quantification (LFQ), 
and unique peptides for quantification were selected. The generated ‘proteingroups.
txt’ table was filtered for potential contaminants, reverse hits and ‘only identified by site’ 
using Perseus 1.5.1.6. The LFQ values were transformed in log2 scale, the three technical 
replicates per experimental condition grouped and averaged based on the median, and 
proteins were filtered for at least two valid values in one of the experimental groups. 
Missing values were imputed by normal distribution (width=0.3, shift = 1.8), assuming these 
proteins were close to the detection limit. Quantitative significance (Pearson correlation 
coefficient, Principle Component Analysis and ANOVA) was performed by Perseus software. 
To identify the proteins with the most prominent differences expression profiles within 
the different CD8+ T cell subsets, we used the built-in analysis-of-variance functions in 
PERSEUS using an FDR of 5% and S0 of 0.4 (the S0 parameter sets a threshold for minimum 
fold change). This identified a total of 286 differentially expressed proteins. Enrichment 
analysis of the significantly different genes was performed using the Cytoscape (version 
3.2.1) plug-in BiNGO (version 3.0.3) with an FDR threshold of 0.05. Interaction network 
analysis of the significantly different genes was performed using STRING (version 10) using 
the parameters Active prediction method: Experiments, Databases, Neighbourhood and 
Score: 0.400. The identified network was uploaded into Cytoscape (version 3.2.1). For 
metabolic annotations we used the human metabolic network reconstruction RECON 1 
58 supplemented with the genes involved in the main metabolism pathways (TCA cycle, 
Glycolysis, Lipid digestion, mobilization and transport, Penthose phosphate, Electron 
transport and Fatty acid biosynthesis). For adhesome annotations, we used the meta-
adhesome database generated by Horton et al., which included a list of 2412 proteins 
identified in six different proteome studies on integrin adhesion complexes (IAC) formed 
by different human and murine cell types45. Adhesome categories are literature based. 
Adhesome proteins included in the current analysis that were not identified by Horton et 
al.45 comprise: MYO1F, MYO1G, VAV3, COTL1, CAPG, PSTIP1, CX3CR1, ITGAL, KLRG1, 
GPR56, ITGAM, FGR, BIN2, OSBPL3, CHN2 and ICAM3. For comparison with Böttcher et 
al.39 we downloaded Supplementary Data 3. We combined Z-scored log2 LFQ values of 
549 proteins that were identified in both datasets and significantly different in either of 
the datasets using the built-in analysis-of-variance functions in PERSEUS (FDR of 5% and 
S0 of 0.4) as described above. 
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Name: Label-free analysis of CD8+ T cell subset proteomes supports a progressive 
differentiation model of virus-specific T cells in humans. Project accession: PXD004637.  
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Supplemental Table II. Identification of 4816 proteins in at least 2 samples in one of the subsets.
File too large to include in this dissertation. Please see http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride. Project 
Name: Label-free analysis of CD8+ T cell subset proteomes supports a progressive 
differentiation model of virus-specific T cells in humans. Project accession: PXD004637.  
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Supplemental Table III. Absolute copy number values of the quantified proteins.
File too large to include in this dissertation. Will be published online (to follow). Until that 
moment, file can be requested via m.c.vanaalderen@amc.uva.nl. 

Supplemental Table IV. Enrichments of differentially-expressed proteins for specific biological processes. 
File too large to include in this dissertation. Will be published online (to follow). Until that 
moment, file can be requested via m.c.vanaalderen@amc.uva.nl. 

Supplemental Table V. Enrichments of proteins for specific biological processes per cluster.
File too large to include in this dissertation. Will be published online (to follow). Until that 
moment, file can be requested via m.c.vanaalderen@amc.uva.nl. 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Gating strategy used for cell-sorting. Dot plots showing the gating strategy 
used to isolate the seven different CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subsets used for the analyses 
by cell-sorting.

Supplemental Figure 2. Protein expression range and abundance per CD8+ T cell subset. A. Median 
protein copy number (estimated by the proteomic ruler methodology (juiste referentie) and log 
transformed) Proteins expression range per CD8+ T cell subset. B. Protein rank by abundance plotted 
versus cumulative protein abundance Cumulative protein abundance per CD8+ T cell subset . Proteins 
show a wide range of expression spanning several orders of magnitude and similar abundance 
distribution for all CD8+ T cell subsets.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Protein expression levels in cluster 1. Selection of protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity)  from cluster 1 as determined by mass spectrometry.

Supplemental Figure 4. Protein expression levels in cluster 2. Selection of protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity) from cluster 2 as determined by mass spectrometry.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Protein expression levels in cluster 3. Selection of protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity) from cluster 3 as determined by mass spectrometry.
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Supplemental Figure 7. Protein expression levels in cluster 5. Selection of protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity) from cluster 5 as determined by mass spectrometry.

Supplemental Figure 6. Protein expression levels in cluster 4. Selection of protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity) from cluster 4 as determined by mass spectrometry.
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Supplemental Figure 8. Protein expression levels in cluster 6. Selection of protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity) from cluster 6 as determined by mass spectrometry.
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Supplemental Figure 9. Impaired detection of some molecules by MS. A. Protein expression levels 
(log2 LFQ intensity) from different subunits of the CD3 and CD8 molecule, the CD45 protein (which is 
expressed by CD8+ T cells in the different isoforms R0 and RA that were not specifically detected by MS), 
CD27, CD28 and CCR7 (the latter two, which were partially or not picked up by MS). B. Diagram showing 
the amino acid sequence of PTPRC (CD45), which can be differentially spliced to form different isotypes 
(shown in red) as well as the peptides picked up by MS in the current study (shown in blue). C. Peptide 
intensity values of CCR7-derived peptides Detection of peptides that form CCR7 by MS in the current 
study per CD8+ T cell subset. 
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ABSTRACT
Polyomavirus BK (BKV) is ubiquitously present amongst the general population 
establishing a latent, seemingly asymptomatic infection in immunocompetent individuals. 
In transplant recipients, however, BKV reactivation is common and can lead to distinctive 
pathological entities in different patient groups: in renal transplant (RT) recipients, it 
is associated with nephropathy (BKVN) and ureteral stenosis, and in haematopoietic 
stem cell transplant (HSCT) recipients to haemorrhagic cystitis (HC). Furthermore, BKV 
employs several potentially oncogenic mechanisms to promote its replication in cells and 
has been inconsistently linked to the development of malignancies. BKVN is currently 
a major cause of allograft failure in RT recipients. HC causes prolonged hospital stay and 
increased mortality in HSCT recipients. Despites its discovery more than forty years ago, 
little advances have been made with regard to therapeutic strategies. Current therapies 
aim to restore the impaired immune response, e.g. by lowering immunosuppressive 
agents in RT recipients. However, this is a double-edged sword since it also increases 
the chance on rejection. Therefore, more specific- and effective treatment strategies are 
urgently needed. Here, we will review the current knowledge on the structure and lifecycle 
of BKV, characteristics of the BKV-specific immune response, its clinical manifestations and 
the strengths and limitations of available treatments methods. 
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INTRODUCTION
In 1971, Gardner and co-workers were the first to isolate polyomavirus BK (BKV) from 
both urine and ureteral epithelial cells of a Sudanese renal transplant (RT) recipient who 
presented with renal failure and ureteral stenosis. They named the virus after the initials 
of this patient 1. Since then numerous publications on various aspect of this virus have  
been published.

BKV seems to be ubiquitously present amongst the general population and up to 100% 
of tested individuals may be seropositive, with peak seroprevalences reported to occur in 
children and young adults 2,3. Up to now, BKV has not definitively been associated with 
disease in immunocompetent individuals. However, in immunocompromised individuals, 
the virus frequently reactivates and currently poses a major challenge to transplantation 
medicine. In this review, several aspects of this virus, such as structure and life cycle, 
BKV-directed immunity, as well as clinical manifestations and therapeutic strategies  
are discussed.

STRUCTURE AND LIFE CYCLE
BKV is a small, ~45nm in diameter, non-enveloped DNA virus with a double-stranded 
circular genome that comprises ~5000 base pairs. BKV shows 70-75% sequence homology 
to other polyomaviruses such as JC virus (JCV), and Simian vacuolating virus 40 (SV40)4-

7. The viral capsid is composed of the structural virion proteins (VP) 1, 2 and 3, and 
accommodates the viral minichromosome. Pentameres of VP1, arranged in an icosahedral 
lattice form the outer capsid 8. On the inside, the VP1 pentameres have a central groove in 
which VP2 or VP3 is inserted 9. All three structural proteins contain DNA binding motifs 10. 
 A simplified visualisation of the virus is presented in Figure 1. 

The life cycle of BKV, visualized in Figure 2, is initiated by the binding of VP1 to certain 
sialic acid motifs on N-linked glycoproteins and/or to gangliosides GD1b and GT1b on 
the cell membrane 11-13. After attachment, BKV traverses the cell membrane by caveolae-
mediated endocytosis 14. Caveolae arise from lipid rafts; plasma membrane regions 
enriched in cholesterol and the afore mentioned gangliosides 15. Next, BKV is transported 
towards the endoplasmic reticulum via microtubules 16,17. Disassembly of the outer capsid 
is essential for the exposure of VP2 and VP3 which mediate entry into the nucleus via 
importins 18. The precise mechanism of capsid disassembly is not known but seems to 
involve an early acidification step and ultimately leads to cleavage of VP1 molecules and 
capsid rearrangement 17. The viral minichromosome consists of circular double stranded 
DNA wound around histones 19. The BKV genome can roughly be divided into three 
regions as depicted schematically in Figure 3: the non-coding control region (NCCR), 
which contains the origin of replication, a bidirectional promoter-enhancer region and 
binding sites for host transcription factors 20,21; the early region, containing genes coding 
for the Tumour Antigen (TAg) proteins; and the late region, which contains genes coding 
for agnoprotein and VP1, 2 and 3. 
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Counter-clockwise transcription of the early region is the first step of replication and leads 
to the production of the TAg proteins. Three T antigen proteins are produced; large TAg 
(LTAg), truncated TAg (TruncTAg), and the small T antigen (stAg). Multiple LTAg molecules 
form a dodecameric complex that binds to the viral origin of DNA replication. Here it acts 
like a helicase by opening up and unwinding the DNA to initiate clockwise transcription of 
the late regions 22,23. LTAg was also demonstrated to bind to heat shock proteins, members 
of the retinoblastoma protein family, and p53, as such driving the cell into the S phase and 
preventing cell cycle arrest 24-26. Knowledge on the function of BKV stAg is limited. In mice, 
stAg of murine polyomavirus (mPyv) complements LTAg in driving cell cycle progression 
by several mechanisms such as activation of the promoter of the proto-oncogene  
c-myc 27,28. TruncTAg results from alternative splicing of the LTAg transcript and its  
functions remain to be elucidated 29. Transcription of the late region genes leads to 
the production of the structural VP1, VP2 and VP3 proteins, as well as the non-structural 
agnoprotein. Little is known on the functions of agnoprotein but it seems to mediate 
assembly of BKV virions 30. JCV agnoprotein was found to inhibit double-stranded 
DNA-repair and may as such increase the production rate of more virulent mutant  
viruses 31. Intranuclear accumulation of daughter virions ultimately results in rupture of cell 
membranes, thereby releasing virus progeny into the extracellular space 32,33.  

Figure 1. Polyomavirus BK. The BKV virion consists of the structural viral proteins (VP), VP1, VP2and VP3. 
VP1 complexes into pentameres and forms the outside of the capsid. VP2 and VP3, both originating 
from the same gene, insert into a groove on the inside of the VP1 pentamere. Together with VP1, they 
bind the viral minichromosome, which consists of circular DNA wrapped around histones.

IMMUNE RESPONSE
The precise route of transmission of BKV is still unclear but may involve salivary, faecal 
and possibly even trans placental transmission 34-36. Recently, it was demonstrated that 
certain defensins, small cationic molecules involved in neutralizing a broad spectrum of 
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pathogenic microbes, are able to inhibit BKV infection in an early stage of the virus life cycle. 

The human α-defensin 5 (HD5), which is present in the small intestine and in the urogenital 

tract, reduces the binding of BKV to the cell surface probably via electrostatic binding 

to the BKV capsid. Moreover, HD5 aggregates virions, thereby sequestering them away  

from cells 37. 

Immune and non-immune cells express various receptors that recognize viral nuclear 

acids and/or viral proteins. Triggering of these sensors induces the production of pro-

inflammatory, chemotactic, anti-viral and pro-apoptotic mediators that are crucial 

for the activation of innate and adaptive immune responses aimed at restricting viral  

replication 38. The receptors that recognize proteins and/or nucleic acids of BKV have 

not been identified thus far, but a recent study showed that BKV infection enhanced 

expression of the double-stranded RNA sensor, Toll-like receptor 3, the cytokine IL-6 and 

the chemokine IL-8/CXCL8 in renal collecting duct cells 39. We observed that expression 

of TLR3 and the cytosolic dsRNA sensors MDA5 and RIG-I in kidney transplant biopsies 

was enhanced during BKV infection 40. These findings raise the question to what extent 

cytosolic RNA and DNA receptors mediate anti-viral immune responses against BKV. 

Using microarrays, the global effects of BKV infection on gene expression have 

been addressed in human proximal tubular epithelial cells and endothelial cells 41,42. In 

both studies, BKV infection was found to activate genes involved in cell division, DNA 

replication and apoptosis. Surprisingly, the virus did not promote transcription of pro-

inflammatory cytokines, type I interferons or chemokines. In tubular epithelial cells only 

two inflammatory genes, PTX3 and MICB, were upregulated after infection with BKV [40]. 

In BKV infected endothelial cells, immunological defence genes, amongst which IL-15, 

tended to be down-regulated or unaffected 42. One could therefore hypothesize that BKV 

employs immunosuppressive strategies by inhibiting the expression of genes involved in 

the anti-viral response. In line with this hypothesis, induction of IL-6 and IL-8 transcription 

occurred only within the first 6 hours after BKV infection in collecting duct cells, but was 

not maintained 39.

The adaptive immune response and in particular T cells play a crucial role in 

the clearance of most viral infections. Given the occurrence of BKV-associated disease 

in transplant recipients and to a lesser degree in HIV-infected patients, T cells are likely 

to be important. Indeed, BKV-specific T cells are detectable in the peripheral blood 

of both healthy individuals and transplant recipients 43-48. T cells are directed against 

epitopes from all viral proteins, except for agnoprotein which does not seem to be  

immunogenic 43,44,49. T cells specific for the structural proteins VP1, VP2 and VP3  

appear prior to T cells that recognize TAg proteins. The latter seem to play a leading 

role in the control of BKV infection and correlate with a drop in viral load 44. In vitro 

analysis of T cell reactivity against overlapping peptide pools suggests that CD4+ T cells 

dominate over CD8+ T cells 43,50. However, this finding might have been biased by the use 

of peptide pools that favour presentation in MHC class II molecules. BKV-specific T cells 

can be polyfunctional with regard to production of IFNγ, IL-2, and TNFα 43,51. Interestingly, 

polyfunctional T cells directed against LTAg were less frequently detectable in patients 
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with high viral loads and/or BKVN, compared to patients with a rapid viral clearance or 
no reactivation 43,52. In vitro expanded BKV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells appeared to 
express cytotoxic mediators and could eliminate peptide-loaded targets 53-55. Direct ex vivo 
analysis of the cytotoxic potential of BKV-specific T cells is hampered by their low frequency 
in peripheral blood. Nevertheless, the availability of BKV-peptide-HLA multimers enables 
examination of the phenotype of BKV-specific T cells in the future. Notably, several studies 
revealed a significant cross-reactivity between BKV and JCV multimers 45-48. 

Development of both cellular and humoral immunological memory is important in 
the immune response against BKV. As mentioned previously, BKV-specific antibodies are 
ubiquitously present amongst the population. However, their presence alone does not 
protect against BKV reactivation, BKVN or HC 56,57. Nevertheless, negative or low antibody 
titers prior to transplantation have been proposed as risk factors for BKV viraemia and 
BKVN 58-60. Also, the report on BKVN in a patient with hyper-IgM syndrome suggests that 
immunoglobulin class-switching and affinity maturation may be important in the control of 
BKV infection 61. BKV reactivation is associated with significantly increased levels of BKV-
specific IgG and IgM. Antibodies were neither quantitatively nor qualitatively related to 
viral load or to recovery from BKVN 44,58, indicating the importance of other, and probably 
cellular immune responses. 

BKV persists latently in healthy individuals, thus having developed ways to evade 
the immune system. As of yet, little is known regarding this subject. One study of 
particular interest showed that BKV and JCV produce a microRNA (miRNA) that suppresses 
the expression of ULBP3, a protein recognized by the activating receptor NKG2D present 
on natural killer cells and CD8+ T cells. Expression of this miRNA reduced the effector 
function of NK cells in vitro 62. In the case of SV40, this virus encodes another viral miRNA 
that accumulates during infection and paradoxically reduces the expression of TAg proteins, 
apparently without affecting viral replication. This downregulation of TAg proteins was 
proposed to reduce immunogenicity 63. Lastly, BKV replication leads to the emergence of 
‘quasispecies’; virions with mutated NCCRs and/or structural proteins of which several may 
be found in a given individual. Selective pressure might lead to the rise of mutants that are 
capable of evading immunological surveillance 64,65.   

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS AND THERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES
The cellular reservoir of latent BKV infection in immunocompetent individuals seems to 
comprise numerous cell types amongst which cervical squamous epithelial cells, peripheral 
blood leukocytes, salivary gland cells, prostate glandular epithelial cells, and urothelial 
cells 34,66-69. BKV was also found in the urine in 7% of healthy individuals, but never in 
plasma 70. In immunocompromised patients BKV has been associated with several clinical 
manifestations amongst which most prominently BKVN, ureteral stenosis and late-onset 
HC. Also, the association of human polyomaviruses with malignancies remains a topic 
of ongoing discussion. Other less apparent associations include: encephalitis, retinitis, 
respiratory tract infections and vasculopathy 71-74. In the next paragraphs, we will discuss 
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Figure 2. Polyomavirus BK: process of infection. A. BKV attaches to sialic acid motives on N-linked 
glycoproteins and/or to gangliosides on the cell membrane. B. By caveolae-mediated endocytosis, 
BKV enters the cell and is transported to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER ) via microtubules. C. After 
internalisation, BKV capsid rearrangement occurs and leads to exposure of VP2 and VP3 D) BKV enters 
the nucleus via importins where it pirates the cell’s replication machinery. Ultimately, BKV progeny 
accumulates inducing rupture of the cell and release of daughter virions.

the main clinical manifestations of BKV infection and its possible role in malignancies in 
more detail. Table I gives an overview of therapeutic strategies available for BKVN and HC. 

Nephropathy
BKVN occurs in about 5% of RT recipients, mostly within one year after transplantation 
56,75,76. Patients generally do not present with any symptoms other than a decrease in renal 
function. BKVN is also observed in native kidneys of HSCT recipients, lung and heart 
transplant recipients, as well as in immunocompromised HIV-infected patients. Even 
though BKVN is not specifically monitored in these patients, its prevalence seems to  
be lower 77-80.

Development of BKVN has been associated to specific immunosuppressive agents such 
as the calcineurin inhibitor tacrolimus (TAC), the ionosine monophosphate dehydrogenase 
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inhibitor mycophenolate mofetil (MMF), therapy with polyclonal anti-T cell antibodies, and 
number of corticosteroid pulses given for the treatment of rejection 56,81-84. Other studies 
suggest that the cumulative intensity of the immunosuppressive regimen rather than one 
specific agent increases the risk for BKVN 85,86. Altogether, it remains unclear whether 
development of BKVN is attributable to qualitative and/or quantitative differences in 
immune suppression.

Given the strong association with renal allografts, kidney damage may be involved 
in the development of BKVN. Indeed, mPyv was found to reactivate and replicate to 
a significantly higher degree in damaged mouse kidneys 87. However, transplantation 
factors leading to graft damage, such as cold ischaemia duration and donor origin (living 
or non-living) have been inconsistently associated with BKVN in humans 88,89. The immune 
system is pivotal in keeping BKV at bay but may also contribute to the pathogenesis of 
BKVN. In one study, detectable circulating BKV-specific CD8+ T cells were observed in two 
out of 15 RT recipients with particularly high plasma BKV viral loads. Interestingly, those two 
patients were the only ones who lost their grafts 90. Other immunological factors involved 
in the development of BKVN might be allo-HLA-reactivity and heterologous immunity, 
the latter concerning T cells that cross-react to both BKV- and allo-antigens. Furthermore, 
one could reason that allo-HLA molecules presenting BKV-peptides are not recognized 
by host BKV-specific effector-memory T cells, thereby at least temporarily allowing BKV 
to escape immunological surveillance. In this regard, murine renal allografts were indeed 
found to be more susceptible to mPyv infection than isografts 91. Murine Pyv infection led 
to an increase in allo-reactive T cells that, however, lacked cross-reactivity to the virus. 
The authors propose that virus-induced allograft inflammation and a subsequent increase 
in donor antigen presentation might explain this finding 91. On the other hand, CD4+ T 
cells with cross-reactivity against BKV VP1 and allo-HLA antigens have been observed 
in the human situation 90. The number of HLA-mismatches and rejection episodes are 
also reported inconsistently as risk factors for the development of BKVN in human RT  
recipients 56,81-83,88,89,92-99.

Lastly, viral factors have been proposed as the cause of BKVN. NCCR and/or capsid 
mutants may enhance BKV virulence 65,100,101. Indeed, in RT recipients with overt viral 
activity, i.e. viraemia and BKVN, more mutants were detected 65,102. However, extensive 
virus replication would logically lead to the emergence of more mutants, therewith 
confounding associations with clinical disease severity. Of specific interest is the report on 
more cytopathology in kidneys infected with multiple NCCR mutants 102.     

The renal disease spectrum seems to begin with viruria and ends with extensive 
irreversible kidney damage and graft failure. It is therefore of paramount importance to 
intervene in an early phase to prevent graft loss. Screening for active BKV replication may 
involve the detection of viral DNA by quantitative PCR in urine and in blood. Monitoring 
of the urine may also comprise the detection of BKV-infected ‘decoy-cells’ or aggregates 
of BKV virions, the so called ‘haufen’. Solitary point prevalence measurements of urinary 
BKV viral load, positive in 20-57% of RT recipients 89,103, and/or decoy-cells, positive in 
13-42% of renal RT recipients 76,104, were found to have low positive predictive value for 
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the development of BKVN 56,76. However, sustained viruria as well as the presence of haufen 
were found to have higher predictive value 94,104,105. Viraemia appears to occur only in 
immunocompromised patients, with 7-29% of RT recipients showing BKV-viraemia at least 
once after transplantation 84,89,94. Moreover, viruria always precedes viraemia 94. As such 
viraemia seems to reflect a state of more elaborate infection. Indeed, high plasma viral 
loads and sustained viraemia were found to be even better predictors for the development 
of BKVN than the presence of viruria 76,94,106.

Ultimately, BKVN is a histopathological diagnosis. Histopathological grades of severity 
have been defined ranging from stage A: viral cytopathic changes of near-normal renal 
parenchyma and no or minimal tubular atrophy, interstitial fibrosis or inflammation, to 
stage C: Diffusely scarred renal tissue with extensive tubular atrophy, interstitial fibrosis 
and inflammation 107. Since BKV affects the kidney in a random, multifocal manner, false-
negative biopsy results may occur, especially in an early stage of disease.  

Currently, reducing immunosuppression is the only established mode of therapy and 
aims to restore the anti-viral immune response. Graft loss due to BKVN is significantly higher 
in RT recipients with BKVN than in control RT recipients, and may be especially high when 
tapering of immunosuppression is not applied 92,108. The combination of regular screening 
for BKV replication and subsequent pre-emptive adjustment of immunosuppressive 
therapy seems to be particularly effective 75,94,104,106,109,110. Given the lack of an evident link 
between one specific immunosuppressive agent and the development of BKVN, there 
is no standard strategy for adjusting immunosuppressive therapy. Ex vivo and in vitro 
analyses with different immunosuppressive agents revealed that BKV-specific T cells were 
particularly inhibited by TAC and not so much by MMF or prednisone 111, indicating TAC 
as a first target of modification. Upon in vitro infection, BKV activates the intracellular 
PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway. Subsequent titration with sirolimus reduced LTAg expression in 
a dose-dependent manner 112. Another option may therefore involve the use of the mTOR-
inhibitors sirolimus or everolimus, which also did not inhibit interferon-γ (IFNγ) production 
by BKV-specific T cells in vitro 111. However, so far few and conflicting reports on the clinical 
efficacy of mTOR inhibitors in treating BKVN have been published 113-116.  

Beyond tapering and/or altering immunosuppression, other anti-viral agents have 
been proposed. Cidofovir, known to be nephrotoxic, showed in vitro inhibitory activity 
against polyomaviruses 117. However, since polyomaviruses do not express the known 
target of cidofovir, viral DNA polymerase, its mechanism of action is unknown. Several 
studies proposed to administrate cidofovir simultaneously to reducing immunosuppressive 
agents 118,119, or when the latter alone proved ineffective 120,121. Unfortunately, randomized 
controlled trials are lacking and several confounders, amongst which most importantly 
the concomitant tapering of immunosuppression, complicate the interpretation of 
the effectiveness of cidofovir. Although long lasting nephrotoxic effects have not been 
reported, severe anterior uveitis occurred in up to 7% of patients, sometimes leading to 
permanent visual impairment 119. Treatment with intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIg) might 
help to neutralize BKV particles 122,123. Nevertheless, IVIg was recently associated with 
a paradoxical increase in BKV viral load rather than a decrease 124. The pyrimidine synthesis 
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inhibitor leflunomide may also be effective by inhibiting tyrosine kinase activity and by 

inducing pyrimidin depletion 112,125-129. Apart from a doubtful clinical effect, leflunomide 

also has a high rate of side-effects such as (haemolytic) anaemia, thrombocytopenia and 

possibly also thrombotic microangiopathy 127,128. Fluorochinolones have been described to 

inhibit LTAg helicase activity. Also here, the reports on clinical efficacy are contradicting 

each other 130-132. Lastly, one study reported that statins inhibit the formation of caveolae 

and as such may block virus cell entry 133. 

Ureteral stenosis
The original patient B.K. presented with a stenosis of his graft ureter. On further examination, 

a segment of the ureter appeared to be ischaemic and fibrotic, and large numbers of 

virions were observed in epithelial cells lining the ureter lumen [1]. Other publications 

on supposedly BKV-related ureteral stenosis in RT recipients followed, reporting  

a prevalence of 2-6% 84,134-136. 

There has been discussion on the association of BKV with ureteral stenosis. However, its 

prevalence was found to be significantly higher in RT recipients who developed viraemia 

than in patients who did not 84. Apart from a proposed role for BKV in a reversible form of 

ureteral stenosis in HSCT recipients with haemorrhagic cystitis 137, to our knowledge BKV 

as the cause of irreversible ureteral stenosis has not been reported in non-renal transplant 

patients. Treatment generally consists of temporary percutaneous nephrostomy and 

the concomitant lowering of immunosuppressive agents.  

HAEMORRHAGIC CYSTITIS 
BKV-reactivation is common in HSCT recipients; viruria and viraemia, occurring at least 

once during follow-up in respectively 47-94% and in 23-53% of recipients 138-140. HC occurs 

mainly in HSCT patients and can be caused by conditioning, e.g. with cyclophosphamide 

and total body irradiation, but also by several viruses amongst which CMV, adenovirus 

and indeed BKV. The virally induced form of HC usually occurs after engraftment and is 

therefore referred to as late-onset HC, which occurs in 6-29% of HSCT patients, generally 

within the first two months after transplantation 140,141. 

Patients present with haematuria, painful voiding, bladder cramps, and/or flank pain. 

Four degrees of disease severity are currently recognized: grade I: microscopic haematuria, 

grade II: macroscopic haematuria, grade III: haematuria and clots, grade IV: haematuria 

with clots, clot retention and renal failure due to obstructive nephropathy. More often, 

late-onset HC is of higher severity grade than early-onset HC 140,142. Bleeding may be so 

severe that patients require red blood cell and/or platelet transfusion, ultimately even 

necessitating cystectomy in some refractory cases 143,144. Not only was HC reported to 

prolong hospital stay 145, it also seems to have a significant negative effect on overall 

patient survival 146,147. 

Also here, the connection of BKV to late-onset HC remains a topic of discussion. Various 

groups found an association with solely BKV reactivation, defined as detectable virus in 
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Figure 3. Genomic structure of polyomavirus BK. The non-coding control region (NCCR) contains 
a bidirectionalpromoter/enhancer site to which host transcription factors can bind. First, the early region 
is transcribed to produce the tumour antigen(TAg) proteins. Twelve large TAg proteins then complex 
into a helicaselike structure that attaches to the NCCR and subsequently initiatestranscription of the late 
region which contains genes encoding agnoproteinand the structural viral proteins (VP) 1, 2 and 3.

urine and/or blood 146,148-150, whereas others could relate HC only to very high urinary BKV 
viral loads 140-142,151. Of specific interest is one study reporting on a positive correlation 
between the degrees of viruria and haematuria 139. Lastly, with 81-100% of late-onset HC 
patients having viruria and 75% viraemia 138,140,142,146, BKV viral replication seems to occur 
more frequently in these patients than in HSCT patients in general. Together these studies 
suggest that BKV reactivation contributes to the pathogenesis of late-onset HC. 

The pathogenesis of HC has been proposed to involve two steps: I. Severe immune 
suppression together with urothelial damage due to conditioning and irradiation, 
creating an environment favourable for viral replication, as well as leading to an increase 
in immunological danger signals and antigen presentation; II. Attack of virus-infected 
host urothelial cells by donor T cells 152. In support of this theory, BKV-associated HC 
patients showed more signs of immune hyperactivity such as graft versus host disease 
(GVHD) than patients with adenovirus-associated HC 140,150,152,153. Other inconsistently 
reported risk factors include donor origin, i.e. cord blood or haploidentical graft, NCCR 
mutants, treatment with antithymocyte globulins, full conditioning instead of reduced 
intensity conditioning, and conditioning with busulphan 140,145,148,149,152,154. Taken together, 
the pathogenesis of HC is complex but may very well involve immune reconstitution rather 
than immune suppression. 
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Due to the risk of GVHD and to the possibility that HC is caused by immune reconstitution, 

tapering of immunosuppressive therapy is an unattractive treatment option in this clinical 

context. In many patients, symptoms can be relieved by (intravenous) hydration. Cidofovir 

has been proposed in the treatment of HC, especially since it may also be given locally by 

bladder instillation, thereby reducing (cumulative) nephrotoxicity of cidofovir alone or in 

addition to the several other nephrotoxic agents often used in treating HSCT patients 155. 

Interestingly, both patients treated with cidofovir and patients treated only with supportive 

care achieved remission 140. The self-limiting nature of late-onset HC, apparently occurring 

in a significant part of patients, has been confirmed by other studies 138,156,157. Remission of 

symptoms varied from two to seven weeks after haematuria, and did not differ significantly 

in duration between cidofovir- or supportively treated patients 140. With regard to other 

virus-targeting strategies, prophylactic treatment with ciprofloxacin led to a significant 

reduction in the occurrence of HC in one retrospective analysis 158, but not in another 
159. To our knowledge, no publications have addressed the use of leflunomide or IVIg 

in the treatment of BKV-associated HC. Taken together, it seems that treatment of BKV-

associated HC should mainly be supportive. Supportive treatment strategies, not directly 

targeting the virus, are beyond the scope of this review and have been reviewed in detail 

by Harkensee and co-workers 160. 

BKV AND MALIGNANCY
BKV has been associated with several human neoplasms, amongst which bladder- and 

prostate carcinoma, brain tumours, tumours of pancreatic islets, Kaposi sarcoma, Ewing 

sarcoma and osteogenic sarcoma 161-168.. Of specific interest are the cases of a simultaneous 

pancreas en kidney transplant recipient with BKVN and a metastasized bladder carcinoma, 

and a kidney transplant recipient without BKVN who developed a renal cell carcinoma 
169,170. In each of them, the primary tumours as well as the metastases contained BKV DNA 

and expressed high amounts of LTAg. Nevertheless, numerous other studies did not find 

BKV to be related to malignancy 171-179. 

In rodent cells, BKV drives malignant transformation in vitro, giving rise to full blown 

tumours after subsequent inoculation back into the animals 180,181. Furthermore, the majority 

of transgenic mice expressing a single copy of the BKV early region developed renal and 

lymphoid malignancies 182. Human embryo fibroblast- and foreskin cells, however, were 

not inclined to such transformation 183,184, possibly owing to the presence of specific human 

tumour suppressor genes 185.

The previously mentioned actions of LTAg and of agnoprotein would render an infected 

cell less capable of arresting the cell cycle for DNA repair and may drive a cell towards 

a continuously dividing state. Not only does BKV benefit from the ensuing increase in host-

derived transcription factors, it can thereby also contribute to malignant transformation. 

In permissive cells, BKV infection results in either cell lysis, leading to release of viral 

particles, or latency, which is characterized by low expression of viral genes and immune 

evasion. Infection of non-permissive cells may lead to an aberrant form of replication 

with continuous expression of only the early region of the BKV genome. In these cells, 
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TAg proteins accumulate, which may ultimately result in malignant transformation. 
Interestingly, BKV species with mutated NCCRs were found to possess altered replicative 
and/or transforming capabilities 167,186-189.  

In conclusion, BKV possesses oncogenic potency and is theoretically able to at the least 
contribute to malignant transformation of cells. A definitive association with specific human 
malignancies remains to be proven. For a more in-depth review on this topic, we refer to 
the publication of Abend and co-workers 190.  

CONCLUSION
BKV is ubiquitously present amongst the general population. When immunological 
surveillance is hampered, BKV reactivates and causes BKVN and/or ureteral stenosis in 
RT recipients, and late-onset HC in HSCT recipients. Treatment options targeting viral 
replication are still limited. The most effective therapy in RT patients is improvement of 
the host immunological defence by lowering immunosuppressive drugs. In refractory 
cases of BKV-associated disease, antiviral agents such as cidofovir, leflunomide, IVIg and 
fluorochinolones may be applied. The effectiveness of these agents is, however, doubtful 
and some of them can cause severe side-effects. BKV has also been implied to be involved 
in human malignancies, yet its precise role remains to be elucidated. All compartments of 
the immune system seem to be involved in keeping BKV at bay, virus-specific T cells being 
of particular importance. In order to develop novel effective treatment strategies and 
vaccines, more research towards the characteristics of the BKV-specific immune response 
is necessary.
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CHAPTER SIX

Adapted from: van Aalderen M.C. et al.  Phenotypic and functional 
characterization of circulating polyomavirus BK VP1-specific CD8+ T-cells in 

healthy adults. Journal of Virology 2013 Sep;87(18):10263-72.
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ABSTRACT
The human polyomavirus BK (BKV) establishes a latent and asymptomatic infection in 
the majority of the population. In immunocompromised individuals, the virus frequently 
(re)activates and may cause severe disease such as interstitial nephritis and haemorrhagic 
cystitis. Currently, the therapeutic options are limited to reconstitution of the antiviral 
immune response by tapering of the immunosuppressive medication. T cells are particularly 
important for controlling this virus, and T cell therapies may therefore provide a highly 
specific and effective mode of treatment. However, little is known about the phenotype 
and function of BKV-specific T cells in healthy individuals.

Using tetrameric BKV peptide-HLA-A02 complexes we determined the presence, 
phenotype and functional characteristics of circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in 5 
out of 25 healthy individuals. We show that these cells are present in low frequencies in 
the circulation, and that they have a resting CD45RA¯ CD27+ memory-, and predominantly 
CCR7¯ CD127+ KLRG1+ CD49dhi CXCR3hi T-betint Eomesoderminlo phenotype. Furthermore, 
their direct cytotoxic capacity seems to be limited since they do not readily express 
granzyme B and little granzyme K. We compared these cells to circulating CD8+ T cells 
specific for cytomegalovirus (CMV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and Influenza (Flu) in the same 
donors and show that BKV-specific T cells have a phenotype that is distinct from CMV- and 
EBV-specific T cells. Lastly, we show that BKV-specific T cells are polyfunctional since they 
are able to rapidly express IL-2, IFN-γ, tumour necrosis factor α, and to a much lower 
extent also MIP-1β and CD107a. 
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INTRODUCTION
In healthy individuals polyomavirus BK (BKV) establishes a latent or ‘smoldering’, but 
asymptomatic infection. However, in immunocompromised individuals, the virus frequently 
escapes the normal immunological surveillance to become systemically active, after which 
it may cause severe pathology. BKV elicits interstitial nephritis of the allograft in about 
5% of kidney transplant recipients, making it an important cause of graft failure and graft 
loss. In up to 30% of hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) recipients, the virus 
evokes haemorrhagic cystitis, thereby significantly contributing to morbidity and length 
of hospitalization 1. 

Currently, the main mode of therapy for treating patients suffering from BKV infection 
comprises reconstitution of the immunological antiviral response. In solid organ transplant 
recipients this is achieved through tapering of the immunosuppressive medication. 
Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of increased allograft rejection, and in HSCT recipients 
this is an unattractive approach due to a considerable increase in the risk of graft-versus-
host-disease. So far, antiviral agents, such as cidofovir and leflunomide, have shown little 
effect on BKV replication in vivo 1. It is therefore crucial to develop new modes of therapy. 
In this regard, the normal T cell response was shown to be very important for keeping BKV 
at bay 2. Treatments that involve the infusion of autologous ex vivo-expanded virus-specific 
T cells, as well as newer vaccination strategies with autologous antigen presenting cells 
pulsed ex vivo with viral antigen, are therefore promising candidates that could provide 
highly specific and effective modes of therapy 3,4. It is well established that different T 
cell specificities give rise to different T cell phenotypes, which in turn are indeed also 
related to T cell function 5,6. In this regard, little is known about the normal phenotype and 
function of BKV-specific T cells that are controlling BKV infection in healthy individuals, 
information that is important to the successful design of effective T cell therapies  
and vaccination strategies. 

In the current study, we used fluorescent tetrameric HLA-A02 complexes presenting four 
different immunodominant BKV epitopes in order to visualize and characterize circulating 
BKV-specific CD8+ T cells. Phenotype and functional characteristics of these cells were 
analysed in 5 healthy HLA-A02-positive adults. Furthermore, these BKV tetramers contain 
epitopes with a high degree of homology to the corresponding polyomavirus JC (JCV) 
epitopes, varying from a two amino acid difference to no difference at all. Indeed, cross-
reactivity between the respective BKV and JCV tetramers was demonstrated 7-10. Moreover, 
antigen-presenting cells pulsed with BKV lysate can activate JCV-specific T cells and vice 
versa 8. Therefore, it is highly likely that the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells described in the current 
study are in fact also JCV-specific CD8+ T cells.  Since it is well established that CD8+ T cell 
specificity correlates with phenotype, we compared the phenotypic characteristics of these 
BKV-specific CD8+ T cells to those of cytomegalovirus (CMV)-, Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-, 
and Influenza virus A (Flu)-specific CD8+ T cells, circulating in the same individuals to see 
how these phenotypes relate to each other 5. We found low frequencies of circulating 
BKV virion protein 1 (VP1)-specific CD8+ T cells that predominantly displayed an effector-
memory cell phenotype. Furthermore, we observed that these cells were phenotypically 
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distinct from circulating CMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ T- cells, whereas they resembled Flu-
specific T cells in several aspects. Lastly, BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells were polyfunctional 
with regard to their rapid expression of cytokines upon stimulation, but did not express 
granzyme B. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Study subjects
We obtained PBMCs from 25 buffy coats deriving from different HLA-A02-positive healthy 
blood donors, aged in between 18 and 64 years from Sanquin Blood Supply, Amsterdam, 
the Netherlands. Corresponding plasma samples were not available for serologic or 
virologic examinations. 

Isolation of PBMCs
PBMCs were isolated using standard density gradient centrifugation after which they were 
cryopreserved until the day of analysis.

Tetrameric complexes
All tetrameric complexes were obtained from Sanquin (Amsterdam, Netherlands). For 
BKV, four different immunodominant epitopes shared by the majority of BKV strains 
were selected; Two BKV capsid protein VP1 epitopes: BKV VP1-derived AITEVECFL (VP1 
p44) and BKV VP1 LLMWEAVTV (VP1 p108) 11; and two large T antigen protein (LTAg) 
epitopes: BKV LTAg LLLIWFRPV (LTAg p579) and BKV LTAg FLHCIVFNV (LTAg p410)  12,13. 
These were incorporated in phycoerythrin (PE)-labeled HLA-A02 tetrameric complexes. 
The respective epitopes show a high degree of overlap with the corresponding epitopes 
of JCV and SV40: JCV VP1p36-44 SITEVECFL and SV40 VP1p46-54 SFTEVECFL; JCV 
VP1p100-108 ILMWEAVTL and SV40 VP1p110-118 ILMWEAVTV; JCV LTagp409-417 
FLKCIVLNI and SV40 LTAgp408-416 FLKCMVYNI; JCV LTAgp577-585 LLLIWFRPV and 
SV40 LTAgp577-585 LMLIWYRPV. Indeed, a high degree of cross-reactivity with the JCV 
VP1p36- and VP1p100- tetramers, and the SV40 VP1p110 peptide has been demonstrated. 
For the detection of the other circulating antiviral CD8+ T cells, allophycocyanin (APC)-
labeled HLA-A2 tetramers loaded with hCMV-pp65 protein-derived NLVPMVATV  
(CMV pp65 p495), influenza matrix protein 1-derived GILGFVFTL (Flu MP1 p58) and EBV 
BMLF-1 derived GLCTLVAML (EBV BMLF-1 p259) were used.

PBMC peptide cultures
After thawing, PBMCs were labeled with carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester 
(CFSE). Thereafter, 2x10E6 PBMCs were incubated with one of four BKV peptides  
(1,25x10E-3 mg/ml) and recombinant human IL-2 (50U/ml; Biotest, Solihull, UK) in culture 
medium that consisted of IMDM, 10% human pool plasma (PAA, Piscataway, NJ, USA), 
penicillin/streptomycin and β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, Zwijndrecht, Netherlands), for 
the duration of ten days. Extra IL-2 was added on day 3 and day 6 of culture. Controls 
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comprised PBMCs cultured in medium with IL-2 alone, PBMCs cultured in medium 
containing the respective peptide alone, or PBMCs in culture medium alone without 
the addition of the respective peptide or IL-2. After culture, PBMCs were first incubated 
with the respective PE-labeled tetramer for 30 minutes in the dark at 4ºC, after which they 
were incubated with the following antibodies: CD3-Alexa Fluor 700, CD8 PercP-eFluor 
710, CD27 APC-Alexa Fluor 780   (eBioscience Inc, San Diego, CA, USA) and CD45RA 
PE-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) for 30 mins in the dark at 4ºC. Live/Dead 
fixable red cell stain kit (Invitrogen Ltd, Paisly, UK) was used in every staining to exclude 
dead cells from the analysis. Thereafter, measurements were done on the BD Biosciences’ 
FACSCanto II flowcytometer. BKV-specific CD8+ CTLs were defined as being alive CD3+ 
CD8+ tetramer+ events that had become CFSE-dim due to cell division. Analyses were 
done using FlowJo software v9.6 (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA).

Tetramer staining and antibodies used for determining T cell phenotype
Before surface staining, up to 10x10E6 PBMCs were incubated with the respective tetramer 
for 30 minutes in the dark at 4 ⁰C. Live/Dead fixable red cell staining was utilized during all 
flow flowcytometry measurements and analyses in order to gate out dead cells. Monoclonal 
antibodies used for the determination of T cell phenotype and function include: CD3 V500, 
CCR7 PE-Cy7, CD45RA PE-Cy7, CD45RA FITC, CD8 Brilliant Violet 421 (BD Biosciences), 
CD49d PE-Cy7, CXCR3 Alexa Fluor 647, CD38 Brilliant Violet 421, CD8 Alexa Fluor 700, 
CD127 APC-Alexa Fluor 780, CD27 PerCP-eFluor 710, CD45RA-eFluor605, CD8 eFluor 
605, CD27 APC-Alexa Fluor 780, CX3CR1 APC, HLA-DR Alexa Fluor 700 (eBioscience), 
CXCR3 PE (R&D systems, Abingdon, UK) , KLRG1 Alexa Fluor 488 14.

After extracellular staining, antibodies were fixed and the cells were permeabilized 
using FACS Lysing Solution and FACS Permeabilizing Solution 2 (BD Biosciences) according 
to manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were subsequently incubated with a combination of 
the following intracellular antibodies: T-Bet Brilliant Violet 421 (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, 
USA), Eomesodermin PerCP-eFluor 710, Eomesodermin Alexa Fluor 647, Ki-67 PE-Cy7, 
granzyme B Alexa Fluor 700 (BD Biosciences), granzyme K FITC (Immunotools, Friesoythe, 
Germany) for 30 minutes in the dark at 4⁰C. All flowcytometry measurements for these 
experiments were done using BD Biosciences’ LSRFortessa flowcytometer. Analysis of 
the results was performed with FlowJo software v9.6 (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA), always 
gating out duplets by using forward scatter width/height and sideward scatter width/
height event characteristics.

Stimulation assays and cytokine production
Cytokine release after peptide or phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)/ionomycin 
stimulation was performed as described by Lamoreaux et al.15. PBMCs were thawed and 
rested overnight in suspension flasks (Greiner-Bio-One, Alphen a/d Rijn, Netherlands) in 
RPMI supplemented with 10% FCS, penicillin, and streptomycin (culture medium). Two 
million cells per well were stimulated with PMA (10ng/ml) and ionomycin(1μg/ml) or with 
the viral peptides in culture medium in the presence of anti-CD107a FITC (eBioscience); 
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αCD29 (TS 2/16; 1 μg/mL), brefeldin A (Invitrogen; 10 μg/mL) and GolgiStop (BD 
Biosciences) in a final volume of 200 μL for 4 hours or 5 hours (peptide) at 37°C and 5% 
CO2. Stimulations were performed in untreated, round-bottom, 96-well plates (Corning, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands). Subsequently, cells were incubated with the appropriate 
tetramers, followed by incubation with CD3 V500, CD8 Brilliant Violet 421, CD4 PerCP 
efluor 710 (Ebioscience), and Live/Dead fixable red cell stain for 30 minutes at 4°C. 
The cells were then washed twice, fixed, and permeabilized (Cytofix/Cytoperm reagent; BD 
Biosciences) and were subsequently incubated with the following intracellular monoclonal 
antibodies: IFN-γ APC–Alexa Fluor 750 (Invitrogen) and TNF-α Alexa Fluor 700, IL-2 APC, 
and anti–Mip-1β PE-Cy7 (BD Biosciences) for 30 minutes at 4°C. Cells were washed twice 
and measured on an LSRFortessa flow cytometer and analyzed with FlowJo Version 9.6 
software, always gating out dead cells and duplets.

Gating strategy
Lymphocytes were gated based the forward scatter and sideward scatter event 
characteristics. Duplets were then gated out as described above. Live/Dead fixable red 
cell staining was used to gate out dead or dying cells. CD3+ events were then gated, 
after which the expression of CD8 was plotted against tetramer-positive events (Figure 
1 and 2). Total CD3+ CD8+ (CD8+ T cells) events were then gated separately from total 
CD3+ CD8+ tetramer+ (virus-specific CD8+ T cells) events. Gates were drawn on total CD8+ 
T cells, or a major CD8+ T cell population (naive, effector-type or memory), after which 
they were copied to the virus-specific CD8+ T cells for the following markers: CD45RA 
was plotted against CD27 in order to define CD45RA+ CD27+ naive-, CD45RA¯ CD27+ 
memory- and CD45RA+/¯ CD27¯ effector-type cell populations (16); The expression of CCR7 
was determined by plotting the former against CD45RA, gates were placed based on 
the double-positive naive CD8+ T cell population (not shown); CD127 was plotted against 
KLRG1, gates were placed based on the CD127+ KLRG1- naive CD8+ T cell population 
(gates are shown in Figure 4); CD49d was plotted against CD45RA, gates were placed 
based on the CD45RA+ CD49d- naive CD8+ T cell population (Figure 5); CD38 was plotted 
against HLA-DR, gates were placed based on the double-negative CD8+ T cell populations 
(not shown). Ki-67 was plotted against CD38, gates were placed based on the double-
negative CD8+ T cell population (not shown); granzyme B was plotted against granzyme 
K, gates were placed based on the double-negative naive CD8+ T cell population (Figure 
7); T-bet was plotted against Eomes, gates were placed based on the double-negative 
naive CD8+ T cell population (Figure 6). Gates for the following markers were placed 
based on their expression on total alive lymphocytes: CXCR3 was plotted against CD3 
within total alive lymphocytes, gates were placed based on the CXCR3hi CD3- natural killer 
cell population (Figure 5); PD-1 was plotted against CD3, gates were placed based on 
the PD-1lo CD3- population (not shown). 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used to analyse differences between T cell 
populations. A p value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells are detectable after in vitro expansion
In view of the low frequencies in which BKV-specific CD8+ T cells are found in the circulation 
of healthy individuals, we first cultured CFSE-labelled PBMCs from 25 healthy HLA-A02-
positive adults with four different BKV peptides, two derived from the capsid protein VP1, 
and two from the large T antigen (LTAg) protein, for ten days in the presence of IL-2, in order 
to determine in which of these donors BKV-specific CD8+ T cells were detectable (7,11). 
This yielded expanded BKV-specific CD8+ T cell populations that were readily detectable 
by flowcytometry in fifteen out of twenty-five subjects (60%). Seven of these were found to 
be positive for the VP1 p44 tetramer (28%), eight for the VP1 p108 tetramer (32%), five for 
the LTAg p579 tetramer (20%), and none of them for the LTAg p410 tetramer. Four subjects 
were positive for multiple BKV tetramers (16%) (Table I). In contrast to the peptide / IL-2 
condition, IL-2-only and peptide-only controls never yielded expanded BKV-specific CD8 
T cell populations in this 10-day time window (data not shown). 

Table I. BKV- specific CD8+ T-cells detectable after culture

Subject VP1 p44 (%) VP1 p108 (%) LTAg p579 (%) LTAg p410 (%)

1. 4.8 - - -
2. 4.5 - - -
3. 0.7 - - -
4. - 21.3 - -
5. - 0.02 0.03 -
6. 1.95 - - -
7. <0.01 0.03 - -
8. 0.02 6.9 0.02 -
9. 4.16 0.32 - -
10. - 0.2 - -
11. - - 0.05 -
12. - - 0.01 -
13. - <0.01 - -
14. - 0.01 - -
15. - - 0.03 -

Table I. Percentages of BKV-tetramer-positive events in total CD8+ T-cells expanded after 10 days of culture of 
PBMCs with one of four BKV peptides in the presence of IL-2.
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Circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells can be detected directly ex vivo
The low frequencies of these cells in the circulation complicate a direct ex vivo detection 
with tetramers, and prior expansion of CD8+ T cells by culture will hamper a reliable 
determination of their phenotype and function. Therefore, we measured a substantial 
amount of PBMCs (~10x10E6) per antibody panel ex vivo, only in those subjects whose 
PBMC fraction contained a particularly large BKV-specific CD8+ T cell population after 
10 day expansion. As shown in Table 1, subjects 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 all had VP1 tetramer-
positive populations that exceeded 1% of total CD8+ T cells. Indeed, BKV VP1-specific 
CD8+ T cells were detectable directly ex vivo in 5 of these 6 individuals (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Ex vivo detectable circulating BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in 5 healthy adults. Dot plots of BKV 
VP1 p44 and p108 tetramer-positive populations detected ex vivo. Tetramer fluorescence intensity is 
depicted on the y axis and anti-CD8 fluorescence intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T 
cells are shown. 

Circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells are resting memory cells 
We then measured the expression of a wide variety of T cell markers in order to determine 

the phenotype of the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells. For comparison, the expression of the same 

markers was determined on HLA-A02-epitope restricted CMV-, EBV- and Flu-specific CD8+ 

T cells circulating in the same five subjects (Table II and Figure 2). 

As shown in Figure 3A, we found that BKV VP1-specific T cells were CD45RA¯, denoting 

them as antigen-experienced cells. Moreover, the majority of them expressed CD27 but 
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lacked CCR7, marking them as being predominantly memory, and more specifically as 

‘effector-memory’ T cells (TEM) (Figure 3C) 16,17. 

The memory phenotype was supported by a high expression of CD127, the IL7-receptor 

α chain that is important for maintaining memory cell homeostasis in the absence of antigen 

(Figure 4A/B) 18. The majority of BKV-specific T cells expressed Killer cell Lectin-like Receptor 

G1 (KLRG1), an inhibitory receptor that was previously found to be highly expressed by TEM 

cells (Figure 4A/4C) 14. However, as shown in Figure 4C, KLRG1 expression levels varied 

notably between individuals. Flu-specific T cells were also predominantly CD45RA¯ CD27+ 

CCR7¯ TEM cells with a high expression of CD127 (Figure 3/4B). The expression of KLRG1 

by the different virus-specific T cells did not differ significantly from each other (Figure 4C). 

In contrast, the expression of CD127 by CMV- and EBV-specific T cells was significantly 

lower when compared to BKV- and Flu-specific T cells (Figure 4B). 

With regard to their activation status, BKV-specific T cells did not express the activation 

markers CD38 or HLA-DR, or the marker of active proliferation, Ki-67 (data not shown). 

PD-1, a marker of T cell exhaustion or activation, was expressed by nearly 20% of BKV-

specific T cells but did not differ significantly from total CD8+ T cells, CD8+ memory T cells 

or the other virus-specific T cells (data not shown). 

In conclusion, circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in healthy adults have a memory 

phenotype and can be considered to be in a ‘resting’ state since they did not express 

activation markers and were not actively proliferating. 

Circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells highly express the homing markers CD49d and CXCR3
BKV is generally accepted to latently reside in epithelial cells lining the urogenital tract. 

However, in immunocompetent individuals, the virus has also been detected in the central 

nervous system, the intestines and in saliva 19-21. Since BKV-specific T cells are present in 

Figure 2. Ex vivo detection of circulating CMV-, EBV-, and Flu-specific CD8+ T cells in the same subjects. 
Dot plots of circulating CMV pp65, EBV BMLF1 (subject 6), and Flu MP1 (subject 4) tetramer-positive 
populations as detected ex vivo. Tetramer fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-CD8 
fluorescence intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. 
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Figure 3. BKV-specific CD8+ T cells have a memory phenotype. A. Dot plots displaying the expression 
of CD45RA and CD27 by BKV VP1 p108 (subject 4), BKV VP1 p44 (subject 9), CMV pp65, EBV BMLF1 
(subject 6), and Flu MP1 (subject 4) tetramer+ T cells in black presented as an overlay on total CD8+ T 
cells in grey. Anti-CD45RA fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-CD27 fluorescence 
intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. B. Distribution of CD45RA¯CCR7+ 
central-memory and CD45RA¯ CCR7¯ effector-memory T cell subsets among BKV VP1 (n = 5), CMV pp65 
(n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific T cells, represented as a percentage of total 
tetramer+ T cells (median, interquartile range [IQR]). C. Distribution of CD45RA+/¯ CD27¯ effector and 
CD45RA¯ CD27+ memory T cell subsets among BKV VP1 (n = 5), CMV pp65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3) 
and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific cells represented as a percentage of total tetramer+ T cells (median, IQR). 

the circulation, one could theorize that they are trafficking to a site of viral (re)activation. 
Thus, we determined the expression of several specific T cell homing markers, in order to 
elucidate to which sites BKV-specific CD8+ T cells can migrate. 

BKV-specific cells lacked expression of CD103, the alpha E integrin chain, a marker for 
tissue-resident T cells that is also expressed by a small proportion of circulating regulatory 
CD8+ T cells si22. The cells did highly express CD49d (Figure 5B), the integrin α4 chain that 
mediates T cell migration through endothelial- and epithelial barriers into various tissues 
and also through the blood-brain barrier 23-25. However, since CD49d was also highly 
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Figure 4. BKV-specific CD8+ T cells are predominantly CD127+ KLRG1+. A. Dot plots displaying 
the expression of KLRG1 and CD127 by BKV VP1 p108 (subject 4), BKV VP1 p44 (subject 9), CMV, 
EBV (subject 6), and Flu (subject 4) tetramer+ cells in black presented as an overlay on total CD8+ T 
cells in grey. Anti-KLRG1 fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-CD127 fluorescence 
intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. B. Percentages of CD8+ T cells, CD8+ 
CD45RA¯CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV VP1 (n = 5), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu MP1 
(n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells expressing CD127 (n = 5 subjects; median, IQR). Asterisks mark statistically 
significant differences between BKV VP1-specific T cells and the respective T cell population, as defined 
by a P value of <0.05. C. Percentages of CD8+ T cells, CD8+ CD45RA¯CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV 
VP1 (n = 5), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells expressing 
KLRG1 (median, IQR).

expressed on T cells specific for other viruses, this appeared not to be a specific treat of 
BKV-specific T cells (Figure 5B/D). BKV-specific T cells expressed high levels of CXCR3, 
a chemokine receptor which has been shown to mediate T cell homing to reactive lymph 
nodes, stressed epithelium and sites of inflammation in a general sense 26,27. Interestingly, 
Flu-specific T cells, but not CMV- and EBV-specific T cells, displayed a similarly high 
expression of CXCR3 (Figure 5A/C). BKV-specific T cells did not express the chemokine 
receptors CCR4 or CCR9 (data not shown). 
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Figure 5. BKV-specific CD8+ T cells highly express CXCR3 and CD49d. A. Dot plots displaying 
the expression of CXCR3 by BKV VP1 p108 (subject 4), BKV VP1 p44 (subject 9), CMV, EBV (subject 6), 
and Flu (subject 4) tetramer-positive events in black presented as an overlay on total live lymphocytes 
in grey. Anti-CXCR3 fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-CD3 fluorescence intensity 
on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. B. Dot plots displaying the expression of 
CD49d by BKV VP1 p108 (subject 4) and BKV VP1 p44 (subject 9) presented as an overlay on total CD8+ 
T cells in gray. Anti-CD45RA fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-CD49d fluorescence 
intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. C. Percentages of CD8+ T cells, CD8+ 

CD45RA¯CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV VP1 (n = 5), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu 
MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells highly expressing CXCR3 (median, IQR). Asterisks mark statistically 
significant differences between BKV VP1-specific T cells and the respective T cell population, as defined 
by a P value of <0.05. D. Percentages of CD8+ T cells, CD8+ CD45RA¯ CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV 
VP1 (n = 5), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells highly 
expressing CD49d (median, IQR). Asterisks mark statistically significant differences between BKV VP1-
specific T cells and the respective T cell population, as defined by a P value of <0.05. 
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Circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells display a particularly low expression of Eomes
The T-box transcription factors T-bet and Eomesodermin (Eomes) are key regulators of 

CD8+ T cell differentiation and have been shown to not only cooperatively steer important 

CD8+ T cell functions such as the production of IFN-γ, expression of the IL-12 receptor and 

expression of granzyme B, but also the overall differentiation process of naive CD8+ T cells 

toward an effector- or memory phenotype 28-32. Interestingly, the different virus-specific 

CD8+ T cell populations displayed distinct and specific patterns of T-Bet and Eomes 

expression (Figure 6). BKV-specific T cells displayed an intermediate T-bet expression with 

a markedly low expression of Eomes (Figure 6). Similarly, Flu-specific T cells also displayed 

a T-betint Eomeslo expression, with almost no cells in the double-positive population. In 

contrast, CMV- and EBV BMLF1-specific T cells were mainly highly expressing both T-bet 

and Eomes (Figure 6).  

Circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells do not express granzyme B
To extend the phenotypic analysis of BKV-specific T cells, we determined the expression of 

the cytotoxic effector molecules granzyme B and granzyme K. Interestingly, the immediate 

cytotoxic capability of BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells appears to be limited since we found 

them not to express granzyme B (Figure 7A/B). In contrast, CMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ T 

cells comprised a substantial population of granzyme B+ T cells (Figure 7A/B). Also, a small 

population of Flu-specific T cells expressed granzyme B, however, this was lower than 

for CMV- and EBV-specific T cells (Figure 7A/B). The virus-specific T cells did not differ 

statistically from each other with regard to the expression of granzyme K (Figure 7A/C). 

Functionality of circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells
Next, we wanted to determine whether the BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells are capable of 

producing cytokines immediately upon stimulation. Therefore, we stimulated the cells with 

PMA/ionomycin to subsequently measure the intracellular presence of IL-2, IFN-γ, TNF-α, 

MIP-1β and CD107a. Due to stimulation-induced T cell receptor (TCR) internalization there 

is an inverse correlation between the degree of stimulation and the ability to detect virus-

specific T cells with tetramers. As a consequence, we could detect BKV-specific T cells only 

in the PBMC fractions of subject 4 and 9 after PMA/ionomycin stimulation. In the other 

three subjects, the already few tetramer-positive events had become undetectable 

after stimulation (data not shown). Upon PMA/Ionomycin stimulation, BKV VP1-specific 

CD8+ T cells from both subjects displayed a polyfunctional profile: nearly 11% of BKV 

VP1 p108-specific CD8+ T cells in subject 4 were able to rapidly express all five proteins  

(IL-2, IFN-γ, TNF-α and to a lesser extent also MIP-1-β and CD107a) upon stimulation. 

About 23% excreted a combination of four, and 52% excreted a combination of three of 

these (Figure 8A/B). In subject 9, about 4% of VP1p44-specific CD8+ T cells excreted all five 

proteins, 26% excreted a combination of four, and about 56% produced a combination of 

three of these proteins. In both subjects the T cells most often produced the combination 

of IL-2, IFN-γ and TNF-α (Figure 8B). 
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Figure 6. Distinct T-bet/Eomes patterns found in different virus-specific T cells. A. Dot plots displaying 
the expression of T-bet and Eomes by BKV VP1 p108 (subject 4), BKV VP1 p44 (subject 9), CMV, EBV 
(subject 6), and Flu (subject 4) tetramer-positive events in black presented as an overlay on total CD8+ 
T cells in grey. Anti-Eomes fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-T-bet fluorescence 
intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. B. Percentages of CD8+ T cells, CD8+ 
CD45RA¯CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV VP1 (n = 4), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu 
MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells expressing T-bet. Due to insufficient BKV tetramer-positive events after 
intracellular staining, BKV tetramer data from subject 6 were excluded from this analysis (median, IQR). 
CMV pp65-specific T cells showed a trend toward a higher expression of T-bet than BKV-specific T cells, 
P = 0.057. C. Percentages of CD8+ T cells, CD8+ CD45RA¯CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV VP1 (n = 4), 
CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 3), and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells expressing Eomes. Due 
to insufficient BKV tetramer-positive events after intracellular staining, BKV tetramer data from subject 
6 were excluded from this analysis (median, IQR). CMV pp65- and EBV BMLF-1-specific T cells showed 
a trend toward a higher expression of Eomes than did BKV-specific T cells; for both, P = 0.057.

We then repeated the experiment with cognate peptide stimulation. In order to 

determine the optimal peptide concentration at which tetramer-positive events were 

detectable while the cells were also still responding in the sense of cytokine production, 

we tested peptide concentrations ranging from 1000 ng/ml to 0.05 ng/ml (data not 

shown). In subject 4, BKV-specific T cells were detectable and functionally active at 1 

ng/ml. The higher concentrations (1000, 100 and 10 ng/ml) rendered the detection of 
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Figure 7. BKV-specific CD8+ T cells do not readily carry granzyme B. A. Dot plots displaying the expression 
of granzyme B and granzyme K by BKV VP1 p108 (subject 4), BKV VP1 p44 (subject 9), and CMV, EBV 
(subject 6), and Flu (subject 4) tetramer-positive events in black presented as an overlay on total CD8+ 
T cells in gray. Anti-granzyme B fluorescence intensity is plotted on the y axis and anti-granzyme K 
fluorescence intensity on the x axis. Percentages of tetramer+ T cells are shown. B. Percentages of CD8+ 
T cells, CD8+ CD45RA¯CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV VP1 (n = 4), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 
3), and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells expressing granzyme B. Due to insufficient BKV tetramer-
positive events after intracellular staining, BKV tetramer data from subject 6 were excluded from this 
analysis (median, IQR). Asterisks mark statistically significant differences between BKV VP1-specific T 
cells and the respective T cell population, as defined by a P value of <0.05. C. Percentages of CD8+ T 
cells, CD8+ CD45RA¯ CD27+ memory T cells, and BKV VP1 (n = 4), CMV PP65 (n = 3), EBV BMLF1 (n = 
3), and Flu MP1 (n = 3) specific CD8+ T cells expressing granzyme K. Due to insufficient BKV tetramer-
positive events after intracellular staining, BKV tetramer data from subject 6 were excluded from this 
analysis (median, IQR). CD8+ memory T cells showed a trend toward higher expression of granzyme K 
than did BKV-specific T cells, P = 0.06. 

BKV-specific T cells impossible, again due to TCR internalization and their subsequent 
inability to bind the tetramer. In subject 9, BKV-specific T cells were only detectable and 
functionally active at 1000 ng/ml. In both subjects, the stimulus provided by the lower 
concentrations proved to be insufficient to trigger cytokine production (data not shown). In 
contrast to the tetramer-negative CD8+ T cells, a considerable percentage of BKV-specific 
T cells in both subjects also produced the same proteins in response to their cognate 
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peptide (Figure 8A). The qualitative and quantitative differences in signalling induced 
by stimulation with PMA/ionomycin, that circumvents normal outside-in T cell signalling, 
and stimulation with this specific concentration of cognate peptide and co-stimulation, 
given in this specific time window, offer a likely explanation for the relative differences 
between PMA/ionomycin- and peptide/co-stimulation-triggered cytokine release  
and degranulation. 

DISCUSSION
In the current study we show that BKV-specific CD8+ T cells are present in the circulation 
of healthy adults in very low frequencies. We show that the BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T 
cells have a phenotype of resting memory cells, predominantly being CD45RA¯ CD27+ 
CD127+ KLRG1+ CCR7¯ TEM cells that were not activated and did not actively proliferate. 
Furthermore, these T cells highly express CD49d and CXCR3. Interestingly, they expressed 
intermediate levels of T-bet, but very little or no Eomes. Also, the direct cytotoxic potential 
of BKV-specific T cells appears to be limited since they are devoid of granzyme B in this 
resting state. Lastly, stimulation induced rapid excretion of inflammatory cytokines. As 
such, upon activation these BKV-specific CD8+ T cells are capable of rapidly mobilizing 
the immunological response by sending out various alarm signals. 

The extremely low frequencies of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation fit 
the finding that BKV is normally not detectable in this compartment and is residing at distal 
sites of viral latency, such as the kidney 33. Indeed, in a minority of healthy persons BKV is 
episodically shed in the urine 33,34. Unfortunately, due to their even lower frequencies in 
the circulation, we were unable to perform an ex vivo characterization of BKV LTAg-specific 
CD8+ T cells. LTAg is a non-structural protein that is expressed only during the early phase 
of viral replication, and during non-permissive infection 1. The dominance of VP1-specific 
T cells over LTAg-specific T cells is in line with lower LTAg-specific antibody serum titres 
when compared with VP1-specific antibody titres 35,36. The discrepancy between VP1 and 
LTAg expression during the viral replication cycle, and as such, the variations in antigen 
exposure, could explain the differences in population size of VP1-specific- and LTAg-
specific T cells. 

The function of BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation might be dual; 
preventing BKV from entering the circulation, which is a common occurrence in severely 
immunocompromised individuals, and/or patrolling the circulation for local or distal BKV 
activity 1. Indeed, BKV-specific cells expressed high levels of CXCR3, known to mediate T 
cell homing to reactive lymph nodes, stressed epithelium and sites of inflammation 25-27. 
Also, a small proportion expressed the central memory marker CCR7, which allows cells 
to migrate to lymphoid tissue. Furthermore, owing to their high expression of CD49d 
these cells have the capacity to migrate through the blood-brain-barrier, pointing to 
the central nervous system as a latent niche of BKV infection, as was proposed previously 
20. Considering that BKV-specific T cells also recognize epitopes of the JCV, high CD49d 
expression might be a likely explanation for the association between treatment with 
the anti-CD49d monoclonal natalizumab and the emergence of progressive multifocal 
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Figure 8. BKV-specific CD8+ T cells are polyfunctional. A. Dot plots displaying the expression of 
the intracellular cytokine staining of BKV VP1 p44 tetramer-positive events from subject 9 in black 
presented as an overlay on total CD8+ T cells in grey, after 4 h of stimulation with PMA/ionomycin or 5 
h of stimulation with a cognate peptide. Anti-IFN-γ and MIP-1β fluorescence intensity levels are plotted 
on the y axis and anti-IL-2, TNF-α, and CD107a fluorescence intensity levels on the x axis. Percentages 
of tetramer+ T cells are shown. B. Percentages of BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells expressing IL-2, IFN-γ, 
TNF-α, MIP-1β, and CD107a, as well as quintuple, quadruple, triple, and double expressers, and T cells 
secreting the combination of IL-2, IFN-γ, and TNF-α after PMA/ionomycin stimulation. (n = 2 subjects; 
median, IQR). 
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leukoencephalopathy, a severe JCV-mediated neurological disorder 37,38. However, 
the similarly high expression of CD49d by all the other circulating virus-specific CD8+ 
T cells perhaps rather emphasizes the neurotropism of the polyomaviruses, as well as 
the importance for BKV-, or ‘polyomavirus-specific’ T cells, to be present in the central 
nervous system 24. 

It has been demonstrated quite extensively that different pathogens can drive 
the differentiation of selective CD8+ T cell subsets 5,6,39,40. Indeed, we show here that BKV-
specific CD8+ T cells have a phenotype that is distinct from CMV- and EBV-specific T cells 
circulating in these same donors, while sharing some phenotypic aspects with Flu-specific 
T cells, such as the high expression of CD127, CXCR3 and the low expression of Eomes. 
The latter struck us as particularly interesting since both BKV- and Flu-specific CD8+ T 
cells mainly comprise CD127+ memory cells and Eomes was proposed to be important 
for the generation of CD8+ memory T cells 41. Also, it is remarkable that memory T cells, 
specific for viruses with two entirely different modes of infection, resemble each other 
in so many aspects, adding to the model of T cell differentiation as previously proposed 
by Appay et al. 5. Perhaps such phenotypic similarities could be explained by both T 
cell populations having been abstained from specific extracellular signals for an extended 
period of time, knowing that BKV is normally not found in the circulation while Flu is 
thought to be cleared from the body after infection. Previously, we showed that circulating 
virus-specific T cells differ significantly from their counterparts residing in lymph nodes or 
the lungs, demonstrating how the tropism of the virus is also an important determinant of 
the T cell phenotype 23,42. Local BKV-specific CD8+ T cells, could very well display more of 
an effector phenotype, perhaps readily expressing granzyme B, in order to confer a more 
specialized defence at sites where the immunogenic pressure is higher. Indeed, if these 
circulating TEM cells are recruited to a site of BKV reactivation, they may generate or reinforce 
the local T cell-mediated defence. Therefore, it is crucial to also assess the characteristics 
of tissue-resident BKV-specific T cells, for example those residing in the urogenital tract 
and/or the central nervous system. Lastly, considering crucial role of CD4+ helper T cells in 
clearing viral infection, as well as the existence of cytotoxic CD4+ T cells, knowledge about 
the BKV-specific CD4+ T cell phenotype and function should be a primary research focus 
in this field 43. Unfortunately, this is currently hindered by specific technical limitations, 
amongst which importantly the lack of available MHC class II tetramers.  

In conclusion, these data shed light on the phenotype and function of circulating BKV-
specific CD8+ T cells in healthy adults. This information allows for a future comparison 
with BKV-specific CD8+ T cells circulating in immunocompromised individuals, and their 
tissue-resident counterparts. These data may prove to be helpful for the design of new 
immunotherapeutic options for the treatment of BKV-associated disease. 
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ABSTRACT
Polyomavirus BK (BKV) frequently reactivates in immunosuppressed renal transplant 
recipients (RTRs) and may lead to graft loss due to BKV-induced interstitial nephritis 
(BKVN). Little is known on the differentiation of CD8+ T cells targeting BKV in RTRs. Here 
we investigated whether BKV-specific CD8+ T cell differentiation differs in RTRs with 
varying degrees of BKV reactivation and/or BKVN.

Using combinatorial encoding with tetramers carrying BKV major capsid protein (VP1) 
and large T antigen protein (LTAG) epitopes, we investigated CD8+ T cell responses to BKV 
in longitudinally obtained PBMC samples from 46 HLA-A02-positive RTRs and 20 healthy 
adults.  We were also able to isolate BKV-specific CD8+ T cells from five renal allografts, 
two of which were affected by BKVN. 

Before transplantation, BKV-specific CD8+ T cells targeting VP1 and LTAG epitopes 
appeared predominantly as central-memory and CD27+/CD28+ effector-memory (TEM), and 
naïve-like PD-1-expressing cells, respectively. After viral reactivation, BKV-specific CD8+ 

T cells assumed CD28¯ TEM and TEMRA states in patients who were able to control BKV, 
whereas differentiation lagged behind in patients with severe viral reactivation or BKVN. 
Furthermore, VP1-specific CD69+/CD103+ tissue-resident memory (TRM) cells accumulated 
in BKVN-affected allografts but lacked signs of effector differentiation. In contrast, 
granzyme B-expressing effector cells were detected in allografts not affected by BKVN.

In conclusion, effector-memory differentiation of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in 
patients with high viral load or BKVN is impaired. Further characterization of the specific 
mechanisms behind this altered cellular differentiation is necessary to develop therapies 
that can prevent the emergence of BKVN.
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AUTHOR SUMMARY
In immunosuppressed renal transplant recipients (RTRs), BKV frequently reactivates from 
latency and may cause severe interstitial nephritis in the allograft (BKVN). Not only is there 
no effective treatment, it also not understood why BKVN arises in some RTRs but not in all. 
In the current study we investigated populations of CD8+ T cells targeting epitopes from 
structural and non-structural BKV proteins in RTRs over the course of transplantation. In 
contrast to RTRs who suffered from self-limiting reactivation of BKV, patients who developed 
severe viral reactivation and BKVN were found to have BKV-specific CD8+ T cells which did 
not, or less often differentiate into CD28¯ effector-memory cells during viral reactivation. 
Moreover, virus-specific CD8+ T cell activation and differentiation was not only impaired in 
the circulation, but possibly also in BKVN-affected renal allografts. In contrast to the CD8+ 
T cells in kidneys from three patients who did not develop BKVN, T cells in two BKVN-
affected kidneys did not display typical cytotoxic effector traits. These findings suggest 
that impaired BKV-specific CD8+ T cell maturation in response to viral reactivation, possibly 
owing to inter-individual differences in sensitivity to immunosuppressive medication or to 
certain viral quasispecies, underlies the emergence of severe viral reactivation and BKVN. 

INTRODUCTION
Polyomavirus BK (BKV) establishes a mode of latent infection in the vast majority of 
the general, immunocompetent population 2,3. However, in immunosuppressed renal 
transplant recipients (RTRs), BKV can escape the weakened immunological response 
leading to reactivation in up to 60% of the patients. In as much as 10% of these 
reactivations, the virus causes a severe interstitial nephritis (BKVN) in the allograft that 
is associated with graft loss 4,5. Until now, the only effective treatment option for BKV 
reactivation following renal transplantation involves tapering of the immunosuppressive 
drug therapy, allowing the patient’s immune system to recover and overcome the virus. 
However, this also increases the chance on allograft rejection 4,5. 

For these reasons, effective and more specific treatment strategies are urgently needed. 
It is here that modern immunotherapies, such as adoptive transfer of virus-specific T cells, 
come into view. Recently, it was shown that BKV reactivation occurs concomitantly to a loss 
of T cells specifically targeting BKV epitopes, emphasizing the importance of T cells for 
effective immunological control of this virus 6,7. T cell populations specific for BKV can be 
expanded in vitro and may then theoretically be used to treat BKV reactivation 8. However, 
because each human virus triggers the formation of a specialized subset of T cells, carrying 
a distinct armamentarium to combat the respective virus 9, it is essential to understand 
what type of T cells confers protection against BKV. 

Previously, we used BKV virion protein 1 (VP1) peptide-loaded HLA A02-restricted 
tetramers to determine the phenotype and function of VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in 
the circulation of healthy individuals. We found that these cells largely exist in a central-
memory (TCM) or early-differentiated state 10, a phenotype that was recently associated 
with stem cell-like properties 11. However, in healthy individuals BKV-specific T cells may 
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seldom encounter their cognate antigen 12, whereas in RTRs BKV frequently reactivates, 

thus exposing the host’s T cells to substantial amounts of antigen and inflammation. 

Because of their specific capacity to detect and control intracellular pathology, as caused 

by viruses, we here investigated the phenotypic and functional differentiation of BKV VP1- 

and large T antigen (LTAG)-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation of RTRs suffering from 

various degrees of BKV reactivation over the course of transplantation. In addition, we 

characterized BKV-specific T cells obtained from the allograft of some patients. Using this 

approach we aimed to identify whether differences in clinical outcome of BKV-infection are 

associated with altered differentiation pathways and/or effector functions of CD8+ T cells 

targeting this virus.

Using combinatorial encoding 13 with six different HLA A02-restricted  tetramers we 

confirmed that VP1-specific cells before transplantation mainly exist in a central-memory 

(TCM) or early-differentiated effector-memory (TEM) state, whereas LTAG-specific CD8+ 

T cells unexpectedly exhibit a naïve-like phenotype with frequent expression of PD-1. 

After transplantation, both VP1 and LTAG-specific cells showed CD28¯ TEM differentiation, 

sometimes with CD45RA re-expression (TEMRA). This mainly occurred in RTRs with low 

or undetectable viral load but not in patients with high viral load and/or BKVN. Within 

the renal allograft of two BKVN patients, we detected a high frequency of CD69/CD103-

expressing tissue-resident BKV VP1-specific memory cells that, in contrast to the CD69/

CD103-negative recirculating BKV-specific cells in kidneys from non-BKVN-affected 

patients, did not express granzyme B. 

RESULTS
Patients and Virology
We included longitudinally obtained samples from 46 HLA-A02-positive RTRs: 21 in 

whom BKV replication had not been observed in the first year after transplantation (not-

reactivating or NR patients), 11 RTRs in whom BKV had reactivated with a peak viral load 

below 1*104 copies/ml (Rlow patients), 6 RTRs showing BKV reactivation with a peak viral 

load higher than 104 copies/ml (Rhigh patients), and 8 RTRs with peak viral load higher than 

104 copies/ml and biopsy-proven BKVN (BKVN patients).  From five other patients who 

underwent a graft biopsy because of deterioration in renal allograft function during active 

BKV-infection, we obtained graft-eluted cells. Histological examination revealed BKVN in 

2 of them, and no BKV infection in the other three patients. All grafts contained various 

degrees of interstitial fibrosis, tubular atrophy and cellular infiltrates. Samples from 20 HLA 

A02-positive healthy individuals served as a control. 

Serological assessment showed the presence of anti-BKV antibodies in all patients 

before transplantation. Antibody titres increased significantly in the first year after 

transplantation in all RTRs in whom BK viremia was detected, but not in the NR patients 

(Figure 1a). Therefore, the rise in antibody titres is a reflection of viral reactivation as 

measured in the circulation but does not necessarily seems to prevent the reactivation as 

was shown previously 7,14. Peak viral load in RTRs were detected most often in the second 
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and third quarter of the first year post transplantation (Figure 1b). The viral load in the Rlow 
patients had dropped close to the quantifiable detection threshold of 1000 copies/ml 
already at the ≤6 months post peak viral load points. In the Rhigh patients, this did not 
occur until somewhere in between the ≤1 year and ≤ 2 year post peak viral load time 
points. BKVN patients did not drop below this threshold during follow-up (Figure 1b).  
In response to detection of BKV viremia, the dosage of immunosuppressive drugs was 
carefully diminished, aimed at decreasing the BKV-load and preserving renal allograft 
function. First, the dose of mycophenolate mofetil was tapered in steps of 250 to 500 mg 
per 2 weeks, followed by decreasing the dose of tacrolimus by 0.5 to 2 mg per 2 weeks. 

Detection of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in healthy individuals and in RTRs before and following transplantation
Previously, BKV-specific CD8+ T cells were shown to be present in the circulation of both 
healthy individuals and RTRs at extremely low frequencies 10,15-18. To enhance the sensitivity 
and specificity of detection of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells, we here used combinatorial 
encoding of HLA-A02 tetramers loaded with two different immunodominant BKV VP1 
peptides and one immunodominant LTAG peptide (Figure S1a) 13. Using this technique, 
and staining a large number of PBMCs (up to 12*106 PBMCs per sample), we detected 
BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in 6 out of 20 healthy individuals, and in 2 of 21 NR patients; 
8 of 11 Rlow patients; 6 of 6 Rhigh patients; and in 5 of 8 BKVN patients at some time point(s) 
during follow-up. We detected LTAG-specific cells in 12 of 20 healthy individuals, and in 4 
of 21 NR patients; in 2 of 11 Rlow patients, in 2 of 6 Rhigh patients and in 4 of 8 BKVN patients 
during follow-up (Figure S2). In RTRs, both VP1 and LTAG-specific cells were detected 
more frequently during viremia. Expansion of BKV-specific CD8+ T cell populations 
occurred in some individuals after transplantation, but not in all patients (Figure 1c). 
This was corroborated by a rise in Ki-67 expression after transplantation, particularly by 
the VP1-specific cells, indicating active cell proliferation. Ki-67+ expressing cells were 
detected neither in the samples from the NR patients, nor in those from the healthy  
individuals (Figure 1d). 

The differentiation status of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in RTRs before transplantation is similar to that in 
healthy individuals
Using multichannel flowcytometry, we determined the expression of various molecules 
characteristic for T cell differentiation and function (Figure S1b). Previously, we found that 
circulating BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in healthy individuals were predominantly TCM 
cells (CD45RA¯CCR7+CD27+) or early-differentiated TEM (CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD27+) cells 19. In 
the current study, adding the expression of CD28 to the classification, we confirmed these 
findings (Figure 2a). 

Both LTAG and VP1-specific CD8+ T cells circulating in RTRs before transplantation 
showed similar phenotypes as in healthy individuals (Figure 2a). Comparison of LTAG 
and VP1-specific CD8+ T cells, however, revealed substantial differences in both healthy 
individuals and RTRs, with the LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells displaying a predominant 
CD45RA+CCR7+CD28+CD27+ surface phenotype (Figure 2a). This phenotype may 
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Figure 1. A. anti-VP1 antibody levels in NR, Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN patients shortly before transplantation 
and one year after transplantation. B, Viral load during follow-up of Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN patients (left 
panel) and viral load plotted against the peak viral load (right panel). C. From left to right: Population 
sizes of VP1- (open symbols) and LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cells detected in healthy 
individuals, in all RTRs before transplantation, in NR patients before - and one year after transplantation 
and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN during follow-up. D. Expression frequency of Ki-67 by VP1- (open symbols) 
and LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cells in healthy individuals, in NR patients before - and one 
year after transplantation and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs during follow-up.
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define antigen-inexperienced T cells, but also a subset of very early differentiated 

antigen-experienced CD8+ T cells with stem-cell-like traits, that, amongst others, is 

defined by expression of the tumour necrosis factor receptor family member CD95  

(FAS receptor) 20,21. However, only about 16% of LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells with a “naïve” 

CD45RA+CCR7+CD28+CD27+ phenotype expressed CD95, which equalled the CD95 

expression on the total population of CD45RA+CCR7+CD28+CD27+ CD8+ T cells (not 

shown). Thus, based on this surface marker, only a fraction of LTAG-specific cells could 

be assigned as typical stem-cell memory cells. Importantly, the LTAG-specific cells were 

significantly enriched for the expression of PD-1 when compared to the total naïve CD8+ T 

cell pool (Figure S3) suggesting that they have indeed been stimulated by antigen.

In addition, no major differences were found between the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells of 

patients just before renal transplantation and healthy control individuals regarding other 

immunological characteristics of BKV-specific cells like their T-bet- or Eomes expression; 

expression of granzyme B or granzyme K, and IL-7Rα (CD127), PD1, or CD95 (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. A. Scatter plots and pie charts showing the distribution of the seven largest CD45RA/CCR7/
CD28/CD27-defined human CD8+ T cell populations, as described previously 22, amongst VP1- (first 
column) and LTAG-specific (second column) CD8+ T cell populations detected in healthy individuals 
(first row) and all RTRs (second row) before transplantation. B. from left to right the expression of T-bet, 
Eomes, granzyme B, granzyme K (first row) and IL-7Rα (CD127), PD-1 and CD95 (second row) by VP1- 
(open symbols) and LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cells detected in healthy individuals and in 
all RTRs before transplantation.
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BKV-specific CD8+ T cell effector-memory differentiation is impaired in renal transplant recipients with high 
viral load and BKVN.
During BKV reactivation, the composition of both VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T cell 
populations changed, as shown in Figure 3a and S4. The most profound changes 
were noted in the Rlow patients, in whom substantial proportions of normally cytotoxic 
intermediately-differentiated (CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27+), CD45RA¯ effector-type 
(CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28¯CD27¯) TEM and TEMRA (CD45RA+CCR7¯CD28¯CD27) CD8+ T cell 
subsets specific for either VP1 or LTAG became detectable during and after the time point 
of peak viral load.  In the Rhigh and BKVN group, these subsets were also formed amongst 
the VP1-specific CD8+ T cells but later in time and in smaller proportions. CD28¯ TEM 
subsets also emerged amongst LTAG-specific populations, but primarily at the moment of 
peak viral load in the Rhigh, after which their sizes diminished during the later time points. 
CD28¯ TEM differentiation was seldom observed in  the BKVN patients. Differentiation had 
also occurred within the LTAG-specific cell-populations from NR patients at one year post-
transplantation (Figure 3 and S4). 

The frequency of T-bet and Eomes-expressing LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells is highest in patients with low BK viral 
load. 
Recently, we found that the expression levels of T-bet and Eomes, master transcriptional 
regulators of type 1 (cytotoxic) T cell differentiation, are strong indicators of the degree of 
CD8+ T cell differentiation 22. We also showed that BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells circulating 
in healthy individuals mostly express low or intermediate levels of T-bet, whereas they lack 
expression of Eomes 10. Here, we studied whether the expression of T-bet and Eomes was 
influenced by the BK viremia occurring in RTRs.

Figure 4a shows that at all time points and in each patient group, VP1- and LTAG-
specific cells expressed significantly more T-bet than Eomes. The frequency of T-bet- and 
Eomes-expressing VP1-specific cells was comparable between the different study groups. 
Although referring to data from only six patients, the frequency of both T-bet and Eomes-
expressing LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells appeared to be higher in the Rlow patients than in 
the other study groups. This is also illustrated by Figure 4b, which shows two representative 
patients from the Rlow-, respectively BKVN group. Remarkably, despite the clear CD28¯ 
TEM differentiation detected in the LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells from NR patients around 
the first year after transplantation (Figure 3a), these populations did not contain increased 
frequencies of T-bet- and Eomes- expression at that time point (Figure 4a).  

During BKV-replication, IL-7Ra expression on LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells in patients with low BK viral load is 
down regulated. 
The cytokine IL-7 is important for T cell homeostasis in the absence of antigen and 
inflammation and IL-7Rα expression is rapidly lost following T cell receptor-dependent 
activation 23. As described previously, nearly all VP1-specific cells in healthy individuals 
expressed IL-7Rα, further suggesting that these cells infrequently encounter their antigen 
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Figure 3. A. Pie charts depicting the distribution of the seven largest CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-
defined human CD8+ T cell populations, as described previously 22, amongst VP1- (left panel) and LTAG-
specific (right panel) CD8+ T cell populations detected in NR, Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs during follow-up. 
B. Representative dot plot overlays showing the fluorescence intensities of CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 and 
CD27 with the total CD8+ T cell events shown in grey and LTAG-specific events in black from one Rlow 
patient (upper row) and one BKVN patient (lower row) during follow-up.
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Figure 4. A. Scatter plots showing the expression frequencies of T-bet (upper panel) and Eomes (lower 
panel) by VP1- (open symbols) and LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cell populations detected 
in NR patients before - and one year after transplantation, and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs during 
follow-up. B. Representative dot plot overlays showing the fluorescence intensities of T-bet and Eomes 
with the total CD8+ T cell events shown in grey and LTAG-specific events in black from one Rlow patient 
(upper row) and one BKVN patient (lower row) during follow-up.

(Figure 2) 10. As shown above, we found similar data for the LTAG-specific cells in healthy 
individuals and in patients just before renal transplantation (Figure 2b). IL-7Rα was also 
expressed on the majority of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in NR-patients, Rhigh and BKVN 
patients (Figure 5a). In sharp contrast, IL-7Rα expression in the Rlow patients was clearly 
downregulated during BKV-reactivation, especially on the LTAG-specific cell populations, 
as is also illustrated by two representative patients from the Rlow - , respectively the BKVN 
group (Figure 5b).
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Functional characteristics of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells
Next, we studied functional properties of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells, viz. their cytotoxic 

capacity as judged by both the presence of the serine proteases granzyme K and granzyme 

B, expression of the degranulation marker CD107a and their cytokine-producing capacity. 

Previously, we found that a small number of BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in healthy 

individuals expressed granzyme K and/or B 19, which we confirmed in the present study 

(Figure 2) 10. Despite the CD28¯ TEM differentiation occurring after BKV reactivation, 

particularly in the Rlow group, no clear differences in granzyme expression were observed at 

any time-point between these and other patients (Figure 6). As a marker for degranulation, 

we studied the surface expression of CD107a on BKV-specific CD8+ T cells after stimulation 

in vitro. Figure 7 shows in all groups at all time points a rather low frequency of CD107a+ 

cells, suggesting minimal degranulation of these cells, at least in the peripheral circulation.

Figure 5. A. Scatter plots showing the expression frequencies of IL-7Rα by VP1- (open symbols) and 
LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cell populations detected in NR patients before - and one year 
after transplantation, and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs during follow-up. B. Representative dot plot 
overlays showing the fluorescence intensities of T-bet and IL-7Rα with the total CD8+ T cell events shown 
in grey and LTAG-specific events in black from one Rlow patient (upper row) and one BKVN patient (lower 
row) during follow-up.
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The cytokine production capacity of the different BKV-specific CD8+ T cell populations 
was tested by stimulating PBMC with PMA/ionomycin, followed by visualization of 
the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells using combinatorial encoding with tetramers. This approach 
is hindered by downregulation of the T cell receptor upon T cell activation 24. For unknown 
reasons, this particularly affected the LTAG-specific cells in the Rhigh and BKVN patients. As 
such, we were unable to detect sufficient LTAG-specific cells in these patient groups for 
analysis. In the Rlow group, where LTAG-specific cells were still detectable after stimulation, 
we observed that a modest proportion produced IL-2, TNFα and INFγ (Figure 7 and S5).  

Previously, we found that the majority of VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in healthy individuals 
produced combinations of three cytokines, most commonly IL-2, INFγ and TNFα 19. 
This was confirmed in the present study, and was also observed in patients before renal 
transplantation and thereafter, irrespective of detectable BKV reactivation (Figure 7). No 
major differences in cytokine production capacity of VP1-specific cells were observed 
during follow-up. 

Tissue-resident memory CD8+ T cells directed against the BKV VP1-epitope accumulate in the renal allograft 
from patients with BKVN 
Because BKV nephropathy is the final consequence of uncontrolled BKV-replication in 
the kidney allograft, we studied the presence of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells within the graft 
of two patients and compared them to their peripheral blood counterparts. As a control, 
we studied graft-eluted cells from three RTRs without BKVN. In the two BKVN grafts, we 
detected only VP1-specific CD8+ T cells, whereas in the three non-BKVN-affected grafts we 
detected one VP1- and two LTAG-specific populations. We found that in the BKVN grafts 
the VP1-specific T cells were about 105 times enriched when compared to the peripheral 
blood compartment. In contrast, the frequencies of the one VP1-specific population and 
two LTAG-specific populations that we detected in the non-BKVN allografts, were similar 
to those in the paired peripheral blood samples (Figure 8a). 

Tissue-resident memory T-cells (TRM) are characterized by expression of CD69 and 
CD103 25,26, both molecules ensuring that TRM populations are retained in the respective 
tissue and that they do not re-enter the circulation 27. In the two patients with BKVN, 
most of the graft-eluted VP1-specific CD8+ T cells expressed both CD69 and CD103, 
designating them as TRM cells (Figure 8b). In contrast, in patients without BKVN, a minority 
of the BKV-specific CD8 T cells stained double-positive for these markers. The graft-
eluted VP1-specific CD8+ T cells from the two BKVN patients were comparable to those in 
peripheral blood, showing a CD45RA¯CD27+/¯ TEM phenotype (Figure 8c). Both VP1- and 
LTAG-specific graft-eluted cells from patients without BKVN were also quite similar to 
their PB counterparts but showed a more advanced differentiation state, bearing a CD27¯ 
TEM or TEMRA phenotype. The accumulated VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in the two BKVN-
affected kidneys contained very few granzyme B positive cells. In contrast, a considerable 
proportion of the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in the non-BKVN-kidneys expressed this serine 
protease, although the percentage was lower than in the PB compartment (Figure 8d). 
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Figure 6. A. Scatter plots showing the expression frequencies of granzyme K (upper panel) and granzyme 
B (lower panel) by VP1- (open symbols) and LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cell populations 
detected in NR patients before - and one year after transplantation, and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs 
during follow-up. B. Representative dot plot overlays showing the fluorescence intensities of granzyme K 
and granzyme B with the total CD8+ T cell events shown in grey and LTAG-specific events in black from 
one Rlow patient (upper row) and one BKVN patient (lower row) during follow-up.

DISCUSSION 
Here, we document that in renal transplant patients with high viral load and/or BKVN, 
the effector-memory differentiation of circulatory BKV VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T 
cells is distinct from that in patients with low viral load. In line with this, the frequency 
of circulating T-bet and Eomes-expressing LTAG-specific cells was highest in patients 
with low viral replication. Furthermore, the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in Rlow patients 
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Figure 7. Scatter plots showing the production of CD107a (first row), IL-2 (second row), IFNγ (third row) 
and TNFα (last row) by VP1- (open symbols) and LTAG-specific (closed symbols) CD8+ T cell populations 
detected after stimulation in vitro in healthy individuals, NR patients before - and one year after 
transplantation, and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs during follow-up.

downregulated their expression of IL-7Rα, emphasizing the activation of these cells. 

Despite these dissimilarities in differentiation patterns, the BKV-specific cells in the distinct 

patient groups expressed similar but low levels of granzyme K and B. Also, we did not 

find any difference between the groups in cytokine production by the BKV-specific CD8+ T 

cells, which were polyfunctional as we showed before [8]. 
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Figure 8. A. Line graphs showing the paired percentages of BKV VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells 
amongst the total CD8+ T cell pool in the peripheral blood (PB) and in the kidney for 2 BKVN patients (first 
column) and three other RTRs (middle and right columns) B. Dot plot overlays showing the fluorescence 
intensities of CD013 and CD69, and of C. CD45RA and CD27, and D. CD103 and granzyme B in the PB 
and in the kidney.
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Because we found no differences in properties of BKV specific CD8+ T cells between 
healthy individuals and patients shortly before transplantation, possible effects exerted 
by the uremic state or by any drug medication at present or in the past seem not to be 
involved. Recently, Schaenman et al. also reported that there is no apparent association 
between any type of immunosuppressive medication and the emergence of severe BKV 
reactivation in RTRs 5.  

VP1-specific CD8+ T cells collected before transplantation started off with a TCM or early-
differentiated TEM phenotype, whereas the LTAG-specific cells curiously primarily displayed 
a naïve-like phenotype. Nevertheless, following transplantation and viral reactivation 
in the Rlow patients, both VP1- and LTAG-specific populations differentiated into CD28¯ 
TEM cells, with LTAG-specific cells even acquiring the TEMRA state. In the Rhigh and BKVN 
patients, VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells instead generally persisted in their TCM and 
CD28+CD27+ TEM differentiation state. When compared to human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) 
or Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-specific CD8+ T cells, the frequencies of BKV-specific cells 
in the circulation are very low, making them difficult to detect [8, 13-16, 34]. Therefore, 
Schachtner et al. used in vitro stimulation with overlapping BKV peptide pools in an 
Interferon-γ Elispot assay, and showed that the overall BKV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 
response was significantly delayed in patients who developed BKVN [5]. The same group 
recently demonstrated that this delay concerns mainly the T cell response targeting LTAG 
epitopes [4], which is in line with the data presented here. 

The naïve-like LTAG cells detected prior to transplantation expressed PD-1 significantly 
more often when compared to the total CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 CD8+ T cell 
population. Apart from being a marker of functional exhaustion, PD-1 is also recruited 
into the immunological synapse upon T cell activation [30, 31]. Therefore, this naïve-like 
state may represent a subset of antigen-experienced T cells in a very early differentiation 
state, close to the CD95-expressing naïve-like population of stem-cell memory cells that 
was described recently [32, 33]. Despite the CD28¯ TEM differentiation by T cells in the Rlow 
group, a differentiation state that is normally associated with increasing expression levels 
of granzyme B 28,29, CD28¯ cells specific for BKV epitopes detected after viral reactivation 
had not significantly upregulated their granzyme B expression. 

In view of the low percentage of granzyme-expressing cells, it may therefore well be 
that the normal immunological control of BKV by CD8+ T cells is not exerted by granzyme K 
or B. For example, human CMV-specific CD8+ T cells highly express granzyme B and T-bet. 
Instead, CD8+ T cells targeting EBV epitopes, primarily express granzyme K and Eomes, 
suggesting that each virus is controlled by a distinct type of CD8+ T cell equipped with 
a specific armamentarium [8, 21, 35, 36]. Therefore, CD8+ T cells may also have adopted 
a distinct strategy to control BKV, especially considering the long relationship between 
man and this virus [37]. Given the polyfunctionality with regard to cytokine production, 
BKV-specific CD8+ T cells may rely much more on production of typical cytokines to control 
BKV proliferation than on exerting cytotoxicity against infected cells. 

It is important to mention that we only investigated the immunodominant HLA-A02-
restricted T cell response in this study. Whilst this was done because this is the most abundant 
HLA class I molecule expressed by the general Western population, immunodominant 
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BKV T cell responses indeed also occur via other HLA class I molecules as shown recently 

by Cioni et al. 30.

One should also consider that the mechanism by which viral control is executed, 

may not be reflected by T cells located in the peripheral blood compartment. Indeed, 

the epicentre of BKV infection and inflammation is located within the renal allograft and 

not in the circulation. In the two patients with BKVN, from whom we obtained graft-eluted 

cells, the frequency of VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in the graft was indeed much higher 

than in their paired peripheral blood samples, suggesting sequestration of virus specific 

cells within the allograft. The majority of these graft-eluted cells consisted of CD69/

CD103 double-positive TRM cells [27]. Surprisingly, also here only very few of these cells 

expressed granzyme B. Considering the immunopathology in BKVN grafts, as evidenced 

by histological damage and deteriorated graft function, this large TRM population appeared 

not capable to control the viral infection. In contrast, in patients without BKVN, only few 

BKV specific TRM cells were detected in the graft, that apparently possibly contributed to 

local control of the virus. 

Although more granzyme B-expressing cells were present than in the BKVN patients, 

they were mainly CD103-negative and their frequency was still lower than in the peripheral 

blood compartment. Probably, the intragraft BKV-specific CD8+ T-cells with the CD103-

negative effector phenotype, are recirculating cells. In fact, in paired peripheral blood 

samples, similar phenotypes were found. Whether the TRM cells originate from in situ 

differentiation of these recirculating effector cells, or vice versa, is unknown. Neither do 

we understand why so few effector cells were detected in the BKVN-allografts, and why 

the large population of TRM cells in the BKVN-allografts failed to contain the infection. This 

situation is reminiscent of so-called tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), which are in 

general dysfunctional 31. By analogy with that, we suppose to name these cells as Virus-

specific Tissue-Infiltrating Lymphocytes (V-TILs). Given the small sample size in the current 

study, further research into (BKV-specific) kidney-resident T cell memory populations  

is required. 

Specific reasons for the impaired  effector-memory differentiation of circulating BKV-

specific CD8 T cells in the patients with high viral loads / BKVN require further research. 

One possibility is that differentiation did occur, but was not measurable in the peripheral 

blood compartment due to retention of these cells in the tissue. Considering truly impaired 

differentiation, this may be the consequence of defective CD4+ helper cell function, 

insufficient costimulation, individual differences in susceptibility to immunosuppressive 

medication, or differences in the virulence of various BKV sub- or quasispecies. More 

knowledge on these possibilities, also on BKV-specific CD4+ T cell differentiation in these 

patients, is needed to better understand the disease process in order to develop effective 

BKV-directed immunotherapy in the future. 

In conclusion, our findings show an impaired effector-memory differentiation program 

of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in patients with severe BKV reactivation and/or BKVN. This 

offers an explanation for the pathogenesis of this clinical entity in RTRs, as well as a rationale 

for the potential effectiveness of immunotherapies to treat BKV reactivation in the future. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects and study groups
From the cohort of renal transplant recipients (RTRs) who were transplanted at 

the Academic Medical Center (AMC, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) between 2008 and 

2013, we selected 25 HLA A02-positive patients, who experienced a reactivation of BKV-

infection as demonstrated by a positive DNA real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) in plasma 

within the first two years after a first transplantation. We included only HLA-02-positive 

individuals in this study because this is the most ubiquitously expressed HLA subclass 

(~50%) by the Western population. BKV DNA was quantified before and at regular intervals 

of 3 months after transplantation, and more frequently when qPCR had become positive, 

or earlier when BKV reactivation was clinically suspected. Peripheral blood samples were 

collected at the same time points; mononuclear cells (PBMC) and sera or plasma samples 

were frozen. 

Time points chosen for analyses comprise: pre-transplantation (pre Tx); the period prior 

to detection of the peak viral load (pre-peak); the moment of peak viral load; the period of 

the first 6 months after detection of the peak viral load (≤6 months post peak); the period 

from month 6 to month 12 after detection of the peak viral load (≤ 1 year post peak); and 

the period between the first year and the second year after detection of the peak viral 

load (≤2 years post peak). Data points of individual patients shown and analysed were 

the ones collected closest to t = 6 months post peak, t = 12 months post peak and t = 24 

months post peak. The pre-peak time point was defined as the number of months from 

transplantation to peak viral load divided by two. For obvious reasons, these restrictions 

did not apply to the pre-transplantation samples and the peak viral load samples as these 

concerned single sampling moments. Each time frame holds no more than one data point 

from an individual patient. All other data points collected and measured during follow-up 

were excluded from the analyses and the graphs shown in this manuscript. 

Immunosuppressive treatment included induction with CD25mAb (Basiliximab), and 

maintenance therapy, consisting of corticosteroids 10 mg/day orally, mycophenolate 

mofetil 2 gram/day and tacrolimus aimed at serum trough levels of 6 – 10 ng/ml. Exclusion 

criteria comprised previous transplantation, PRA > 5%, inadequate viral load monitoring 

frequency, inadequate sampling frequency and/or treatment with immunosuppressive 

medication other than the agents described above. From the same cohort of RTRs, 21 

HLA-A02-positive patients were included in whom no BKV reactivation occurred. These 

patients were treated, monitored and sampled according to the same protocol. In 

addition, we isolated mononuclear cells from renal allograft tissue and paired peripheral 

blood of 5 RTRs. Two patients who underwent a graft biopsy because of deterioration in 

renal allograft function during active BKV-infection were diagnosed to have BKVN based 

on histological analysis and a positive SV40 staining. BKV was not actively replicating 

in the three other RTRs and histological signs of BKV infection were lacking. All grafts 

contained various degrees of interstitial fibrosis, tubular atrophy and cellular infiltrates. 

As a control, we also included PBMC isolated from 20 HLA A02-positive buffy coats from 
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healthy blood donors ranging between 18 and 64 years of age (Sanquin, Blood Supply, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Table I). For these latter subjects we could not obtain serum 
samples. We chose a viral load of 1*104 copies/ml as cut-off value between Rlow and 
Rhigh patients, because it was previously proposed as a critical threshold for developing  
BKVN 32. However, as opposed to the BKVN patients, we were unable to detect BKVN in 
the Rhigh patients by immunohistochemistry of their allograft biopsies. 

ETHICS STATEMENT
The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the AMC, and written-
informed consent was obtained from all patients in accordance with the Declaration  
of Helsinki.

Isolation of mononuclear cells from peripheral blood and renal allograft tissue
PBMC were obtained using standard density gradient centrifugation and subsequently 
cryopreserved until the day of analysis 33. Samples of human renal cortex were obtained 
from transplantectomies and renal allograft biopsies. Kidney mononuclear cells were 
isolated using mechanical disruption and enzymatic digestion. Renal cortex tissue was 
cut into small pieces, washed thoroughly with PBS to remove blood and incubated with 
collagenase type IV (150 U/ml, Worthington, Lakewood, NJ, USA) and DNase I type IV  
(50 U/ml) in HBSS + 2% fetal calf serum (FCS) + 0.6% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for  
20’ at 37⁰C. The tissue pieces were washed and processed through a single-cell strainer. 
Renal biopsy eluates were analyzed directly. Isolates of larger kidney samples underwent 
density gradient centrifugation and were cryopreserved.

Virological analyses
Viral DNA was isolated from 200 ul plasma sample by Magnapure96 isolation (Roche 
applied Science) using the total nucleic acid isolation kit according to the instructions of 
the manufacturer. Subsequently, isolated DNA was amplified by an internally controlled 
quantitative realtime TaqMan PCR targeting the Large T-antigen Gene. Quantification was 
based on standard curves using quantified plasmid DNA containing the target sequence. 
Values over 1000 copies/ml were considered to be positive. 

Serological analyses
Serum samples were analysed by Luminex for IgG reactivity against the BKV-genotype Ib1 
major capsid protein 1 (VP1) according to a published protocol 34. Glutathione–casein (GC) 
coupled Bio-Plex polystyrene beads (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) containing 
a combination of fluorescent dyes were coupled to either GST-BKV VP1.tag or GST.tag. 
For each antigen, 3,000 GC-coupled beads per sample were loaded with crude bacterial 
lysates containing relevant GST-fusion protein. Samples were preincubated with GST.tag 
containing bacterial crude lysates (2 mg/mL) in blocking buffer to reduce nonspecific GST 
binding. The antigen-coated bead mixtures were incubated with serum diluted 1:100. 
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For detection of bound serum antibodies, beads were incubated with goat anti-human 
total immunoglobulin G–biotin (1:1,000 dilution; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories 
Inc., West Grove, PA, USA), streptavidin R–phycoerythrin (1:1,000 dilution; Invitrogen), and 
washed. Beads were analyzed in a Bio-Plex 100 analyzer (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Results are 
presented as median fluorescent intensity (MFI) units. For each sample, antigen-specific 
binding was obtained by subtracting the MFI for beads coated with GST alone from those 
of beads coated with GST VP1. The cut-off value to determine BKV-seropositivity was 
based on sera of healthy children aged 10-15 months old, as described 35. 

Immunofluorescence staining, flowcytometry
For the detection of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells we utilized combinatorial encoding 
with tetramers loaded with different immunodominant BKV peptides. This technique 
significantly increases the sensitivity in comparison to single multimer staining and 
allows for a detection limit as low as 0.002% of total CD8+ T cells in large sample sizes 
(Figure S1b) 13. To achieve a large enough sample size, we stained up to twelve million 
PBMC with the tetramers per experiment and determined the presence of BKV VP1 and 
LTAG-specific CD8+ T cell populations as well as their expression of various surface and 
intracellular markers by multichannel flowcytometry (Figure S1c). As advised previously, 
we used a pre-defined inclusion cut-off value of at least 10 double-positive tetramer  
events (Figure S1b) 13.

Tetrameric complexes were obtained from Sanquin (Amsterdam, Netherlands) and from 
the NIH Tetramer Core Facility. Three different and previously tested immunodominant 
epitopes, shared by the majority of BKV strains were selected 10,15,16,36. This concerned 
two BKV capsid protein VP1 epitopes: BKV VP1-derived AITEVECFL (VP1 p44) and 
BKV VP1 LLMWEAVTV (VP1 p108); and one large T antigen protein (LTAg) epitopes: 
BKV LTAg LLLIWFRPV (LTAg p579). These were incorporated in phycoerythrin (PE, 
Sanquin), allophycocyanin (APC) and Brilliant Violet™ 421-labeled HLA-A02 tetrameric  
complexes (NIH). 

PBMC were washed in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.01% (wt/vol) NaN3 and 
0.5% (wt/vol) bovine serum albumin. Samples were split into aliquots of two million cells. Each 
aliquot was incubated with a mix of PE-, APC-, and BV421-labeled tetrameric-complexes 
for two different BKV VP1 epitopes and one BKV LTag epitope (Sanquin, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands), followed by incubation with a combination of the following antibodies: 
CD27 APC-eFluor780 (eBioscience Inc, San Diego, CA, USA), CD8 BrilliantViolet (BV)785, 
IL-7Rα BV711, CXCR6 PE-Cy7 (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA), CD3 V500, CD45RA 
BV650, CCR7 BrilliantUltraViolet (BUV)395, PD-1 BrilliantBlue515, CD14 PE-CF594, CD19 
PE-CF594, CD21 PE-CF594, CD95 BV711 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), CD28 
FITC (Sanquin). Dead cells and duplets were excluded from analysis by using Live/Dead 
fixable staining (Life Technologies Europe BV, Bleiswijk, Netherlands) and height- and 
width event characteristics, respectively (Figure S1c).

The FOX-P3 staining kit (eBioscience) was used for intracellular stainings with 
the following antibodies: Eomesodermin PerCP-eFluor710, granzyme K PerCP-
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eFluor710, T-Bet PE-Cy7 (eBioscience), Ki-67 BUV395 and granzyme B AlexaFluor700 (BD 
Biosciences). Cells were washed twice, all aliquots of a sample were pooled and up to ten 
million PBMC per sample were measured on an LSRFortessa flow cytometer and analyzed 
with FlowJo Version 9.3.3 software. Only live CD19¯CD4¯CD20¯CD8+CD3+ lymphocytes 
positive for both differently labelled but otherwise identical tetramers were considered 
specific for the BKV epitope presented in the HLA-A2 tetramer (Figure S1b). CD8+ T cell 
differentiation was determined by surface expression patterns of CD45RA, CCR7, CD28 
and CD27. We used a classification that defines the seven largest functionally distinct 
subsets, involving naïve and stem-cell memory cells (sharing a similar phenotype), central-
memory cells (TCM), four different effector-memory (TEM) subsets and the TEMRA subset as  
described previously 22,29,37-39. 

Please note that due to limited numbers of available PBMCs per patient we were not 
always able to do stainings with all the different antibody panels.  This affects the data 
presented on granzyme K, granzyme B and Ki-67 expression  (which were stained in 
a separate panel), where we did not have sufficient samples to determine the expression 
of these markers by BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in one NR patient, one Rlow patient and 
one Rhigh patient at t=pre-peak; three Rlow patients and three Rhigh patients at t=<6 months 
post-peak; and two Rlow patients at t=2years post-peak. Expression of these markerscould 
also not be measured in BKV LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells for one Rhigh patient and one 
BKVN patient at t=peak; nor in one Rlow patient at t=2 years post-peak. 

Cytokine production by BK virus-specific T cells
Cytokine release after phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)/ionomycin stimulation was 
performed as described by Lamoreaux et al.24. In short, PBMC were thawed and rested 
overnight in suspension flasks (Greiner) in RPMI supplemented with 10% FCS, penicillin, 
and streptomycin (culture medium). Samples were split into aliquots of two million cells. 
Each aliquot was stimulated with PMA (10 ng/ml) and ionomycin (1 µg/ml) in culture 
medium in the presence of CD107a FITC (eBioscience); αCD28 (15E8; 2 μg/mL), αCD29 
(TS 2/16; 1 μg/mL), brefeldin A (Invitrogen; 10 μg/mL); and GolgiStop (BD Biosciences) 
in a final volume of 200 μL for 4 hours (PMA at 10 ng/mL/ionomycin at 1 μg/mL) at 37°C 
and 5% CO2 in untreated, round-bottom, 96-well plates (Corning). Subsequently, cells 
were incubated with a mix of PE-, APC-, and BV421-labeled tetrameric-complexes for two 
BKV VP1 epitopes and one BKV LTag epitope (table II), followed by incubation with CD14 
PE-CF594, CD19 PE-CF594, CD21 PE-CF594, CD3 V500, CD8 BV785, and Live/Dead 
fixable red cell stain. Cells were then washed twice, fixed, and permeabilized (Cytofix/
Cytoperm reagent; BD Biosciences) and subsequently incubated with the following 
intracellular mAbs: anti-IFNγ BUV 395, anti-TNFα BV650 (BD Biosciences), and anti–IL-2 
PerCP-eFluor 710 (eBioscience). Cells were washed twice; all aliquots of a sample were 
pooled and up to ten million PBMC per sample were measured on an LSRFortessa flow 
cytometer and analysed with FlowJo Version 9.3.3 software.
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Statistical analysis
The two-tailed Mann-Whitney test or the Kruskal-Wallis test was used to analyse 
differences between different patient groups in IBM SPSS v22.0. A p-value less than 0.05 
was considered statistically significant. 
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SUPPLEMETARY TABLES AND FIGURES

Figure S1. A. Schematic overview of the detection of BKV virion protein 1 (VP1)- and large T antigen 
protein (LTAG)-specific CD8+ T cells using combinatorial encoding with six different fluorescently-labelled 
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I tetramers loaded with VP1 and LTAG peptides. B. 
Representative dot plots showing the gating strategy used to define lymphocytes, single cells (exclusion 
of duplets), CD8-positive and CD3-positive events, four different CD45RA and CD27-defined events, 
CCR7-negative and positive events, CD28 –negative and positive events, T-bet and/or eomesodermin 
(Eomes)-positive events, IL-7Rα (CD127)-negative and positive events, CD95-positive events, PD-1-
positive events, Ki-67-positive events and granzyme K and/or granzyme B-positive events, respectively. 
These data were obtained from one representative healthy individual.
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Figure S2. Bar graphs showing the detection frequencies of VP1- (open bars) and LTAG-specific (closed 
bars) CD8+ T cells in healthy individuals, in not-reactivating (NR) patients before - and one year after 
transplantation, and in respectively, the reactivating patients with low (Rlow), high (Rhigh) peak viral loads 
and in patients with BKV-induced interstitial nephritis (BKVN) during follow-up.

Figure S3. Scatter plot showing the expression frequency of PD-1 by the total CD45+CCR7+CD28+CD27+ 
‘naïve’ CD8+ T cell population and by all the LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells with a CD45+CCR7+CD28+ 

CD27+ phenotype.
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Figure S4. Line graphs showing the statistical dispersion of the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined 
subset distribution of VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T cell populations over time in NR patients, Rlow 
patients, Rhigh patients and BKVN patients (mean and standard deviation shown).
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Figure S5. Pie charts showing the distribution of cytokine combinations produced by VP1-specific CD8+ 
T cells detected after stimulation in vitro in healthy individuals, in NR patients before - and one year 
after transplantation, and in the Rlow, Rhigh and BKVN RTRs during follow-up (left panel), as well as those 
produced by LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells in the Rlow patients (right panel).
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THE EFFECTOR/MEMORY CONFUSION
Immunotherapies are rapidly gaining ground in clinical practice. The use of anti-CD20 
monoclonal antibodies has become common practice in the past years in the treatment 
of B cell malignancies and autoimmune diseases, whilst anti-CD49d- and more recently, 
anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibodies  were shown to be effective in the treatment of, 
respectively, active relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis and non-small cell lung carcinoma 
(1-4). Whereas these concern effects exerted by infusion of monoclonal antibodies that 
target specific functions of T cells, treatment of cancer with adoptive transfer of tumour-
directed T cells is also taking flight. One specific example that rightfully gained a large 
amount of media attention concerns the promising results obtained with T cells engineered 
to have a T cell receptor specific for CD19 as a therapy for treatment-refractory acute 
and chronic lymphatic leukaemia, so called CART cell therapy (5-7). Similarly, treatment 
of patients with metastasized melanoma with T cells genetically engineered to target 
melanoma epitopes has also proven beneficial in some patients (8). Indeed, pre-existent T 
cell responses directed again the presenting malignancies are generally insufficient owing 
to various mechanisms, amongst which prominently T cell functional exhaustion that is 
exacerbated by a high expression of co-inhibitory receptors like the afore mentioned 
PD-1 but also CTLA-4. These examples illustrate the enormous potential of T cell-centred 
immunotherapy in the treatment of various human diseases, also including the treatment 
of viral proliferation. With respect to the latter, treatment with adoptive transfer of T cells 
targeting Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) or human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) epitopes in the face 
of virus-induced complications occurring after solid organ and haematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation has also already taken off. Although this is still done on a small scale, 
it shows promising effects (9-14). However, before we are fully capable of adjusting T 
cell responses to maximum efficacy, much remains to be learned about T cell biology 
in humans, especially since most of the knowledge obtained so far derives from murine 
models. 

Numerous T cell publications kick off with stating that during active viral infection a large 
effector T cell population is formed, which declines during the contraction phase to leave 
behind a small memory T cell population after convalescence.  While this largely captures 
the essence of a T cell response, much is also wrong with this description. Specifically, it 
does not take into consideration: I. ongoing stimulation by a persisting viral infection in II. 
an organism with a life span of about eighty years and III. the specific effects of differences 
in antigenic exposure and environmental signals per anatomical location.

In Chapter 3 we show that circulatory cells with an IL-7RαloKLRG1hi phenotype (named 
short-lived effector cells in murine models during the acute phase of infection) are actually 
quite common amongst hCMV-specific CD8+ T cell populations found during viral latency. 
Because these cells frequently display a TEMRA phenotype and express granzyme B, this 
finding nicely illustrates how ‘memory’ cells in humans may very well exhibit traits of effector 
cells. Indeed, the hCMV-specific CD8+ T cell populations found during viral latency are 
also large in size, with single epitope-specific populations sometimes taking up more than 
ten percent of the entire circulating CD8+ T cell pool (15). While such properties best fit 
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the functional profile of effector cells, these populations may also persist for several years 

on a clonal level, which would again better fit a memory profile (16). 

To complicate things even further, acute phase effector cells are generally CD28 

and CD27 positive, while cells with a similar phenotype during viral latency are seldom 

expressing cytotoxic effector molecules (17). Terms like effector, memory, central-memory 

and effector-memory and effector-type can therefore be confusing as they suggest 

the existence of specific not functionally overlapping entities. Instead, the opposite is true 

and care should be taken when using these terms.

To put things simple: T cell function and effectiveness are ultimately determined by 

the expressed proteome. Reasoning backwards, the proteome is shaped by the various 

extracellular signals that are translated into (epi)genetic regulatory systems that determine 

which genes are transcribed and in which splice variant, and which are not. If, in the future, 

we want to be able to further use T cell-centred immunotherapies with optimal effectivity, 

then we must understand how the different effector and memory subsets function to 

control, or fail to control (as demonstrated in Chapter 7) specific pathological entities in 

humans. Please note here that function involves more than the ways in which a CD8+ T cell 

compromises the mechanisms of action of a virus, but also the ways by which the T cells 

migrate to-, and persist at a given anatomical location. 

Virus-specific CD8+ T cell differentiation is shaped by virus infection behaviour
We investigated proteomic differences between human virus-specific CD8+ T cells in nearly 

every chapter in this dissertation. As described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we found that 

during the acute phase of primary hCMV and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection occurring 

in renal transplant recipients (RTRs), CD8+ T cells specific for either virus differ with regard 

to their phenotype. While acute phase hCMV-specific cells highly expressed granzyme B 

and the transcription factor (TF) T-bet, EBV-specific cells highly expressed granzyme K and 

the TF eomesodermin (Eomes). Moreover, these distinct traits were largely retained over 

a long period of time after convalescence when the T cells may be called memory cells. 

It can be argued that these results may not represent what is happening in the healthy 

state, since RTRs are treated with immunosuppressive agents that affect T cells in order to 

prevent allograft rejection. Nevertheless, the hCMV- and EBV-specific CD8+ memory T cell 

phenotypes of healthy individuals are similar to those seen in RTRs after convalescence. 

As such, acute phase CD8+ ‘effector’ T cells in the circulation differ in their proteome 

according to specificity. Also during the memory phase, circulating CD8+ T cells targeting 

different viral epitopes display distinct proteomes.

In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we describe how circulating polyomavirus BK 

(BKV) VP1-specific ‘memory’ CD8+ T cells in healthy adults are predominantly  

exhibiting a central-memory (CD45RA¯CCR7+CD28+CD27+, TCM) or early-differentiated 

(CD45RA¯CCR7¯CD28+CD27+, effector-memory, or TEM#1) phenotype. Interestingly, these 

cells are therefore much more alike to the influenza A virus MP1 (influenza)- and respiratory 

syncytial virus NP (RSV)-specific CD8+ T cells than to the hCMV pp65 or IE- and EBV BMLF-

1-specific cells (see also Chapter 2). Given the current belief that influenza and RSV are 
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cleared from the body after infection, whereas hCMV and EBV (like BKV), enter a state of 
viral latency after primary infection, this was an unexpected finding.

BKV-, influenza- and RSV-specific CD8+ memory T cells populations have in common 
that the main target of viral infection is located in epithelial cells lining the lungs (influenza 
and RSV), respectively the urogenital tract (BKV). Instead, hCMV is commonly thought 
to reactivate from, amongst others, infected endothelial cells (18). EBV is thought to 
reactivate from epithelial cells lining the oropharynx, as well as from memory B cells during 
latency (19-21). Knowing that T cell activation results from roughly three types of signals 
(TCR stimulation, co-stimulation and cytokines), that are all provided by the environment 
of the CD8+ T cell, it is likely that the anatomical compartment in which we measure 
the virus-CD8+ T cells matters much.

Quite recently, a specific subtype of CD8+ T cells that confers protection against 
pathology for a prolonged, if not indeterminate period of time in specialized tissues like 
brain, lung, skin and intestine, has been identified. These so called tissue-resident memory 
T cells (TRMs) can be defined by their expression of CD69 (a C-type lectin) and CD103 
(integrin αE), molecules that ensure that these cells are locally retained (22). As described 
in Chapter 1, virus-specific TRMs are different from their circulating counterparts with regard 
to the CD45RA(R0)/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined phenotype, but also when it concerns 
their expression of serine proteases (granzymes) and IL-7Rα and their associations with 
these phenotypes. For example, brain CD8+ T cells often express IL-7Rα while displaying 
an advanced CD45RA(R0)/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined phenotype that is associated with 
a low IL-7Rα expression in the circulation (23). Furthermore, as discussed extensively in  
Chapter 1, virus-specific CD8+ T cells targeting the same epitope mostly differ substantially 
from one another when located in the circulation or tissues. Such phenotypic variations 
between (re)circulating and TRM CD8+ T cell populations suggest that different anatomical 
locations require a distinct functional profile to maintain an appropriate balance between 
immunity and immunopathology. They also suggest that the location determines 
the differentiation path of a CD8+ T cell. 

Therefore, trans-compartment effects on the CD8+ T cell response could explain why 
circulating BKV-specific CD8+ T cells are more alike to circulating influenza- and RSV-specific 
CD8+ T cells, since both populations are located distally from the epicentre of infection. 
It would also offer an explanation for why hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells in the circulation 
frequently display an advanced (immediately cytotoxic) phenotype as these cells would 
be more often exposed to antigen and inflammatory signals presented by hCMV-infected 
endothelial cells. Particularly strong supporting evidence for this hypothesis derives from 
the finding that hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells frequently express CX3CR1, a chemokine 
receptor that mediates homing to activated fractalkine-expressing stressed endothelial 
cells (24). T cell-mediated damage to endothelial cells has even been implicated in 
the process of atherosclerotic plaque formation (24, 25). In a similar fashion, we describe 
in Chapter 7 that BKV-specific CD8+ T cells differentiate towards CD28¯ TEM and TEMRA cells 
in the face of BKV viremia in a group of RTRs capable of regaining immunological control 
over the virus. Hence, if BKV is detectable in the circulation, where it is normally not found, 
then the BKV-specific CD8+ T cells indeed differentiate further. 
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However, despite this differentiation in the face of antigenemia by CD8+ T cells 
in a proportion of RTRs that were able to regain control over BKV, the BKV-specific 
CD28¯ TEM subsets did not differ significantly increase their expression of granzyme B  
(Chapter 7). Indeed, as demonstrated by the differentiation maps presented in Chapter 2, 
circulatory CD8+ T cells with a CD28¯ phenotype frequently express this serine protease. 
Furthermore, BKV VP1-specific CD8+ T cells in the renal allograft differed little from their 
counterparts detected in the circulation with regard to the CD45RA/CD27 phenotype. 
However, in allografts affected by BKVN we found that virtually all the VP1-specific CD8+ 
T cells co-expressed both CD69 and CD103 as opposed to only a small part of the VP1-
specific CD8+ T cells an allograft not affected by BKVN. As such, BKV VP1-specific TRMs 
accumulate at the epicentre of BKV infection but fail to control the virus. In line with their 
failure to control BKV, the TRMs were also not expressing any granzyme B. Whereas this 
may be a trait intrinsic to kidney-resident CD8+ memory populations (which we do not 
know yet), it could also be an indication that the CD8+ T cells fail to differentiate due to 
the immunosuppressive treatment. In the allografts not affected by BKVN we did find BKV-
specific CD8+ T cells that expressed granzyme B (Chapter 7). However, despite our finding 
that these cells were not expressing CD103 one could hypothesize that these granzyme B 
expressing populations act locally, possibly as some kind of short-lived effector cells, and 
possibly even locally generated by the CD69+/CD103+ TRMs, to control BKV. 

Transcriptional control of human CD8+ T cell differentiation
If we want to successfully utilize the different functional types of acute phase and 
memory/latency phase CD8+ T cells targeting different viruses (and viral epitopes) as 
immunotherapies in the future, also across different anatomical barriers, then it is important 
to understand how these responses are regulated. For several years, human CD8+ T cell 
subsets have been defined by markers like CD45 isotypes (a protein tyrosine phosphatase), 
CCR7 (a lymphoid tissue-homing receptor), and the co-stimulatory receptors CD28 and 
CD27. However, these are all end products of the process of T cell differentiation itself, 
and they do not directly say anything about the mechanisms that are directly steering T 
cell differentiation. Indeed, the use of these markers derives from a period of time in which 
it was difficult to simultaneously study the behaviour of multitude of molecules expressed 
by CD8+ T cells like we are now able to do using multichannel flowcytometry, as well as 
transcriptomics and proteomics.

Studies into the transcriptomes of different types of CD8+ memory T cells in both 
mouse and man, have identified core effector and memory mRNA signatures (26, 27). 
In turn, in the last years much became clear about how the expression of certain sets 
of genes, responsible for the generation of CD8+ T cell effector and (different) memory 
populations, is regulated by typical extracellular signals (e.g. IL-12) and intracellular TFs 
(e.g. T-bet and Eomes) (28-32).  As discussed in Chapter 1, T-bet and Eomes have been 
identified as important regulators of type 1 (cytotoxic) differentiation, whereas other TFs, 
like GATA2, FOXP3, and RORγt were found to be essential in steering T cell differentiation 
towards type 2 (classic helper cells), respectively regulatory (immunomodulatory T cells) 
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and type 17 (IL-17-producing) T cells. They act by directly or indirectly inducing translation 
of specific sets of genes into mRNA, through binding to DNA (33). 

In Chapter 2, we aimed to ‘map’ how T-bet and Eomes expression levels in CD8+ T cells 
correspond to the CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype, as well as to the expression of 
predictors of T cell functionality like IL-7Rα, granzyme K and granzyme B. Indeed, the more 
cytotoxic CD28¯ subsets generally express high levels of T-bet protein and interestingly, 
also vice versa: cells with a high expression of T-bet generally expressed high(er) levels 
of granzyme B (on the protein level). Similar to what we found on the protein level in  
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, Hertoghs et al. already showed at mRNA level how T-bet 
and Eomes were upregulated by hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells over the course of primary 
infection, from the acute phase to viral latency (34). This work also led to the discovery 
of the involvement of another TF, ZNF683, in the differentiation of hCMV-specific CD8+ T 
cells. Because of its strong molecular resemblance to Blimp1, it was named ‘Homolog of 
Blimp1 in T cells’, or ‘Hobit’ (35). Very recently, Hobit and Blimp1 were each found to be 
essential to instructing tissue retention in TRM populations (36). 

Of specific importance is the finding of Kurachi et al. that removing BATF from 
a mouse model resulted in a severe disruption of the large network of other TFs acting in 
CD8+ T cells (37). This shows that care must be taken when interpreting the results from 
studies looking into the effects of single TFs on the CD8+ T cell response as many TFs 
interact with one another in various complex ways. For example, when both T-bet and 
Eomes are silenced in experimental mice, then interestingly CD8+ T cell differentiation 
is steered towards a RORγt-expressing type 17 program (38, 39). T-bet and Eomes, in 
turn, are strongly influenced by other TFs like Foxo1, Runx1 and Runx3 (39-42). Also, 
TFs may possess a certain degree of functional redundancy, meaning that - for example 
- Eomes partially compensates for the functions of T-bet in a T-bet-knockout model (30, 
31). Nevertheless, T-bet and Eomes also differ from one another as T-bet was found to 
be particularly important for the generation of acute phase effector cells, whereas Eomes 
was found to be important for the generation of memory populations and for a functional 
secondary T cell response after antigenic recall (31). Eomes is not the only TF that was 
implicated in memory formation. Other factors identified in the last few years include 
BATF, IRF4 and Foxo1 (37, 43). These findings all demonstrate the complexity with which 
a large network of TFs acts to shape the phenotype and functional profile of individual 
CD8+ T cells, also across different anatomical locations. As such, as technically complex 
as it may be, the effects of removal or functional mutations of specific TFs must always 
be placed in the context of the entire network of TFs acting in CD8+ T cells if we want to 
truly understand their specific role in CD8+ T cell differentiation. Especially important may 
also be the differences in which some TFs are expressed by cell types in mouse and man. 
For example, Hobit is expressed not by CD8+ T cells in the circulation of mice, while it is 
expressed by murine TRMs (35, 36). In contrast, Hobit is frequently expressed by circulatory 
human effector-type cells (44). These findings suggest different functions of highly similar 
TFs in murine and human T cells, and also show that care must be taken when interpreting 
studies into the roles of TFs done only in mouse models. 
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Compared to the findings of Hertoghs et al., work described in this thesis also illustrates 
another important layer of control in T cell differentiation. For example, while the T-bet 
protein levels in hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells are generally higher than the Eomes protein 
levels (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), Hertoghs et al. report that the mRNA levels of 
these TFs in hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells show the opposite (34).  As such, mRNA levels do 
not necessarily translate into equal levels of protein, which should be taken into account 
when interpreting data on the transcriptome of cells. The exact technical details of this 
specific example given here have not been investigated further (as of yet), but recent work 
on other molecules and cell types has also shown the importance of post-transcriptional 
regulation in shaping the T cell proteome and therewith T cell effectivity. 

Epigenetic regulation, occurring in the form of histone modification and DNA 
methylation modulates the accessibility of specific parts of the CD8+ T cell chromatin 
for transcriptional factors to inhibit or promote transcription of the genes located there. 
For example, the capacity of murine CD8+ T cells to produce interferon-γ was found to 
depend on the degree of methylation of the IFNG locus. In memory CD8+ T cells this is 
much lower than in naive cells, the former which also rapidly (further) demethylated this 
locus upon activation in order to increase its accessibility for translation (45). Another 
example involves overt epigenetic modification of the PDCD1 gene (coding for PD-1) 
during acute and chronic viral infection (46). Indeed, PD-1 is a co-inhibitory molecule and 
is known to negatively regulate immune functions of CD8+ T cells (47). These data illustrate 
how epigenetic modification controls important aspects of CD8+ T cell functionality and 
ultimately control over a viral infection.

In Chapter 2 we noticed that the ratios between the T-bet and the granzyme B expression 
levels were different per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27-defined subset and stressed 
the relation between these two molecules, because T-bet directly induces granzyme B 
expression (28, 29, 32, 48, 49). Thus, assuming that T-bet induces granzyme B expression 
in a dose-dependent manner, it is unexpected that the associations between the T-bet 
and granzyme B expression levels differ per CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 phenotype. It 
is almost as if one molecule of T-bet induces different degrees of granzyme B expression 
in one subset when compared to another. Of course this may have to do with a different 
life span and individual history of the T cells, or with a different chromatin organisation 
per subset, which is important for the granzyme B gene accessibility (28, 29). Also, as 
discussed above, there are more TFs than T-bet and Eomes that may directly or indirectly 
be responsible for granzyme B expression (or inhibition). Distinct epigenetic modifications 
of, for example T-bet and/or granzyme B expression, per CD45RA/CCR7/CD27/CD28-
defined subset may be another mechanism underlying these observations. 

Micro-RNAs (miRNAs) are involved in regulating which genes are translated into 
protein and which genes are not. This is achieved by the base-pairing of the miRNA to any 
target mRNA that contains the complementary sequence, thus preventing translation of 
that strand of mRNA. Although much remains to be learned about the effects of miRNAs 
on CD8+ T cell differentiation, miRNAs appear to be important to memory formation as 
a deficiency of the DICER enzyme (essential to the formation of miRNAs) leads to a skewing 
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of the murine CD8+ T cell response towards the formation of short-lived effector cells 

during LCMV infection (50). In a similar fashion, CD8+ T cells also express hundreds of long 

non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) of which the functions remain largely elusive as of yet (51). 

Recently, it was shown that lncRNA-BC050410 is closely involved in CD244-dependent-

signalling to reduce IFNγ and TNFα signalling during tuberculosis infection through 

chromatin remodelling (52). As such, miRNAs and lncRNAs are also particularly interesting 

research targets when trying to understand our findings presented in Chapter 2. 

THE PROTEOME ON POINT
As stated before, when put simply, the proteome ultimately dictates the functionality and 

effectivity of a CD8+ T cell.  When we investigated the proteome of the seven largest 

CD45RA/CCR7/CD27/CD28-defined subsets found in the circulation of healthy individuals 

by means of high-resolution mass spectrometry (hrMS, Chapter 4), we found that only six 

percent of the total amount of proteins detected was expressed to a significantly different 

degree between any of the circulatory CD8+ T cell subsets. Furthermore, unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering with specialized software revealed exactly the same hierarchy of 

the subsets as we had found in Chapter 2 where we simply arranged the subsets manually 

according to their expression levels of IL-7Rα and granzyme B. 

As we go from the naïve to the TCM, and then to the four different TEM subsets and 

ultimately the TEMRA subset (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 for an overview of these 

subsets), then the expression level of IL-7Rα declines while that of granzyme B increases. 

The changes over the entire CD45RA/CCR7/CD27/CD28-defined spectrum of subsets for 

these two proteins appear to occur in a linear fashion. However, this is also true for most 

of the other proteins identified with hrMS. When we split the 286 differentially expressed 

proteins up over six clusters, then we found three clusters holding proteins that are 

expressed in an increasing manner over the subset spectrum that ranges from the naïve 

to TEMRA states, like granzyme B; one cluster holding proteins of which the expression 

declines, like IL-7Rα; and two clusters that hold proteins that are expressed in a non-linear 

fashion (Chapter 4).

Remarkably, each of these clusters, shown in Chapter 4, hold different serine proteases, 

which is reminiscent for the situation of EBV- and hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells discussed 

above. For example, one cluster comprised proteins highly expressed by all non-naïve 

subsets. This cluster contained granzyme K, but also Eomes, which were indeed both 

found to be highly expressed by EBV-specific CD8+ T cells. Another cluster held proteins 

that were expressed in particular by the CD28¯ TEM and TEMRA subsets, like granzyme 

B and T-bet. Indeed, both molecules are highly expressed by hCMV-specific CD8+ T 

cells (Chapter 4). It is therefore tempting to state that the granzyme K cluster comprises 

a proteome expressed by EBV-specific CD8+ T cells, whereas the granzyme B cluster 

comprises a proteome expressed by hCMV-specific CD8+ T cells. This would mean that we 

now have a selection of other proteins, previously unexplored in the context of the EBV- or 

hCMV-specific CD8+ T cell response, to which we can now turn our scientific attention. 
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Extrapolating this line of thought to the context of the other CD8+ T cell responses, like 
those targeting influenza, RSV or BKV, this protein database also offers opportunities to 
explore new molecular pathways important to these responses. 

We also found evidence that all the CD45RA/CCR7/CD27/CD28-defined subsets found 
in the circulation are running specific metabolic programs. Indeed, T cell metabolism is 
a relatively hot research item in T cell biology as it was recently shown that during the acute 
phase of infection, inhibition of mTOR signalling, one of the main regulating proteins of T 
cell metabolism, led to the persistence of more memory T cells after pathogenic control 
(53, 54).  When we look at the metabolic distinctions between the naïve and different 
circulatory ‘memory’ subsets, then we find that from the naïve to the TEMRA subsets, 
expression levels of proteins involved in glycolysis decrease. Instead, a rate-limiting 
enzyme important to the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, isocitrate dehydrogenase, was 
found to be upregulated (Chapter 4). Since the TCA cycle generates NADH (energy) from 
acetyl-CoA, a molecule that in turn is produced by glycolysis, this may appear paradoxical 
when considering the decrease in proteins involved in glycolysis. However, molecules like 
ATP citrate lyase and acetyl-CoA acyltransferase 2, involved in the intracytosolic generation 
of acetyl-CoA from citrate, CoA and fatty acid oxidation (FAO), were also found to be 
upregulated (Chapter 4). Both molecules are also involved in fatty acid biosynthesis and 
recently, Pearce et al. reported that murine CD8+ memory T cells indeed rely on FAO and 
oxidative phosphorylation as their energy source. They also showed that the substrates for 
FAO in memory cells appear to derive from cell-intrinsic lipolysis occurring via an, as of 
yet, poorly understood mechanism (55, 56). As such, distinct metabolic programs appear 
to be run by different memory and naïve CD8+ T cell subsets and much remains to be 
learned about these processes. 

In conclusion, thanks to new insights in T cell immunobiology, amongst others by 
applying shotgun approaches to identify transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics, 
our knowledge on antiviral defence by T lymphocytes increases and appears to be even 
more complicated than was ever before imagined. In the near future, we expect to exploit 
this knowledge for the development of targeted T cell therapies / vaccines.
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PART I
In Chapter 1 we offer a literature review on the subject of human CD8+ T cell differentiation 
in response to various viral infections. Here we make clear that the antiviral response 
measurable in the circulation is distinct from that measurable in different specialized 
tissues. Furthermore, we provide an overview of the currently described, and frequently 
utilized nomenclature with which we define distinct functional CD8+ T cell subsets. 

The nomenclature of CD8+ T cell subsets in humans is historically based on expression 
patterns of extracellular markers like CD45 isoforms, CCR7, CD28 and CD27. Because 
differentiation is governed by transcription factors (TFs), and because the TFs T-bet and 
eomesodermin (Eomes) were found to steer CD8+ effector and memory differentiation, we 
wanted to know how intracellular T-bet and Eomes expression levels relate to the CD45RA/
CCR7/CD28/CD27 surface phenotype, as well as to expression of markers predictive  
of function.

In Chapter 2 we show that different T-bet/Eomes expression levels are associated 
with distinct CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 surface phenotypes and distinct functional 
potential of CD8+ T cells. Furthermore, we show that different virus-specific CD8+ T cell 
populations in the circulation of healthy human adults each exist in a restricted range 
of these phenotypes. Next, we provide evidence that viral infection history, particularly 
concerning persisting infections with the human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1), human 
cytomegalovirus (hCMV) and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), significantly shape the overall CD8+ 

T cell pool. Moreover, we found this to have a strong impact on the associations between 
the T-bet/Eomes expression levels, CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 surface phenotype, and 
the expression of markers predictive for functional potential of individual CD8+ T cells. For 
example, when looking at the functional potential of a CD45RA¯CCR7+ central-memory 
cell in an HIV-1 uninfected person is not necessarily the same entity as a central-memory 
cell in an HIV-1 infected individual. Finally, we show that distinct phenotypes of antiviral 
CD8+ T cells are imprinted early during the acute phase of primary viral infection. 

This subject is further explored in Chapter 3, where we investigated the expression 
of IL-7Rα and KLRG1 on human CD8+ T cells during the course of persistent infections 
with the herpes viruses hCMV and EBV. In mice, these two markers were used to define 
acute phase ‘short-lived effector cells’ (SLECS, or IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cells) and ‘memory 
precursor cells’ (MPECs, or IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo cells). We show that circulating human 
CD8+ T cell populations frequently display a SLEC phenotype long after viral control, 
demonstrating that care must be taken when coining the term ‘short-lived effector 
cells’ for human IL7RαloKLRG1hi T cells. Furthermore, we show that MPECs are indeed 
formed during the course of different viral infections and that such cells accumulate in 
human lymph nodes. Finally, we describe how IL-7RαloKLRG1lo cells appear to contain 
a substantial subpopulation of Ki-67-expressing, actively cycling cells during viral latency. 
This subpopulation might act as a source that is supplying the anti-herpes response with 
‘fresh’ CD8+ T cells during viral latency.

Recent technical developments have allowed us to utilize high resolution mass 
spectrometry (MS) to examine the CD8+ T cell proteome in a shotgun approach. In 
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comparison to multichannel flowcytometry, this technique provides an unbiased scope 
on what is happening on the protein level inside different human CD8+ T cell subsets. 
In Chapter 4 we describe how MS reveals a distinct hierarchy amongst the seven largest 
CD8+ T cell populations previously identified in the human adult circulation. The spectrum 
starts with naïve cells (TN), continues with central-memory cells (TCM), four different effector-
memory (TEM)  populations and then ends with CD45RA-expressing TEM or TEMRA cells. 
Furthermore, large selections of proteins display distinct patterns of expression over this 
subset spectrum, such as a pattern where the expression increases in a linear manner 
from the TN to the TEMRA phenotype; a pattern where the expression decreases in a linear 
manner from the TN to the  TEMRA phenotype; and two distinct patterns where proteins 
are (or are not) expressed only by certain subsets in a non-linear fashion. Furthermore, we 
show in this chapter that proteins associated with metabolic regulation (metabolome) and 
proteins associated with cell-cell adhesion (adhesome) are distinctly expressed over these 
seven large circulatory CD8+ T cell populations found in man.  

PART II
In Chapter 5 we review the literature on polyomavirus BK (BKV) and its associations 
with clinical entities, like BKV-induced interstitial nephritis (BKVN), ureteric stenosis and 
haemorrhagic cystitis occurring in transplant recipients. 

Because little was known about the CD8+ T cell response involved in keeping 
polyomavirus BK (BKV) under control in healthy individuals, we describe in Chapter 6 
how we used single staining with different fluorescently-labelled MHC-A02 tetramers 
loaded with immunodominant BKV peptides to isolate BKV-specific CD8+ T cells from 
the blood of healthy adults to learn more about the phenotypic and functional aspects 
of these cells. Compared to hCMV and EBV-specific populations, BKV VP1 (viral capsid 
protein)-specific CD8+ T cells are found as extremely small populations in the circulation of 
healthy adults. Remarkably, their phenotype, predominantly being CD45RA¯CCR7+/¯CD27+ 
(TCM and CD27+ TEM), was found to be similar to that of circulating influenza A-specific 
CD8+ T cells.  BKV-specific CD8+ T cells circulating in healthy adults carry no, or very little 
granzyme B but are very efficient at producing multiple cytokines. The lack of cytotoxic 
differentiation displayed by BKV-specific CD8+ T cells found in the circulation of healthy 
adults may be explained by the fact that BKV particles are generally not detectable in this 
anatomical compartment. Furthermore, - as far as currently known - BKV does not cause 
significant pathology in healthy immunocompetent individuals. Therefore, as described in  
Chapter 7, we expanded our research to a group of renal transplant recipients (RTRs) 
suffering from various degrees of measurable BKV reactivation in the circulation; 
some of whom even developed BKVN. Here we asked whether this condition affected 
the differentiation of BKV-specific CD8+ T cells and whether the process of differentiation 
was different in individuals who failed to gain control over the virus after transplantation 
versus those patients with self-limiting disease. In this study, we isolated BKV-specific CD8+ 
T cells using combinatorial encoding with fluorescently-labelled MHC-A02 tetramers, 
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which significantly enhances the sensitivity and specificity of the staining as compared to 
the single staining used in the study described in the previous chapter. 

We here found that BKV-specific CD8+ T cells in RTRs prior to transplantation, are not 
different from those circulating in healthy individuals, suggesting that there is not a pre-
disposing factor to develop BKVN when looking at the CD8+ T cells prior to transplantation. 
Furthermore, we found that CD8+ T cells targeting BKV large T antigen protein (LTAG, 
a viral non-structural protein) display a very different phenotype from BKV VP1(viral capsid 
protein)-specific CD8+ T cells prior to viral reactivation. Whereas the VP1-specific cells 
mainly display a TCM and CD28+CD27+ TEM phenotype, LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells display 
a phenotype similar to naïve T cells with the exception that they highly express PD-1. Both 
VP1- and LTAG-specific CD8+ T cells differentiate toward effector-memory cells during 
viral reactivation in patients who were well capable of regaining control over BKV infection 
after transplantation. In patients who suffered to a severe degree from BKV reactivation 
and even from BKVN, the process of CD8+ T cell differentiation appeared to be impaired 
as judged by a failure of the BKV-specific T cells to enter TEM states. Furthermore, these 
cells did not increase their T-bet and Eomes expression and they showed a lack of IL-7Rα 
downregulation, each being signs of cell activation. Despite the impaired differentiation of 
the circulating BKV-specific CD8+ T cells, we did find an accumulation of BKV VP1-specific 
CD8+ T cells in the BKVN-affected kidneys. These cells all displayed a CD69+CD103+ 
tissue-resident memory (TRM) phenotype, but did not express any granzyme B. In contrast, 
in kidneys that were not affected by BKVN we found lower numbers of BKV-specific CD8+ 
T cells and TRMs, of which a proportion did express granzyme B. Together, these findings 
point at impaired CD8+ T cell differentiation as a cause for the emergence of severe 
reactivation of BKV and BKVN.
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DEEL I
Voor een algemene uitleg over T cel immunologie en BKV verwijs ik u graag naar  
de Engelstalige algemene introductie aan het begin van dit boek.

In Hoofdstuk 1 geven we een literatuuroverzicht over humane CD8+ T cel differentiatie 
in reactie op verschillende virale infecties. In dit hoofdstuk willen we duidelijk maken 
dat de antivirale CD8+ T cel respons, zoals meetbaar in de circulatie, verschillend is van  
de respons gemeten in verscheidene gespecialiseerde weefsels zoals longen en hersenen. 
Bovendien geven we een overzicht van de beschreven, en momenteel vaak gebruikte 
nomenclatuur waarmee verschillende functionele CD8+ T cel subsets op dit moment 
gedefinieerd worden. 

Deze nomenclatuur is van oudsher gebaseerd op de expressie patronen van 
extracellulaire markers zoals CD45 isovormen, CCR7, CD28 en CD27. Omdat differentiatie 
op transcriptie niveau gereguleerd wordt door transcriptiefactoren (TFs) en niet door  
de eerst genoemde extracellulaire markers, wilden we weten hoe de intracellulaire  
T-bet en Eomes (TFs die in muizen belangrijk zijn gebleken voor respectievelijk, effector 
en memory differentiatie) expressie levels relateren aan de CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/CD27 
oppervlakte fenotypes en aan de expressie levels van markers die voorspellend zijn voor 
de functie van CD8+ T cellen in mensen. In Hoofdstuk 2 laten we zien dat bepaalde 
T-bet/Eomes expressie levels geassocieerd zijn met specifieke CD45RA/CCR7/CD28/
CD27 fenotypes, maar ook met bepaalde expressie levels van markers voorspellend voor 
het functionele profiel van CD8+ T-cellen. Verder tonen we aan dat verschillende virus-
specifieke CD8+ T-cel populaties in de circulatie van gezonde volwassen mensen bestaan   
in enkel een beperkte range van zulke fenotypen en dat ze daarmee ten op zichte van 
elkaar behoorlijk kunnen verschillen met betrekking tot hun expressie van transcriptie 
factoren en functioneel profiel. Tenslotte laten we zien dat virale infectie geschiedenis, 
in het bijzonder die met persisterende infecties met humaan immunodeficiëntievirus 1 
(HIV-1), humaan cytomegalovirus (hCMV) en Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), een significante 
impact heeft op de vorming van de totale circulatoire CD8+ T cel populatie. Deze impact 
strekt zelfs zover dat de associatie tussen de T-bet/Eomes expressie levels, CD45RA/
CCR7/CD28/CD27 oppervlakte fenotype en de expressie van markers voorspellend 
voor de functie van individuele CD8+ T-cellen, anders is in individuen met verschillende 
virale infectiegeschiedenissen. Bijvoorbeeld, een central-memory cel in een individu 
geïnfecteerd met HIV-1 is qua T-bet/Eomes expressie niet per se gelijk aan een central-
memory cel in een individu die niet HIV-1 besmet is. Tenslotte laten we zien dat  
de specifieke memory fenotypes van de verschillende antivirale CD8+ T cel populaties al 
vroeg tijdens de acute fase van de primaire virale infectie ‘geprogrammeerd’ worden om 
deze bepaalde differentiatiestaat aan te nemen.

Over dit onderwerp wordt verder uitgeweid in Hoofdstuk 3. In dit hoofdstuk 
onderzochten we of humane CD8+ T-cellen, over het verloop van een primaire virale 
infectie met persisterende herpesvirussen (EBV en hCMV), vergelijkbare expressie patronen 
toonden van IL-7Rα en KLRG1, zoals die in muismodellen reeds waren beschreven. In 
muizen zijn deze markers gebruikt om ‘kortlevende effectorcellen’ (short-lived effector cells  
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(SLECs) of IL-7RαloKLRG1hi cellen) en memory precursorcellen (MPECs of IL-7RαhiKLRG1lo 

cellen) te definiëren. In dit hoofdstuk laten we zien dat herpesvirus-gerichte CD8+ T cel 

populaties in de circulatie van de mens tijdens de memory fase van de T cel respons vaak 

een SLEC fenotype hebben terwijl dit fenotype bij muizen vooral tijdens de acute fase 

van infectie gezien wordt. Dit suggereert  dat we voorzichtig moeten zijn met het gebruik 

van definities zoals SLEC in de mens, aangezien deze cellen alles behalve kortlevend zijn. 

Verder laten wij in dit hoofdstuk zien dat MPECs inderdaad gevormd worden gedurende 

het verloop van een herpesinfectie en dat dergelijke cellen vooral accumuleren in humane 

lymfeknopen. Virus-specifieke CD8+ T cellen in lymfeknopen brengen ook veel minder 

T-bet, maar wel veel Eomes tot expressie in vergelijking met de circulerende cellen. Tot 

slot beschrijven we hoe een bepaalde subset van IL-7RαloKLRG1lo cellen een substantiële 

supersubset van Ki-67-positieve (dus actief delende) cellen bevat gedurende virale 

latentie. Deze subpopulatie zou misschien wel eens als stamcelpopulatie kunnen fungeren 

die de anti-herpes respons  van ‘verse’ CD8+ T-cellen voorziet gedurende virale latentie.

Recente technische ontwikkelingen hebben ons in staat gesteld om gebruik te maken 

van hoge resolutie massaspectrometrie (MS) om het CD8+ T-cel proteoom met een 

‘shotgun’ benadering te onderzoeken. In vergelijking met multichannel flowcytometrie 

biedt deze techniek een nog veel breder overzicht over wat er gebeurt op eiwit niveau in 

verschillende menselijke CD8+ T cel subsets. In Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijven we hoe MS laat 

zien dat er een duidelijke hiërarchisch spectrum bestaat onder de zeven grootste CD8+ 

T-cel populaties die reeds waren geïdentificeerd in de volwassen (menselijke) circulatie. 

Dit spectrum begint met naïeve T cellen (TN), gevolgd door central-memory T cellen (TCM) 

en vier verschillende effector-memory (TEM) T cel populaties, en eindigt met CD45RA-

positieve TEM of TEMRA cellen. Bovendien laten grote groepen eiwitten verschillende maar 

specifieke patronen van expressie zien over dit CD8+ T cel subset spectrum. Er is een 

groep eiwitten waarvan de expressie lineair toeneemt vanaf de TN tot aan de TEMRA subset 

(bijvoorbeeld cytotoxische eiwitten); er is een ander patroon waarbij de expressie lineair 

afneemt vanaf de TN tot aan de TEMRA subset (veelal eiwitten betrokken bij regulatie van 

metabolisme); en er zijn nog twee verschillende patronen te zien waarin sommige eiwitten 

enkel tot expressie (of niet tot expressie) komen in bepaalde subsets op een niet-lineaire 

wijze. Verder zoomen we in dit hoofdstuk in op alle eiwitten die geassocieerd zijn met 

metabole regulatie (ofwel het metaboloom), alsook  alle eiwitten die geassocieerd zijn met 

cel-cel adhesie (ofwel het adhesoom) waarbij het duidelijk wordt dat deze in verschillende 

mate tot expressie gebracht worden door deze zeven grootste CD8+ T cel subsets aanwezig 

in de circulatie van de mens. Deze bevindingen benadrukken de complexiteit waarmee 

verschillende CD8+ T cel subsets in staat zijn om verschillende functies uit te oefenen.

DEEL II
In Hoofdstuk 5 geven we een overzicht van de literatuur over polyomavirus BK (BKV) en 

zijn associaties met specifieke klinische entiteiten, zoals BKV-geïnduceerde interstitiële 

nefritis (BKVN), ureter stenose en hemorragische cystitis in transplantatie patiënten.
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Omdat weinig bekend was over de CD8+ T-celrespons waarmee (BKV) normaliter onder 
controle gehouden wordt door gezonde immuuncompetente individuen, beschrijven we 
in Hoofdstuk 6 hoe we met single stainings met fluorescerende MHC-A02 tetrameren BKV-
specifieke CD8 + T-cellen hebben geïsoleerd uit het bloed van gezonde volwassenen. Dit 
hebben we gedaan om vervolgens meer over de fenotypische en functionele aspecten 
van deze cellen te kunnen leren. BKV VP1 (viraal capside-eiwit)-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen  
zijn maar in zeer kleine aantallen aanwezig in de circulatie van gezonde volwassenen 
(in vergelijking met bijvoorbeeld de hCMV en EBV-specifieke populaties). Deze cellen 
bleken fenotypisch hoofdzakelijk CD45RA¯CCR7+/CD27+ (TCM en CD27+ TEM) vroeg-
gedifferentieerde cellen te zijn, en waren daarmee verassend genoeg vergelijkbaar aan 
het fenotype van circulerende influenza A-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen. Dit is vooral verassend 
omdat BKV, in tegenstelling tot influenza een virus is dat in lichaam voor de rest van het 
leven aanwezig blijft (net zoals hCMV en EBV dat doen). De BKV VP1-specifieke cellen 
dragen net als influenza A-specifieke cellen geen of zeer weinig granzym B, en lijken 
daarom weinig directe cytotoxiciteit te kunnen uitoefenen zoals hCMV-specifieke cellen 
dat over het algemeen wel kunnen. Daarentegen zijn de BKV VP1-specifieke cellen, 
weer net als influenza A-specifieke cellen zeer efficiënt in het produceren van meerdere 
cytokinen na stimulatie.

Het gebrek aan cytotoxische differentiatie van BKV-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen  zou 
verklaard kunnen worden door het feit dat BKV loads over algemeen niet detecteerbaar 
zijn in de circulatie van gezonde individuen. Verder lijkt BKV ook geen significante 
pathologie te veroorzaken in gezonde immunocompetente individuen (voor zover dat nu 
bekend is). Daarom hebben wij dit onderzoek uitgebreid naar een   groep niertransplantatie 
(NTx) patiënten die verschillende gradaties van in de circulatie meetbare BKV reactivatie 
ontwikkelden. Enkelen van hen werden zelfs gediagnosticeerd met BKVN. In deze 
vervolgstudie vroegen wij ons af of BKV reactivatie (en dus disseminatie van het virus naar 
de circulatie) invloed heeft op de differentiatie van BKV-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen.  Verder 
stelden wij daarbij de subvraag of het proces van BKV-specifieke CD8+ T cel differentiatie 
verschilde bij patiënten die niet in staat waren om weer controle te krijgen over het virus, 
versus het proces van CD8+ T cel differentiatie in patiënten wiens immuunsysteem wel in 
staat bleek om het virus zelf weer onder controle te krijgen. In tegenstelling tot de vorige 
studie hebben we in deze vervolgstudie BKV-specifieke CD8+ T cellen geïsoleerd met 
behulp van ‘combinatorial encoding’ met fluorescent-gemerkte MHC-A02 tetrameren. 
Deze techniek heeft de sensitiviteit en specificiteit van de kleuring aanzienlijk verhoogd 
in vergelijking met de enkele tetrameerstaining zoals we die in de vorige studie  
hadden gebruikt.

In deze studie, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 7, vonden we dat BKV-specifieke CD8+ 
T-cellen in NTx patiënten voorafgaand aan transplantatie niet verschillen van hun 
tegenhangers zoals die in de circulatie van gezonde volwassenen worden gevonden. Dit 
suggereert dat er geen predisponerende/voorspellende factoren zijn in patiënten met 
ernstig nierfalen vóór transplantatie, met betrekking tot het CD8+ T cel compartiment, 
voor het ontwikkelen van ernstige BKV reactivatie en BKVN na transplantatie. Verder 
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vonden we dat, voorafgaand aan virale reactivatie, CD8+ T-cellen gericht tegen het large 
T antigen eiwit (LTAG, een viraal niet-structurele eiwit) een ander fenotype hadden dan 
CD8+ T cellen gericht tegen BKV VP1 (viraal capside-eiwit). Daar waar VP1-specifieke 
cellen inderdaad veelal een TCM en CD28+CD27+ TEM toonden, hebben LTAG-specifieke 
CD8+ T-cellen meestal een fenotype dat normaliter naïeve T-cellen definieert behalve dan 
meer PD-1 tot expressie brengen. In patiënten die zelf in staat waren om het virus weer 
te controleren na transplantatie bleken zowel VP1- als LTAG-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen te 
differentiëren in de richting van CD28¯ TEM fenotypes. Bij patiënten die in een ernstige 
mate van BKV reactivering en zelfs BKVN ontwikkelden, leek deze CD28¯ TEM differentiatie 
niet op te treden. Verder wezen de afwezigheid van T-bet en Eomes inductie en het gebrek 
aan IL-7Rα downregulatie ook op een gebrek aan CD8+ T cel activatie en differentiatie in 
respons op BKV reactivatie na transplantatie. Ondanks de afgenomen differentiatie van 
de circulerende BKV-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen, vonden we wel een opeenstapeling van 
BKV VP1-specifieke CD8+ T-cellen in samples van nieren waarin zich BKVN had ontwikkelt. 
Bovendien bleken deze BKV-specifieke cellen in de nieren een CD69+CD103+ tissue-
resident geheugen fenotype te hebben, maar brachten ze geen granzym B tot expressie. 
In nieren waarin we geen BKVN konden vinden vonden we lagere aantallen van BKV-
specifieke CD8+ T-cellen. Desalniettemin bracht een substantieel deel van deze cellen 
wel granzym B tot expressie. Tezamen wijzen deze bevindingen op een afgenomen BKV-
specifieke CD8+ T cel differentiatie, een proces dat op zijn beurt weer ten grondslag kan 
liggen aan het ontstaan   van ernstige BKV reactivatie en uiteindelijk ook de ontwikkeling 
van BKVN. Dit laatste is vooral van belang omdat we tot nu toe eigenlijk niet goed 
begrijpen waarom een deel van de NTx patiënten uiteindelijk BKVN ontwikkelt en omdat 
BKVN op zijn beurt weer een hoge kans geeft op verlies van de getransplanteerde nier.

Uiteindelijk geven deze bevinden ons daarom handvatten om verder onderzoek te 
doen naar bijvoorbeeld therapievormen die zich richten op het behoudt of herstel van 
de BKV-specifieke T cel respons om zo het verlies van de in vele opzichten kostbare 
niertransplantaten te kunnen behouden.
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